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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"The National Airspace System9 Plan for Facilities, EquiDment and
Associated Development has set a framework for the modernization of
the NAS for the next decade. It was developed with specific overall
goals in a mind. These include the replacement and modernization of
an aging air traffic control and navigation system, the development
of a total system related to the specific needs of the user
community, and the design of that system to serve as a basis for
further enhancement of Safety, improved efficiency, and reduced
operation costs.

Since the publication of the first NAS Plan, the agency has
undertaken a multilateral approach to ensure that the implementation
of the NAS Plan is consistent with and accomplishes the intent of
those broad goals. Continuous review of the NAS Plan, along with
the comprehensive review of the NAS airspace and its attendant
procedures through the National Airspace Review, have provided the
aviation community with a unique opportunity for assisting and
advising the FAA in the direction of that system evolution.

In consonance with these efforts, the agency has developed companion
plans for the NAS engineering and development programs and the NAS
maintenance and operations necessary to support the future system.
The NAS Plan for Engineering and Development outlines the projects
required to support the acquisition of the future system, as well as
those activities necessary to make use of an evolving, fast-changing
technology to meet user needs that cannot be met by current system
technology.

A related activity, initiated by the agency in support of the NAS
Plan development, provides documentation of the operational
requirements that are being addressed in the various FAA programs
set forth in the NAS Plan. Those requirements have been
consolidated in this ducument to facilitate the verification of the
NAS Plan goals for meeting the user needs and to provide a forum for
extensive user coordination and the associated requirements
validation. These requirements are presented in the form of
capabilities which are required of the NAS to provide agency
personnel the necessary tools to unsure safe and efficient services
to the aviation public. The detailed approach for translating the
operational requirements into functional capabilities and
implemented systems will be determined through the NAS system design
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activity. The NAS Operational Requirements Document provides a
basic tool in the systems engineering process and is followed in a
hierarchial sense, by four design documents. The first is the Level
I Design Document, which presents a qualitative high-level system
definition that identifies the allocation of functions to specific
equipment and facilities, provides a description of the interfaces,
and outlines the data flow across each interface. The Level II
Design Document will contain the system topology. It will identify

the quantity, location, and connectivity of equipment and

facilities, performance requirements, data and voice loading on each
of the interfaces. The Level III Document will establish a series
of implementation packages and specify the time and engineering
requirements for installation of each package at each individual
site. The Level IV Document will provide the detailed, site
specific designs and implementation, training, logistics and test
requirements.

The initial preparation of the requirements document involved two
*parallel efforts. The first was a review of the operational

services provided by the NAS directly to users. A hierarchy of
these services was developed from extensive review of applicable

documentation and from general reference to the Airman's Information
Manual, the Air Traffic Control Handbook, and the Flight Services
Handbook supplemented by general knowledge about the NAS. In

addition, ne% or enhanced services that might be provided in the
future were developed from reference to the NAS Plan and from
various studies about future demand or improvements needed in
today's system.

The second of the parallel efforts was to review existing documents

of various types to identify operational requirements that had
already been established. Many of these requirements were stated
explicitly in the documents, but others were inferred from the
content of the documents. These documents are listed in Appendix A
(Bibliography).

* Following these iterations, the docimient was then presented to a
group of Air Traffic Service controllers and managers from around
the nation for validation of the requirements. Once Lhe basic
content and structure of the requirements were fixed, the necessary
quantification and performance standards were added to ensure that
in the following years, the various programs and products have

* actually satisfied the requirements and net the goals of the system.

1-2
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The process is specifically pointed toward meeting those broad goals
of the FAA and aviation user community. The agency has outlined a
set of goals and objectives for the future NAS which has been
delineated in the NAS Plan. These goals, which directly apply to
the NAS requirements assessment, are to:

o Meet the national demand for aviation services as these
needs grow and evolve.

0 Allow the users of the system to operate with a minimum of
artificial constraints.

o Provide for the use of capabilities and integration of
systems for fuiel-efficient flights.

o Reduce operational errors.

o Reduce the risks of midair and surface traffic collisions,
landing and weather-related accidents, and collision with
the ground.

o Increase productivity of the agency work force, including
air traffic controllers, flight specialists, and the
technical staff.

o Constrain the overall cost of operations.

DOCUMENT OBJECTIVES

The Operational Requirements Document presents a compilation of

operational requirements that serve as a basis for subsequent design
and program planning activities.' The primary objective of the 'I

document is to provide a comprehensive and accurate representation
of the requirements of the entire aviation community, while
accommodating modifications or new requirements in response to
changing operationa! needs during the NAS evolution., Since this
document encompasses requiremenL; for both existing and projected
future capabilities in the NAS, some variation in the level of
detail will exist until further requiremnts assessment and analyses
are completed.

The document presents requirements which are oriented toward the

systems capability to provide services Lo the aviation public. It
is not a stand alone document, but one that is supported by a myriad
of other documents and specifications.

1-3
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Documents such as Airways Planning Standards and the National Plan
of Integrated Airports Systems provide establishment and
discontinuance criteria which determine specific amounts and types
of equipment allotted to various facilities of the NAS.

Similarily, this document is intended to support existing procedures
established in Federal Air Regulations (FAR) and FAA Orders. The
intent is to provide those required capabilities to enable agency
personnel to comply with these directives.
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CHATER I

uVERVIEW

coperational requirements presented in Chapter 3 of this Document
ire organized in a top-down hierarchical structure that tacilitates
their orderly development to the required level of detail. Each two
di ,git section (31) broadly describes the operational function
:)crformed. Listed below each of these sections are three digit
sctions (3.1.1) which contain a statem-,ent of the general
requirement tc be fulfilled, followed by the specific requirements
of the system (3.1.1, A's B, etc.)~. The_-se sections provide the
required capabilities that are necessary for providing services to
tne users of the National Airspacue System (%AS).

Requirements are grouped into eight ope-rational. categories which are

4 summarized below.

Flight _Plani-gReiirements

Flight planning for both visual and instrument flight. supports
specialist:: 4nd users in estabishingF safe and e&fic-ienit flight.

Thi pc~im ngrequir-s accurate -3ad ti~ vweather information;
current :.rronautical information; and knowLedge of poteatial or
actual aico-.-pace or, route saturation. In addition, the 14AS must be
capable ,, ceceiving fLight inL'ormatio from varied Sources and
distribiiing this Liiformation to the appropr;.ate user/specialist.

Control _ j 2 rements

Control of operations requires extfcgsive capabilities to ichieve the
safe and efficient flow of air trafffic throughout the NAS. To
exercise control of aircraft , the system must have informa-ition ahout
the current anid expe,-ted trajectory for eaach aircraft operating in

4 he system. Thi control eureet address t'- fol lo-winig
capabiities:

o Flow control, including thie allocation ofavailable
airspace capacity and determination and communication of
flight restrictions touensure delays are minimized.

* Approach arid depart 'ire :,equlnc ing tc- (IC e rmirne the orde r
of aircrafL landing at, or dciriu row, aii aerodrome.

* Aircraft. separation to provide c i'-,inces that, maintain
separation standards for speciftcduo -nditions.



o Control outside of independent iur,-'eiLance coverage to
establish separation based on user position reports and
application of expanded, improved separation standards.

o Collision Avoidance, including the prediction of
collisions and determination of conflict avoidance
maneuvers.

0 Weather Avoidance, including the prediction and specialist
notification of an aircraft encounter with potential
hazardous weather and determination of avoidance
procedures.

0 Ground and obstacle avoidance to provid ,Lna-based
assistance to users in maintaining satf earance from the
ground, mountainous terrain and man-made obstacles.

0 In-flight emergency assistance, including the procedures
and communications for providing emergency assistance to
users.

o Search and rescue capabilities to meet the federal
interagency agreements for assisting aircraft experiencing
in-flight emergencies,

o Special services for military aircraft to accommodate
requests for special handling of aircraft within the NAS,
in accordance with established agreements.

0 Airport movement area control requires that aids be
provided to both the user and the specialists to ensure
safe operations on airport movemenc areas.

Monitoring _Requirements

The VFR monitoring requirements provide for various flight services
* to support VFR operations within the NAS. These capabilities

include provisions for flight following to monitor flight progress
over hazardous areas and to issue traffic and weather advisories.
Generally the VFR monitoring capabilities are supported by
facilities and procedures different from those associated with
Instrument Flight Rule control due to the significant differences in

* IFR and VFR flight operations and equipage.
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intrafacility voice and data communications requirements between
aircraft and air traffic control and flight service facilities,
between FAA and external facilities, and within NAS facilities.

Maintenance Support Requirements

Maintenance support requirements entail the overall provision of
maintenance equipment and facilities to support the requirements of
the NAS. Additionally, support will be provided to accomplish the
necessary monitoring and testing to ensure that the services
provided meets the goals of the system.

System Effectiveness Requirements

Effectiveness requirements describe the tolerances associated with
the loss of service and prioritize each of the NAS functional
catagories with respect to the safe operation and control of the
system.

4 2-4
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3.0 REQUIRED OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

The mission of the FAA includes the central objective of providing
for the safe and efficient use of the nation's airspace, while
minimizing constraints on its use. This section of the NAS
requirements document presents the requirements for direct services
to users (e.g., pilots, airlines, military) and specialists (e.g.,
flight service specialists, controllers) in order to support both
IFR and VFR flights under varying conditions of weather, demand on
the system, and emergency situations. Flight planning, aircraft
separation, air defense, law enforcement, control, and monitoring
capabilities are required along with surveillance, navigation, and
communication capabilities supporting the oceanic, en route,
terminal, and airport operations.

3.1 Flight Planning

Safe and efficient use of the nation's airspace requires the
* provision of flight planning capabilities. Flight planning requires

information such as expected route, altitude, and time of flight, as
well as the anticipated flight conditions including weather,
navigation systems, available routes, special use airspace, and flow
control conditions. IFR flights are usually assigned to specific
routes and altitudes and are under active NAS control. VFR flights
are restricted in the kinds of weather conditions they can tolerate,
the routes and altitudes used, and they may not be under active NAS

control.

4
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13.1.1 Weather Information (Strategic) Requirements

General Requirements

Weather conditions can significantly affect aircraft performance and
safety. Planning of flights requires the availability of timely and
accurate weather information such as: upper air winds, upper air
temperatures, and hazardous weather data. A capability is required
to select and access weather information which could affect flight
planning. Weather information is required by specialists and users.*

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall acquire and maintain weather information
covering the area of NAS responsibility for both domestic
and foreign operations. Weather information shall include
current, trend, and forecast weather and shall include
surface and atmospheric weather to the highest altitudes
affecting flight planning, efficiency, and safety.

I. The NAS shall acquire and maintain current, trend, and
forecast weather information for all areas of the U.S.
(including Alaska and Hawaii), Canada, Mexico, the
Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.

a. The NAS shall acquire weather information in U.S.
airspace as indicated below from FAA, NWS, DOD and
private sources of weather data.

b. The NAS shall acquire weather information from
Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean in whatever form
and with whatever frequency provided.

2. The NAS shall acquire and maintain current weather
information. Current weather information includes
surface aviation weather observations and weather

* conditions aloft obtained by pilot reports and sensors
(e.g. radar and satellite.)

* This section identifies weather information requirements. It
includes the requirements for weather information acquisition and
maintenance, coverage, accuracy, timeliness and content. Two
sections dealing specifically with weather information utilization
requirements, i.e., 3.2.6 Weather Avoidance Requirements and 3.3.3
Weather Advisory Requirements, will generally not repeat these
requirements, but will reference 3.1.1. except where the
requirements in those sections are additional to those already
covered in 3.1.1.
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a. Surface aviation weather observations are
observations at a single point on the ground.

Surface observations shall include the following

elements, measured to the precisions and

accuracies indicated.

Cloud Cover - given as clear, scattered, broken

or overcast. Cover is determined by looking

upward from the ground according to the

criteria--clear means less than 10% sky cover,

scattered means 10-50% cover, broken means 50-90%

cover and overcast means more than 90% cover.

Ceiling - expressing the ceiling as that cloud

layer where the cumulative amount of cloud cover

from the surface to that layer exceeds 50% or

more cloud cover in 100's of feet AC. for

ceilings up to 5,00(0 ft. and in 1000's of feet

* for ceilings above 5,000 ft. Accuracy required

is + 50 ft. for ceilings up to 500 ft., + 100 ft.

for ceilings from 500 to 1,500 ft. and + 10% from

1,500 to 5,000 ft.

Surface Visibility -- the greatest visibility seen

through at least L80 degrees of the horizon and

expressed in statute miles, give,. to the nearest

quarter of a mile for visibility up to 2 miles,

to the nearesL half mile for visibilities from 2

Lu 4 miles and given as 4 plus when visibility is

over 4 miles. Accuracy shall be + i/8 mile for

_isibilities up to 2 miles and + 1/4 mile for

visibilities from 2 to 4 miles. Indications of

the nature of obstructions to visibility shall be

provided when visibility is less than 4 miles.

Runway Visual Rangc - represents surtace

* visibility in th. direction of a designa:ed
- runway expressed to the nearest 100 feet from 150

to 1,000 ft. to the nearest 200 ft. from 1,000 to

3,000 ft., and to the nearest 100 ft. from 3,000
to 6,000 ft. Accuracy shall be 4- 1% from 150 to

2,400 ft. and + 5% from 2,400 to 6,000 ft.

0
Precipitation - observations shall indicate the

presence of precipitation and giv its type and

shall indicate intensity as light, moderate or
hea'y according to the following criteria:

0



Rain -- Light -up to O.LO inch per hour
Moderate - 0.11 inch to 0.30 inch per hour
Heavy - above 0.30 inch per hour.

Snow -- Light - visibility 5/8 mi. or more
Moderate - visibility less than 5/8 mi.

but not less than 5/16 mi.
Heavy - visibility less than 5/16 mi.

The rate of liquid precipitation shall be given
with an accuracy of 0.01 inches per hour. The
location of areas of precipitation shall be given
with a range accuracy of 1.0 mile and an azimuth
accuracy of 5 deg.

Accumulations of snow or liquid water shall be
reported when it affects the usable landing
surfaces of the aerodrome according to the
following criteria:

-Snow - depth on aerodrome usable surfaces
shall be given to the nearest 1/2 inch up to 3
inches, to the nearest inch from 3 inches to one
foot, and with indication of "1-foot plus"
whenever snow accumulation exceeds one foot.

-Slush - depth on usable surfaces shall be
given to the nearest 1/8 inch up to 1/2 inch, to
the nearest 1/4 inch up to one inch, to the
nearest half inch from 1 to 2 inches, and with an
indication of "2 inches plus" when over 2 inches.

-Standing water - depth on the runway shall be
given to the nearest 1/8 inch up to 1/2 inch, to
the nearest 1/4 inch from 1/2 inch to I inch, to
the nearest 1/2 inch from I to 2 inches and with

an indication of "2 inches plus" when over 2
b innhes.

-T Ice on runways - shall be reported as
compacted, wet, glazed, rough or tinder snow.

Temperature - given to the nearest degree
Fahrenheit. Accuracy o1ha. L he + I degree tor
temperatures above -8F, + 1.5 degrees for
temperatures from -58 to -65F, and + 2 degrees
[or temperatures below -65 F.

Dew Point - given to the nearest degree
SFahrenheit. Accuray shall be + 2 degree F.

gientoth naes i8 nc u o /2inht
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Wind Spieed and Directio,, - Surface wind shall be
given to the nearest 10 degrees and the nearest
knot, for speeds up to 35 knots and to the
nearest 5 knots for speeds trom 5b to 80 knots,

and as an indication of "SO plus" for speeds over
80 knots. The accuracy shall be + 10 degrees in

direction and + 2 knots for speeds up to 20 knots
and + 10% for speeds from 20 to 80 knots.
Observations shall indicate the .speed of the
sustained wind and shall also indicate peak
speeds of gusts.

Altimeter Setting - given to the nearest

hundredth of an inch of mercury. Accuracy shall
be + 0.01 inches of mercury.

b. The NAS shall provitde an automated means for

measuring surface weather to the accuracies
* indicated in a. that shall require no htinan

operation.

c. The NAS shall provide a weather observation
capability for Iements indi-ated in a. above

(e.cept Runwoy Visual Range) at all U.S.
aerodromes that have approved IR F approach

procedures.

d. Runway Visua Rang_ ctasorem..:nt capability shall

be provided for designated runways at selected
U.S. aercdiomes with p, *.cision approach
procedures.

e. The automated weather observation capability
shall report weather information otice per minute
to local users nd to a nat jonal data base every
60 minutes.

f. Special surfacts weather observations shall be
taken and reported when any of Ine following
occur:

Ceiling - The ceiling forms or dissipates below,

* decreases to less than, or if below, increases to
equal or exceed:

1) 3,000 feet
2) 1,500 feet

3) 1,000 teet
* 4) 500 feet

5) All nationally published landing minimums
applicable to the aerodrome.

3-
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Sky Condition - A layer ot -:Iouds or obscuring
phenomena aloft is presenL below:

1) 1,000 feet and no layer alott was reported

below 1,000 feet in the preceding reported
observation.

2) The highest pbilistied landiog minimum,
including circling miniMILmS, applicable to

the aerodrome and no sky over alott was

reported below this in the preceding
reported observation.

Visibility - Visibility as reported decreases to
less than, or it below, increases to equal or
exceed:

1) 3 miles
* 2) 2 miles

3) 1 1/2 miles

4) 1 mile
5) All nationally published landing minimums

applicable to the aerod-ome.

CRunway 1Jisual Rjnge - decreases to less than, or
if below. increases to equal or excced 6,000

feet, 4,000 feet, and 2,-400 fi-et.

Tornado, Funnel Cloud,_or WaterspLt -

1) Is observed.

2) Disappears from sight.
3) Occurred within past hour according to

outside sources, but was not observed or
recorded at the station.

* Thunderstorm -

1) Begins (a spec_'ial observation is not required
to report r:he beginning of new thunderstorm
if one is currently reported in progress at
the station).

* 2) Increases in intensity (T to Ti+).
3) Ends.

3-b



Precipitation -

1) Hail begins or ends.
2) Freezing precipitation begins, ends, or

changes intensity.
3) Ice pellets begin, end, or change intensity.
4) Any other Lype of precipitation begins or

ends.

Wind and Wind Shifts -

i) Mean surface wind direction changes by 30
degrees or more from that given in the latest
report, the mean speed before and/or after
the change being 20 knots or more.

2) Mean surface wind speed changes by 10 knots
or more from that given in the latest report,

4 the mean speed before and/or after the change
being 30 knots or more.

3) Variations from the mean surface wind speed
(gusts) increase by 10 knots or more from
that given in the latest report, the mean
speed before ;and/or after the change being 15
knots or more.

Pressure Jumnip - Baroetric i.e., pressure is
rising or falling rapidly.

g. The NAS shall provide the capability to provide
weather conditions aloft information for all U.S.
airspace. Weather conditions aloft provided by
sensors shall include the following elements,
measured to the precisions and accuracies
indicatud.

Wind Speed and Direction Aloft - Winds shall be
given to the nearest 10 degrees and to the
nearest 5 knots. N*nds aloft shall be available
in 1,000 ft. increments up to 29,000 ft. MSL and
in 2,000 ft. increments from 29,000 ft. to 60,000

* ft. Accuracy shall he + 10 knots, meaning that
the difference between the true wind component
and the measured wind component in any direction
shall not exceed 10 knots.

S
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Tops and Bottoms of Cloud Jayers- represented to
the nearest 1,000 ft. for altitudes up to 29,000 ft.

MSL and to the nearest 2,000 ft. for altitudes above

29,000 ft. MSL.

Turbulence - expressed as light, moderate, severe or
extreme according to the criteria:

K - Negligible
f"

-- Light - Momentarily causes slight erratic

changes in altitude and/or attitude.

-- Moderate - Changes in altitude and/or attitude

occur but an aircraft remains in positive

control at all times. Usually causes variations

in indicated airspeed.

-- Severe - Causes large, abrupt changes in

altitude and/or attitude. Large variations in
indicated airspeed occur. An aircraft may be

momentarily out of control.

-- Extreme - An aircraft is violently tossed about
ad is practically impossible to control. May

cause structural damage.

The NAS shall determine the horizonLtal and vertical

extent of turbulence with any of these intensity

levels.

Precipitation Reflecti vity - --xpressed as one of 6

weather radar echo intensity levels with these

definitions:

-- Level I (weak) - Light turbulence possible with

lightning. (0 - 30 dlRz)

-- Level 2 (moderate) - Moderate turhulence

possible with lightning. ( 0 - 41 dBz)

-- Level 3 (strong) - Severe turbulence possible,
lightning. (41 - 4b dBz)

-- Level 4 (very strong) - Severe turbulence
likely, lightning. (46 -- ( dBz)



-- Lvel 5 (i t enso) - Sev,:ce turhul ence

lightning, orgali7ed wind gusts. Hail likely.

(50 - 57 dBz)

-- Level 6 (extreme) - Severe turbulence, large
hail, lightning, extensive wind gusts. (greater
than 57 dEz)

The NAS shall det, rm-ne the horizontal and vertical
extent of thunderstirms with any of these intensity
levels.

Hail -- For .:cin stcrm rellI dttected, the NAS shall
provide the proltahility of that cell producing
hail. Four probability levels shall be provided:

No hail
Probable hail
Definite hail

Insufficient information

Mesocyclones -- The NAS shall indicate the central
location of mesocyclones and other shear features
with the followhig indicator of feature types:

Uncorrelated Shear
3-D Shear

Mesocyclone

For each mesocycloLe the NAS shall provide the:

location of mesacyc~one center
radial diameter
azimuthal diamete-

altitude of base
altitude (t top

h. The NAS shall prnvitl- the weather conditions aloft
indicated i(- g. I ro,:, ")",;'0 It. above the ground to
60,000 ft. MSL.

i. The NAS shall provide the weather conditions aloft
indicated ir g. t iom ground lwe l or fron above the
local horizon as vii:wed from the aetodrome to 10,000
ft. AGL within r mn of pItutifyiiig aerodromes.



j. The above weather coaditions -'oft intormation shall
be updated every 5 minutes to the then current
information.

k. The weather conditions aloft shall be reported to a
national data base e-very bO minutes.

1. Weather conditions !flott, except for thunderstorms,
shall be retained on a 50 nm x 50 rim grid.

m. Thunderstorm data shall be retained on a 10 nm grid

by 10 nm grid in three altitude bands.

n. The NAS shall provide imagery and derived products

from the current GOES or sucessor. The following
products are requi.red with fcl I res',i'tion:

Infrared imagery
Visible imagery
Water vapor imagery

o. The NAS shall measure wind shear and microbursts in
the approach and departure areas of qualifying

aerodromes.I
p. Wind shear and microbursts shall be reported for a

coverage area of one rnm either side of the runway
centerline for 7 rnm beyond both tne approach end and
departure end of any active runway at a qualifying
aerodrome. The coverage area shall extend from
ground level up to l, 00 ft. AGL within this area.

q. Each portion of the coverage area (above
subparagraph) shall be measured no less frequently
than once every minute.

4 r. Wind shear exceeiing 10 knots per 1000 ft
horizontally or 5 knots per 100 ft. vertically shall
be detectable. Wind shear intensity shall be
expressed to the neacest 1 2 knots per 1000 ft
horizontally or + I knot per 100 f-,et vertically.
The maximum wind shear reported shall be within + 2
knots per 1000 ft. horizontally or + I kuots per 100
ft. vertically of the true maximum wind shear within
the coverage area.
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s. The NAS shal 1 dete.::t and re,- r microbursts in the
coverage area having i vrtial wind speed in excess
ot 10 knots at altitudes ot l es that 1:00 ft. AGL.

t. The NAS shall provice the capability to acquire,
receive and maintaii Pilots Reports (PTPEPS) about

weather information aloft. These report shal 1
include the following compone(nts , rc'port ,1 only as
applicable to the sp,:,iific situation:

- Position )t phnomenria

- Time of obsrvatica

- Flight levei
- Type ot air.-raft

- Type of clouids
- Bist:-, o! ouds
- Tops it c o do
- Static a r tempera kur,

-- Wind direction
- Wind speed

- Turbulence intu<',sity
- Turbul mnce altitude
- Icing intensity - texpressed is trace, light,

moderate or so accord og to the tv itet ia:

Trace - c ( 1,coics percctpt bl . Te rate

of accuulat ion is s) i gLty greater th~in the
rate ot s'limation. Not hazardous over
short (less than one jiour) p.ri(4s 1 ven

without use ot deicing/anti-it-ing -quipm,nt.

-- Light - Occasional use of deicing/anti-i, ing

equipment removes/prevents acctumulation.

Moderate - Rate oi accurmrulation is such that
short en.counters become potenti,illy
hazardous; tus f Ce I Ti I t II I' t[ i

equipment or fi 'fht diversion is necessary.

Severe - Rate of accufl,'ilati n i s such that

deicing/anti-icing equipment fails to reduce
or control the hazad homed iat- t I i ght
divutrsiOn is TIec-,ssary.

- Icing type
- Icing altitIde
- Remarks (explanatory or special

conditions, e.g., wind shear

-11
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( u. The NAS shall provide the capabit ity to receive

PIREPS via the following means.

- Voice report on UHF frequencies when the user
is within UHF covera;ge.

- Voice report on VHF frequencies when the user
is within VHF coverage.

- Data reports entered in the cockpit by the
user and transmitted to the ground via a data
channel when the user is within coverage for

C the data medium.

- Voice report filed by a user after landing

via any telephone connected to a commercial
telephone network or in person.

0 -- Data report filed by a user after landing via

any suitable data terminal connected to a

commercial telephone network.

v. The NAS must provide processing for PIREPs and

efficient assimilation of PIREPs into appropriate

Cdata bases (i.e., screening, purging).

3. The NAS shall acquire and maintain trend weather

information. Trend information shall include the
following.

a. All observations made during the past three hours

and any forecast values from unexpired terminal

forecasts for the following surface weather
elements.

- Cloud cover

* - Ceiling
- Visibil ity
- Runway visual range
- Temperature

- Dew point
- Wind speed and direction

* - Al timeter s-etting

b. Position, altitude, and intensity data from the
past three hours and forecast data from any
unexpired forecasts about thunderstorms.
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c All PIRE P data t rom L st tirc hours.

4. The NAS shall acquire aid maintain forecast weather
information. Fore:ast weathcr inciudes ferminai

Forecasts, Area For,,casts, Winds Aloft korecasts, and

unscheduled short-t rm advisories and forecasts.

a. Terminal Fore-asts shall be updated at least

every 4 hours for qual i fyiiig terminal arcas and

shall cover a forecasE period from 0 to 24

hours. These forecasts shall include the
following comp.o,ne!its:

- Terminal Idertif icatior

- Date and beginning and ending times of the

forecast per i;d
- Sky cover

- Ceiling

- Visibility

- Weather and obstruction to visibility
- Surface wind direction and speed
- Remarks.

b. Area Forecasts ,hall be updated at least every 4
hours and shal .cover a forecast period from 0 to

24 hours. These forecasts shall include the

following components:

- The date and time period for which the

forecast is v,'lid

- Description of the forecast area

- Synopsis - briefly summarizes locations and

movements "4 fronts, pressure systems, and

cicul1ati,, patterns. It may also give

moisture and stabil tv <-olnd'cions.

- Sign L i ca t c Louds , Wa L Iter and outLook

Icing level

c. Winds and tmpuraturts aloft. forcasts shall be

updated at least every 8 hours and shall cnver a

forecast period from 0 to 4 hours. These
forecasts shall include the following components:



- The date and time period for which the

forecast is valid

Description of geographical area for which

the forecast is valid

S - Wind speed and direction at various altitudes

- Temperatures at various altitudes.

d. Unscheduled advisories shall be generated by the
ACF support meteorologist for use by specialists

and users. These advisories shall be for
conditions beginning within the next 2 hours and

shall reflect the weather conditions in existence
at the time of issuance.

e. Unscheduled forecasts shall be generated by the
* ACF support meteorologist. These forecasts will

generally describe conditions expected to begin 4
to 12 hours after issuance to aid air traffic
personnel in planning traffic flows around
expected [lazards.

f. The NAS shall predict the movement of storm cells
for periods of 10, 20 and 30 minutes into the
future and be updated every 5 minutes.

g. The NAS shall be able to establish the likelihood
of occurrence of wind shear of intensity greater

than 20 knots per 1,000 ft. horizontally or 10
knots per 100 ft. vertically in the approach and

departure areas of qualifying aerodromes at least
30 minutes before the actual occurrence of such
wind shear in those areas.

* h. The NAS shall be able to establish the likelihood

of occurrence of micrebursts with vertical wind
speeds greater than 10 knots at altitudes below
1,500 ft. AGL in the approach and departure areas
of qualifying aerodromes at least 30 minutes
before the actual occurrence of such microbursts

* in those areas.

5. The NAS shall acquire and maintain ;tdvisories about
significant weather conditions of concern to aviation.
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a. Advisories of concern to all aircraft shall be
acquired and maintained for the following
hazardous weather phenomena:

- Severe and extreme turbulence
- Severe icing
- Widespread duststorms, sandstorms or volcanic

ash lowering visibilities to below three miles
- Tornadoes
- Lines of thunderstorms
- Embedded thunderstorms
- Thunderstorm areas greater than or equal to

level 4
- Hail greater than or equal to 3/4 inch

diameter.

b. Adviscries generally of concern to light aircraft
shall be acquired and maintained for the
following phenomena:

- Moderate icing
- Moderate turbulence
- Sustained winds of 30 knots or more at the

surface
- Widespread area of ceilings less than 1,000

ft. and/or visibility less than 3 miles
- Extensive mountain obscurement.

d. Hurricane Advisories shall be acquired and
maintained. These advisories shall include the
following components:

- Number, name or both of hurricane
- State(s) affected
- Time of issuance
- Description of vulnerable areas and forecast

time period of vulnerability.

B. Information concerning weather conditions that are
potentially hazardous to aviation shall be given priority
as to acquisition and dissemination.

i. Dissemination of hazardous weather information to
users and specialists shall be given priority over the
dissemination of routine weather information.
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2. Hazardous weather information shall be accurate in
area coverage to I mile horizontal and in altitude
coverage to 500 feet.

C. The NAS shall be capable of providing pictorial displays

of real-time weather data (e.g., radar) to users and

specialists.

1. Graphic information available to the ACF support

meteorologist shall include:

- Mosaicked weather radar data
- Satellite data
- NWS graphics
- Local station model plots
- Upper air data.

2. The ACF support meteorologist shall be capable of
* viewing animation and overlay of the above products.

3. Pictorial real-time weather information provided and

displayed to specialists shall include:

- Weather radar
- Satellite
- NWS graphics
- Specialist annotations.

4. Pictorial information including weather radar,

satellite images, and NWS graphics shall meet the
accuracy requirements specified in A.2 above.

5. Real-time weather information described above shall be
provided to users in a format suitable for pictorial

display on user supplied compatible devices on the
ground and in the cockpit.

D. Weather information shall be processed and presented in

such a way as to support its interpretation by users and

specialists.

i. Pictorial displays shall allow different elements of

* the display to be separately distinguishable, e.g., by
utilizing levels of brightness or colors.
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2. Weather information shall be -ipplied in a conlsistLent
format for an area of interest.; (see F.), e.g., weather
elements such as wind speed, temperature,
precipitation, cloud cover, etc., shall be available
throughout any area of interest.

3. Weather information shall include both horizontal and
vertical depictions of weather conditions.

E. Flexible and convenient access to required weather
information by users and sp~cialists is required.

I. The NAS shall provide RS-232, RS-449, telephone, UHF,
VHF or equivalent initerfaces and support to provide
for users access to weather information. The NAS
shall allow access via v'cto specialist over
telephone and VIIF or UHF radio.

2. The NAS shall provide user--friendly interactive
on-line support to both users and specialists
including such features as function keys, input menus,
and prompting.

F. Weather retrieval capabilities shall allow the selection
of weather for a specified route, area, or location and
shall include weather for al~l phases of flight.

1.The NAS shall provide route-oriented retrievals along
a corridor up to 200 miles wide along, a spfcif ied
route. The following components of -~eathe-
information shall be included for those reporting
stations within the specifieo retrieval corridor in
route oriented weather information retrievals:

- Surface weather observations at en route locations
- Sucfac2 ,real"ILr observations for departure,

destination, and ,.lternate destination
- Density altitude
- Terminal forec-astz; at departute, des;tination, and

alternate destination
- Winds and temperatures aloft at the desired

altitudes along the route segments
- P'ilot reports
- Cloud cover information
- Surface visibility
- Weather phenomena and tops

3i 7
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- Convectiveeactivitya(heavyhprecipitationtandn
thunderstorms)mile horizontal and in altitude

- Icingoand0freezing levels

- Turbulence intensity and altitude.

be capable of providing pictorial displays
2. The NAS shallhprovide area.related)weatherrinformation

for predefined or user/specialist defined areas and
altitudes of interest. Areas shall be defined by a
location andraaradiusvofluplt.otlOOhemnilessorpbyta

State or GreatsLakesiidentifier.

3. The NAS shalldproviderweatherdinformation by reporting
station andiweather type as specified by a user/

specialist.aphics
station model plots

4. Weather information.retrievals shall allow filtering

of weather information appropriate to the departure,

destinationpand entrouteoportions lofbtheaflightoby
criteria tomincludenweatheratype,taltitude ofoflight,

content of the weather information and time of flight.

real-time weather information provided and
G. Hazardous weathersinformationsshallibelprovided with

sufficient accuracy and emphasis in sufficient time to

permit users toravoidrthe hazard and/or permit specialists

to assist usersiin avoiding the hazard.

;raphics
1. The NAS shallsalertousersnand/or specialists to the

presence of hazardous weather whenever any of the

following conditionsnexist.ding weather radar,

images, and NWS graphics shall meet the

a. Severeqorrextremesturbulencenis.detected.

b. Light,emoderateformseveredicingbis detected.ll be
:o users in a format suitable for pictorial

c. Thunderstormspofiintensityilevele3iorshighereare
detected.the cockpit.

d. Windishear exceedingplOcknots per l,O00nft. in
horizontallyoor 5tkotseperel0Oift.bverticallydis

detected in approach or departure areas of

aerodromes.
displays shall allow different elements of

e. Microburstsehavingaverticaltwirndispeeds,of.g., by

greatervthanol0bknotsnatsaltitudessof less than

1,500 ft. AGL are detected in approach or

departure areas of aerodromes.
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f. Sustaiied surtact. winds ryutdi 1 30 knots are
detected.

g. Widespread low visibility (ceilings less than

1,000 feet, visibility less than 3 miles, or

widespread mountain ohscurement) is detected.

h. Heavy precipitation, lightning or haii is

detected.

2. Hazardous and routine weather information shall be

presented to the specialist within two seconds of a

request.

3. Hazardous weathcr information shall be available to

specialist- a:U uisers w;tOn 2 minutes of

identificatini of the hazardous weather pnenomenon,

and shall be current nationally to within 30 minutes

or less as conditions warrant thereafter, until the

hazard has dissipated.

4. Terminal area hazardous weather information shall be

availabLe to specia! ists and users within one minute

of detection, and shall be current to within one

minute thereafter, until the hazard has moved out of

the terminal area or dissipated.

5. When hazardous weather information is received by NAS,

the specialist sbali be alerted by an audible and/or
visual alarm.

H. NAS capacity to acquire, process, and disseminate weather

information must be suffi-eijnt to meet required response

times during peak demand. Communication links must be

adequate to avoid user/specialist delay in gaining access.

1. Specialist ,ccess I wtathr Iiiormation shall be

provided with a mcan re ,ccnse L:ne of two seconds (2.5

seconds tor route or; axtd weathi hr information

retrieval) from tho time a ,request for intormation is

made.

2. User ac(-Css via ,n,h Tf i:tion links (e.g., commercial
telephone, dedicat':, or dial-,r ports) shall be

provided in accordance with tLe requirements set. forth

in section 3.6.2, Giond--Ground Interfacility, and

specifically in 3.6.2.B.$.a. and b. (Commercial Voice

Channels), and l.6.2.B.6.a. and b. (Data Channels).
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3. Once a user has gained access to the NAS, weather
information shall be provided with a mean response
time of two seconds (2.5 seconds for route oriented

weather information retrieval) from the time a request
for information is made.

4. The NAS is required to meet the expected demand for
weather requests, i.e., pilot briefings, during times
of peak demand. The peak demand for weather briefings
per hour forecast for 1995 at the peak AFSS is as

follows:

- 48 route-oriented briefings via a specialist
- 271 route-oriented briefings via user direct user

access devices
- 25 local briefings via a specialist
- 143 requests for local briefings via direct user

devices.

I. Weather information shall be continuously (24 hours a day)
accessible to users with or without the aid of a
specialist.

3
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3.1.2 Aeronautical Information (SLrategic)R iqircrnenLs

General Requirements

Aeronautical information (e.g., information regarding special use
airspace, preferred or tuel-efficient routes, traffic management, or
the condition of selected NAS components) is required in support of
flight planning. Such information is requtired to be easily and
conveniently available to users for the total geographic area of NAS
responsibility. Because of thte large volume of aerortautical
information, there is a requiremrrent to tailor the information
presented to only that which is important to a specified route and
time of flight or to specified locations or areas. Such information
is required by users during all phase-, of flight.

Specific Requirements

A. Aeronautical information shall be acquired or generated
and maintained current by the NAS.

1. This information shall include at a minimum the
following, for the entire geographic area of NAS
responsibility:

a. Information concerning the establishment,
condition, or change in any component ot the NAS,
the timely knowledge of which is essential to
personnel concerned with flight operations.

b. Information regarding the boundaries and times of
restriction for special u~e airspace.

C. Information regarding preferred, fuel-efficient,
and/or low altitude routes.

d. Traffic managemient information.

2. The NAS shall be capable cf accepting, and in selected
cases verifig aeronautical information from any
source, including users, military and other
governmental organizations, and private organizations
concerned with operations or components of the NAS.

3. Information regarding special use airspace or
preferred routes shall be available at least 24 hours
in advance of the time it becomes effective. Other
aeronautical information shall. be available for
dissemination no later than one minute after entry
into any NAS data base.
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4. Aeronautical information which becomes no longer valid/
relevant shall be deleted from the base of available
informal-ion within one hour.

B. Aeronautical information shall be continuiously (24 hours a
day) accessible to specialists.

C. Aeronautical information shall be continuously (24 hours a
day) accessible to users upon request with or without the
aid of specialists.

D. Aeronautical information shall be obtainable along a( specified route, or in conjunction with specified locations
or areas, or by reporting location.

1. The selection of aeronautical information shall
accommodate routes of arbitrary length, with up to 40
route elements.

2. As many as 8 specified locations or a single area shall
be accommodated per request.

3. Information from as many as 8 reporting locations shall
be selectable per request.

E. Communication capabilities must be adequate to avoid user
delay in gaining access and to avoid delay in dissemination
of aeronautical information.

1. Users shall be able to access aeronautical information
over common carrier telecommunications lines.

2. Access over common carrier telecommunications lines
shall be in accordance with requirements 3.6.2.A.5.a and
3.6.2.A.5.b.

F. The NAS capacity to provide aeronautical inforimation must be
sufficient to meet required response times during peak
demand.

1. The time from initiation of a request for aeronautical
information by a specialist and receipt of the requested
information shall not exceedI 10 seconds.

2. The time from initiation of a request fo, aeronautical
information by a user and receipt of the requested
information shall not exceed 10 seconds.
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3.1.3 Flow Control and De lay _dvic rv , r,]ent.

General Requirements

Saturation of specific airspace or aerodromes may require that

aircraft be delayed or diverted in order to maintain safety.
Knowledge of actual or potential saturation during flight planning

allows plans to be adjusted for maximum efficiency. Therefore, the
flow control and delay advisory intor. ation that affects flight
planning must be disseminated.

Specific Requirements

A. Flight information, including official airline data,

airway/route usage, flight data summarized aq to time and
location, and real-time flight data (cancellations,
diversions, Jelays, etc.) shall be availablv to users and

spec ialists.

1. The NAS shall provide flight information to specialists

at the Air Traffic Control Command Center (ATCCC) where
central traffic flow management is performed. This
flight data shall include the following:

a. Official airline data and pre-stored flight plans.

b. Current ind futuru airway/route usage for up to 8

hours in advance, iocluding en route aircraft type.

c. Total system flight data siunmarized as to time,
departure and arrival aerodromes, location,
airway/route, and aircraft type.

d. Current flight plan data, sunmari7zd as to time,
location, filed sp ed, airwayroute, and aircraft
type. Mhis data includes all amendments, delays,

cancelations, diversions, etc.

2. Local traftic management coordinators ,t ARTCCs,
selected terminals and future ACFs shall be provided
with flight data and flow management information

pertaining to their assigned airspace structure
boundary. Additionally, local traffic coordination
specialists shall be provided NAS central flow
information summaries, which include the following:
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a. Current flow restrictions in effect throughout
the NAS.

b. Traffic loading information summarized by fix,
sector, airway/route, or boundary crossing points
and by time (e.g., 15 minute intervals).

3. The NAS shall provide users with flight information
pertaining to flow management including current
weather and forecasts, and current and future delay
advisories in effect along the user's proposed flight
path.

B. Current and forecast weather data, both foreign and
domestic, shall be available for flow control use.

1. Current weather data shall be available within 5
seconds of a specialists or meterologists request.

2. Current weather data shall be the NAS weather database.

3. Weather forecasts shall be available within 5 seconds
of a specialists request.

4. Weather forecasts shall be provided up to 24 hours in
advance.

5. Weather data (both forecast and current) shall be
available for the entire NAS Geographic Coverage Area
and Oceanic Area. Foreign weather shall also be
available, including terminal forecasts at major
international aerodromes.

6. The NAS shall provide the capability for the local
traffic management coordinators to receive unscheduled
weather forecasts that generally describe conditions
expected to begin 4 to 12 hours after issuance.

C. Processing and communications capaciLy shall be provided
to accommodate the demand for the dissemination of flow
control and delay advisory information.

I. Users shall receive requested flow control and delay
advisory information within 6 seconds of a request.
ATCCC specialists and local traffic management
coordinators shall receive requested information
within 5 seconds of a request.
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2. Users shall receive f low con , U t,_,rmation from the
NAS over standard -oinmerciaj i av;ailable voice and

data channels. ATCCC specialists and local traffic

managemert coordinators shall rev: t-4v , i control

information continuously via NAS comml!iniatiolas

capabilities.

I
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3.1.4 Flight Plan Submission and Evaalation Requirements

General Requirements

I.

The NAS shall process foreign and domestic flight plan information
and exchange it with users and specialists.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide a capability to receive proposed
flight plans and amendments to proposed flight plans from

users and specialists.

I. The NAS shall be capable of receiving proposed flight
plans and amendments to proposed flight plans in the
following ways: user direct at NAS facilities, user
direct via user input/output devices, and via
specialist inputs at NAS fackities.

2. The system shall be capable of validating and
processing flight plans submitted in either a domestic

or an international flight plan format.

3. The system shall be capable of accepting both VFR and
a IFR flight plans.

4. The system shall be capable of accepting multiple
flight plans and stopovers (a flight plan with more
than one leg filed) from users.

B. The NAS shall provide for direct user inp t/output of

flight plan information over easily used input/output
devices readily available to users.

1. The NAS shall be capable of receiving proposed flight
plans and amendments to proposed tlight plans via

* direct inputs from commercially available input
devices, over commercially available communications
systems.

2. The NAS shall be capable of providirg prompts and
formatting intormation to allow users to file tlight

* plans directly from input/output devices, such ns
portable computers or teLmiIail.

C. The NAS s -ill provide a method to , ili/o "mimon!y ,used

[light p[lan information, .. preterred mrtes rdard
aircraft proti les, etc. , .; ihont re-nteling such

* ii nformation for ,very I Iiaht plan.
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1. The system shall iritera.:tively Npot AS and user
preferred routes between departure and destination
points.

2. The NA,' sh i11 be cohie af accepting flight plans
defining user-preferr,,d speed trd ali tud,. profiles in

U. detaii.

3. The system shall be capable of dupl icating repetitive
information (aircraft equipment code, color, speed,
etc.) when a user ic submitting multiple flight plans.

q D. The NAS shall provide a capability for direct interaction
with users/speclalits in the process of flight plan
validation and acceptape. The NAS shall inform users/
specialist:, of errors it detects and allow correction of
such errors.

* 1. The system shall be capable of evaluating a proposed
flight plan or amendment prior to acceptance. The
evaluation process shall include identification of the
user and aircraft, an a logic check of the data being
submitted.

2. The system shall provide the user/specialist with the
reason(s) for rejection of a flight plan. The user/
specialist shaUl have the option of correcting only the
syst m-identified error(s ) w:thout having to re-input
the entire rlighit plan.

* 3. The ;iAS -,hall inform users/specialists when a flight
plan or amendment has been accepted.

E. The NAS shall provide a capability for specialists Lo amend

active flight plans.

1 I. The system shal l provide s.afegua rds to enisure that
active flight plans may be amended only by authorized
specialists.

2. The system shall provide safeguards to e:isure that
flight plans may be opened or activated only by

* authorized spe,.cil ists.

3. Anendments to act iw. t light plans, o, t, iccepted, shall
be immediatoly incorporated into the t light plan so that
any special ist viewing that flight plan will see only
the mosL current information.

@
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4. The NAS shall ensure that unc;,- a ight plan has been

displayed to a specialist, any ame-ndment made to that

flight plan between the time the flight plan has been

passed and the time that specia!ist accepts the handoff,
shall be easily discernible from the original message

(different color, italics, parentheses, etc.).

5. The NAS shall retain the original flight plan request

(exclusive of preferred departure routings (POR's),

preferred arrival routings (PAR's), and other ATC
impositions), for possible retrieval by a specialist in

the departure ACF.

F. The NAS shall disseminate flight plan information to all NAS

and foreign facilities that provide control/support to the

proposed plan of flight.

1. The NAS shall be capable of. autoaatic addressing and

dissemination of flight plan intormation processed by
the system to affected NAS Area C:infol Facilities
(ACF), Flight Service Stations (FSS), Radar Approach
Control Facilities (RAPCON), Terminal Radar Approach
Control Facilities (TRACON), and adjacent foreign

facilities.C
2. The NAS shall be capable of automated exchange of flight

plan information and traffic handoffs with appropriately

equipped adjacent foreign facilities.

3. The NAS shall be capable of passing flight plan

* information to adjacent foreign facilities within the

time frames specified by international and bilateral

agreements. This will normally be at least 30 minutes

prior to transferring control of the flight.

4. The NAS shall be capable of reformatting international

flight plan information, if required by adjacent foreign
facilities, to either ICAO or other agreed upon formats

for the exchange of flight plan information.

G. Direct interfaces are required between NAS automation

systems and user automation systems for the exchange of
flight plan information.

1. The NAS shall be capable of exchanging flight plan
information with user automation systems through
interfaces with common carrier communications networks.

2. The NAS shall he capable of being r c'ssed through user
supplied, commercially available ,ommnw ic:tins

i rter faces.



3. The NAS shall be capablt ot stpI.ortiug uzer supplied,

Idedicated, sole use interfaces with selected user

automation systems (airlines, military, etc.)

4. The system shall provide appropriate safeguards to

protect flight plans from unauthorized modifications.

H. NAS capacity must be sufficient t: meet required response

time during peak demand. Comimunication links must be

adequate to avoid user delay in gaining access.

i. The NAS provided i-irfaces shall have sufficient

qcapacity for users to be able to gain direct access
within 5 steconds after tlL : c mnif.cton has been made.

2. Every FSIX'S cha il b,- ctpa_ , a-e:tptinog a riaximum of

38 dial-up lines ni- 2!2 ,u I'i -point 1 ines (-a&I capable

of handling up to '; terminals).

3. The NAS shall be capable ot validating and processing

proposed flight plans and amerdmenits to pr'posed flight
plans and responding to the user/specialist within 6

seconds (99th percentil-) of the input.

C 4. The NAS shall he capable of validating and processing
active flight plaus and amendments to active flight
plans within . seco:ids (99th percentile) of tne input.

I. The NAS capacity to process tlight plan information must be

sufficient to mteL requ; 'cd re:sponse timcs during peak
demand.

1. Storage shall be sufficient to hold 5 OO active and
proposed IFR flight p.i:ns in monory per Area Control

Facility (ACF).

• 2. Each automatd bH Srvice Stat icn (FSS) Thail. be

capable of storing 'J O fl ilhL pIa!'s.

3. The systenm shali be c- ,gl of accepting ad 6toring

recurring (canned, stereo, etc) flight plans from NAS

approved users (military, airlines, etc).
6

4. The system shall store prefiled fliglt;, plans, and

process them in correct tine se aence, prior to the time

the flight becomes active.
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J. The NAS shall provide a capability for specialists and users

to cancel or close flight plans which have been entered into
the system.

I. The system shall be capable of accepting flight plan

cancellations or closings directly from users via
commercially available communications systems or through
specialist inputs at NAS facilities.

2. The NAS shall initiate the Search and Rescue process at

a preset time (normally 30 minutes) after the estimated
ti.ne of arrival of an aircraft whose flight plan has
been opened (activated), but not closed.

I

I
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3.2 Control

The NAS has responsibility to ensure the safe and efficif.nt flow of
traffic from departure aerodrome (or entrance to the system) to
destination aerodrome (or exit from the system). It includes flight
control processes in the en route, terminal, and oceanic, airspace.
It also includes search and rescue requirements to locate lost
aircraft. In order to exercise control of aircraft, the NAS must
have information about the expected routes, times, altitudes of
flight, and aircraft characteristics. It iput also bave information
about current location, altitude, a,d heading for each aircraft in

the system.

3.2.1 Flow Control Requirements

General Reqluirements

Maximum safety and etficiency in the use of airspace or aerodromes
results from a flow of air traffic which matches airspace user
demands with available capacity, reducing congestion and unnecessary
delays, and allowing delays to be taken on the ground whenever

possible. Maintaining this type of traffic tlow imposes a
requirem .,t for a traffic management function which coilecr.s data on
current and predicted airspace capacity and demand and coipares
these tc, detect potential and actual airspace saturatio,.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall be capable of projecting the current and
future capacity of, and demand on, ,pecified sectors, and
airway route segments.

I. IFR traffic capacity projections shall be available to
ATCCC specialists and local traffic management
coordinators for specified sectors, airway route
segments and aerodromes, The NAS shall monitor and use
information pertinent to capacity projections such as

sector area current weather and forecast weather,
navigation equipment operational status, aerodrome

operational status, runway configuration, and aircraft
performance characteristics, etc.

a. Sector capacity projections shall be provided to
ATCCC specialists for up to 8 hours and to local
traffic management coordinators for up to 2 hours
beyond the current time.

0
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b. Airway route segment capacity projections shall be
provided to ATCCC specialists for up to 8 hours

beyond the current time, and for up to 2 hours

beyond the current time to local traffic management

coordinators .

2. IFR traffic demand projections shall be available to
ATCCC specialists on any specified sector or airway

route segment. The NAS shall monitor and use
information pertinent to demand projections such as

stored flight plan information, filed flight plan
information, aerodrome operational status, historic

demand profiles, scheduled special events, military
operations,'etc.

a. Sector demand projections shall be provided to ATCCC

specialists for up to 8 hours beyond the current
time, and to local traffic management coordinators

for up to 2 hours beyond the current time.

b. Airway route segment demand projections shall be

provided to ATCCC specialists for up to 8 hours

beyond the current time, and to local traffic
management coordinators for up to 2 hours beyond the

current time.

3. Capacity and demand projections shall be performed on

request and the results shall be available to the ATCCC

specialists and to the local traffic management

jcoordinators within 5 seconds of a request.

B. The NAS shall be capable of projecting for specified

aerodromes and runways the numbers of arrivals and
departures that can be handled and the number of planned

arrivals and departures.

0 1. The number of arrivals and departures of IFR traffic
that can be handled by a specific aerodrome shall be

provided by the NAS. Factors such as runway surface
conditions, surface weather, winds aloft, local

acceptance rate data, terminal navigation equipment
0 status, etc. shall be monitored and used to determine

actual capacity projections.

a. Aerodrome capacity projections shall be displayed by
number of aircraft per minute, or time interval

specified, and categorized by aircraft performance
type.
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b. Aerodrome capacity project[ ,:s shall be provided to
ATCCC specialists up to 8 hours in advance, and up
to 2 hours in advance to local traffic coordinators,

updated wen conditions chauge.

2. The number of planned arrivals and departures of IFR
traffic projected in the future at a specific aerodrome

or runway shall be provided by the NAS. Factors such as
runway surface conditions, surface weather, winds aloft,
terminal navigation equipment status, etc. shall be
monitored and used to detcrmine actual capacity

projections.

a. Aerodrome future demand projections shall be
provided for up to 8 hours in advance.

b. These projections shall be displayed to the

specialist by number of aircraft per time interval
4specified by the specialist and other selected

criteria.

C. The NAS shall have the capability to determine, for each

aircraft in controlled airspace, the current location,
altitude, speed, and heading. This information shall be
available to the appropriate specialists.

i. Information about each aircraft's position, altitude,

speed and heading shall be provided to the local traffic
management coordinators. information accuracy shall be
within the following limits:

a. Horizontal position information provided to local
traffic management coordinators shall be accurate to
within 2.04 um foc target ranges greater than 100 nm

and to within 1.0 nm for target ranges less than or
equal to 100 nm.

I

b. Altitude information provided ro the local flow
management coordinator shall be accurate to within

1000 feet for predicted altitude profiles derived
from aircraft specific data.

* c. The displayed heading for straight Line light shall
not differ from the true heading by more than 5

degrees at the 99th percentile.

d. The displayed speed shall be accurate to within 20
nm of the true speed for a constant, straight line

4 flight.
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2. This information shall be available to local traffic

management coordinators performing a flow control

function for any IFR aircraft in the conterminous United
States, Alaska and Hawaii on request, and shall be

available within 5 seconds of a specialists request.

D. The NAS shall have the capability to predict, for each

aircraft in controlled airspace, estimates of future
location, altitude, speed, and heading. This information

shall be available to the appropriate specialists.

1. Short term predictions (up to two hours) shall use
current surveillance information, such as actual

aircraft position, speed, heading, etc. in conjunction

with associated flight plan information.

2. Short term prediction accuracy shall be based on the

* following minimum criteria:

a. Metering delay estimation accuracy shall be better
than I minute, 99 percent of the time.

b. The metering advisory accuracy shall provide less
than 10 percent difference between the amount of

delay time which a speed or descent advisory is

calculated to absorb and the actual delay absorbed.

c. Given that a flight plan conflict probe prediction,
based on trajectory information, indicates that a

'9 conflict will occur 20 minutes in the future and
that both aircraft follow their flight plans

unamended, the probability that a conflict
(violation of desired aircraft separation) will in

fact occur shall exceed 95 percent.

d. Given that a flight plan conflict probe indicates
that no trajectory conflict will occur within twenty
minutes and that all aircraft in the facility follow
their flight plans unamended, the probability that

the probed aircraft and any other aircraft will in

fact violate desired separations shall be less than

10 percent.

3. Predictions shall be available for the entire flight of

aircraft (long term predictions), based on flight plan

information.

3
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4. Predictions shall be available within 5 seconds of an
ATCCC specialist or local traffic management coordinator

request for this service.

E. Current and forecast weather data, both foreign and domestic

shall be available for flow control use. Such data shall
include hazardous terminal and en route weather, local
terminal forecasts, winds aloft, etc.

I. Current weather data shall be available within 5 seconds

of an ATCCC specialist or local traffic management
coordinator request.

2. Current weather data shall be the latest available
weather information collected by the NAS.

3. The NAS shall be capable of providing weather forecasts

4 within 5 seconds of a specialist's request.

4. Weather forecasts shall cover a forecast period of 0 to
24 hours.

5. Weather data (both forecast and current) shall be
available for the entire NAS Geographic Coverage Area
and Oceanic Area. Foreign weather shall also be
available, including major international aerodromes.

a. ATCCC specialists shall be provided with graphical
presentations of the weather anywhere in the NAS

0 coverage area. Precipitation, winds and
temperatures aloft and hazardous weather areas shall
be displayed. Forecast information for up to 24
hours in advance shall be available in graphic
form. Textual weather and forecast information

shall be available for foreign weather and NAS

4 terminal weather.

b. Local traffic management coordinators shall be
provided with complete weather information for the
airspace assigned to their ARTCC. This includes
graphical representation of winds and temperatures

4 qaloft, precipitation and hazardous weather.
Terminal area weather and sector forecast weather
for up to 24 hours in advance and updated every 4
hours shall be displayed graphically. Textual
information shall be provided for adjacent airspace

forecast and current weather.
I
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6. The NAS shall provide the capability of receiving and
storing visible and infrared Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES) data (East and West) at
the ATCCC. The GOES data shall be updated every 30
minutes.

7. The NAS shall provide the capability to produce and

store a national weather radar mosaic for flow control

use at the ATCCC. This product shall be generated every

10 minutes or upon request.

8. The NAS shall provide the capability to display at the
ATCCC weather products from individual ACFs.

F. The NAS shall have the capability to determine actual or

potential saturation of any selected airspace and/or
aerodromes specified by the specialist. Information shall
be generated that will summarize the problems with regard to
saturated airspace.

1. Potential saturation of airspace or aerodromes shall be
predicted at least 8 hours before saturation occurs.

2. The NAS shall generate and provide both local traffic
management coordinators and ATCCC specialists with

traffic count summary information for each sector in the
NAS including total number of aircraft, aircraft IDs and

aircraft types.

3. The NAS shall provide the local traffic management

coordinators with automatic displays, for various
look-ahead times, of sector workload information such as
traffic count, flight plan complexity, predicted

conflicts, and traffic density.

4. The NAS shall provide for detection and notification to
the local traffic management coordinator of the

following problems for current flight plan based
trajectories:

a. Metering and flow restrictions
b. Pr(Jerential route restrictions.

5. The NAS shall provide a capability to automatically

evaluate trial plans arid to notify the local traffic
management coordinator, upon request for a trial plan,

of any of the following detected problems:

a. Flow restrictions
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b. Airspace restrictions
c. Preferential route restrictions

G. If airspace or aerodromes are or will be saturated, the
traffic management function shall have the capability to

allocate available airspace or aerodromes capacity,
determine flight restrictions for specific aircraft, and
communicate these restrictions to users and specialists.

i. The NAS shall provide a capability for both ATCCC

specialists and local traffic management coordinators to
generate alternate trial re-routing of proposed aircraft

flight plans to resolve or minimize saturation
conditions.

2. The NAS shall provide the capability to transfer both
voice and data flow control information between local
traffic management coordinators at ARTCCs, selected

towers or future ACFs, controllers at aerodromes, flight

service stations and the ATCCC specialists.

a. Local traffic management coordinators shall have
direct voice and data connectivity to the ATCCC

specialists, all towers and all flight service

stations in their airspace coverage area, and all
controllers in their resident facility.

b. ATCCC specialists shall be provided direct voice and
data connectivity with each local traffic management

coordinator. Dial-up access to all NAS towers and
all flight service stations shall also be provided.

c. ATCCC data connectivity shall be provided to
selected air traffic control towers and to all
flight service stations.

4 3. The NAS shall provide a capability to meter traffic to

achieve a balance between traffic demand and capacity of
the NAS airspace and aerodrome resources.

4. The NAS shall provide the capability for a Central
Altitude Reservation Function that supports flow

planiiing and conflict-free scheduling for the mass
movement of aircraft, primarily including military
missions.
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a. The NAS shall provide a capability to process, store
and display altitude reservations which define
detailed flight plans and associated airspace
requested by the airspace users.

* b. The NAS shall provide a capability for trial entry
of a requested or pending altitude reservation to

determine potential conflicts with other approved
altitude reservations.

c. The NAS shall provide the capability to coordinat,
the requested altitude reservations with local
traffic management coordinators in the facilities

affected by the altitude reservation and with

applicable international organizations.

d. Airspace users who require the altitude reservation

* service shall be provided voice and data
connectivity with specialists at the ATCCC.

5. The NAS shall provide a capability for ATCCC specialists
to generate plans and specify flow restrictions to
alleviate traffic flow problems on an interfacility
basis.

6. The NAS shall provide a capability for local traffic
management coordinators to generate plans and specify
local flow restrictions to alleviate traffic flow
problems within their local airspace boundaries.

7. The NAS shall provide a capability to evaluate the
effectiveness of flow restrictions implemented in the
NAS.

S
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3.2.2 Approach and Departure Sequencing

General Requirements

To make the most efficient use of airspace, specialists must provide
instructions to users which will result in the establishment of
landing and departure sequences at specific aerodromes. This
sequencing imposes a requirement on the NAS to provide accurate
location information.

Specific Requireme- s

A. The NAS shall provide aircraft identification, location,

altitude, heading, speed, and characteristics of aircraft
within the assigned airspace.

I. The NAS shall provide specialists with a unique aircraft
4 identification for each aircraft in the assigned

airspaces surrounding major aerodromes. (i.e., approach
control, departure queue, local terminal control and
ground control).

2. The NAS shall provide specialists with aircraft
horizontal position accurate to within .12 nm of an
aircraft's actual horizontal position at a maximum 50 nm
from the sensor.

3. The NAS shall provide specialists with altitude
information accurate to within 100 feet of a target's
actual altitude.

4. The NAS shall provide specialists with azimuth
information accurate to within .23 degrees of a target's
actual azimuth.

5. The NAS shall provide specialists with speed information
accurate to within 10 knots from the aircraft's true
speed.

6. The NAS shall provide specialists with aircraft
performance characteristics, such as optimal descent and
ascent profiles, maximum turning capability, minimum
certified IFR airspeed, and acceleration/deceleration
constraints.

B. The NAS shall receive and transmit position information via
two-way communications with aircraft within the assigned
airspace.
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1. Air-ground voice and/or data communications coverage
within the assigned airspace shall provide data and

voice communications from ground level to a minimum of

3000 feet AGL for a distance of 5 statute miles around
towers at terminal facilities in the conterminous United

*States, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.

C. The NAS shall receive specialist inputs, shall display
positional data received from all sources, process this

information, apply procedural standards, and issue

sequencing and spacing advisories to specialists.

1. The NAS shall receive specialists inputs on aerodrome

acceptance rates. Using the flight plan information and
available surveillance data, the NAS shall apply the
standards for separation assurance and generate traffic
sequencing and spacing advisories for orderly traffic

* flow making the maximum use of available aerodrome and

airspace capacity.

2. The NAS shall adjust the sequences based on inputs from
specialists specifying desired sequence and time at
meter fixes for selected aircraft.

3. The NAS shall respond to changes in the specialists'

inputs in no more than 1 second and shall keep the

sequencing and spacing information updated within 1
second of receipt of new flight data, flight plan
changes or within I second of each scan of the

*jJ surveillance sensor for flight progress data.

D. The NAS shall be able to receive and process all departure
requests and display them to the appropriate specialists.

I. The NAS shall receive departure requests from sources

* such as specialists, users filing pre-flight requests
from existing ground communications systems, aircraft
based communications systems, etc.

2. The NAS shall accept, validate, and display departure
requests to the appropriate flight service specialist,

• tower rontroller, en route and approach controller, and

flow control specialists. This information shall be
aw:i1able to the pertinent specialists within a locally
adaptable number of minutes prior to departure.

3. Departure request information as a minimum will include
* the following items:
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a. Proposed departure and destination locations and
times.

b. Aircraft ID and type
c. Assigned altitude.

E. The NAS shall -ompare the actual flight paths of aircraft
with the path! assigned by specialists and notify the

specialists of any significant deviations.

1. The NAS shall compare the actual flight paths of all

aircraft in the assigned airspace to the flight path
(assigned to the aircraft by specialists once each scan

of the surveillance sensor.

2. The NAS shall provide aids to the specialists by

automatic adjustment of the flight plan based trajectory
when the track position along the flight plan path

exceeds preset conformance bounds from the nominal
position.

3. The NAS shall notify specialists when an aircraft has

deviated from its locally adaptable parameter tolerances
in lateral or vertical direction. Altitude deviations

of +300 feet shall also be annunciated.

4. Specialists shall be alerted of any deviation within 3

seconds after the deviation exceeds tolerance as defined

above. Notification shall be both aural and visual and
shall require controller acknowledgment. The

*notification will include a summary of the 3-D deviation

for each pertinent aircraft ID.

F. The NAS shall analyze the available information and provide
recommendations for current runway selection.

i. The NAS shall analyze available information influencing

traffic pattern and active runway selection, such as

current local traffic flow, local inbound traffic flow,
flow metering and flight plan information,
precipitation, winds aloft, local wind, barometric

pressure, and runway surface conditions.

2. Notification of an impending change in current runway

operations shall be provided to tower controllers 15
minutes prior to the configuration recommendation

becoming effective.
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-C G. The NAS shall provide recommendations for future runway

selections based on forecast weather and traffic conditions.

i. The NAS shall receive and analyze all available
information influencing selection of future traffic

*patterns and active runways using predicted and current
traffic conditions, current and forecast weather, flow
metering information, etc.

" 2. Runway selection processing for future runway
configuration shall be performed every 2 hours, and
immediately upon any wind changes of more than +2.5

knots or 45 degrees in direction.

3
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3.2.3 Aircraft Separation Requirements

General Requirements

In order to maintain a safe airspace environment, the NAS is
required to maintain separation appropriate to the flight conditions
and types of aircraft in the system. The NAS is required to have
information about aircraft in controlled airspace (e.g., terminal,
en route, and oceanic). The NAS shall notify the specialist when it

detects a potential or actual violation of separation standards.
The NAS shall notify specialists and users when a deviation from an
approved clearance is detected. The NAS is required to determine
recommended maneuvers to avoid or remedy such situations.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall acquire actual flight information such as
identification, current and projected location (position),
altitude, speed, and heading for each aircraft in controlled
airspace or expected to enter controlled airspace (e.g.,
terminal, en route, and oceanic).

1. The NAS shall detect the location of each aircraft in
NAS controlled airspace within the following limits:

a. The NAS shall detect the position of each aircraft
in controlled airspace within .75 nm and .23 degrees

of the aircraft's actual position.

b. The NAS shall detect the velocity of each aircraft
in controlled airspace within 20 knots of the
aircraft's actual speed.

c. The NAS shall report the altitude of each aircraft
in controlled airspace within 100 feet of the
aircraft's actual altitude.

2. The NAS shall project flight paths for each aircraft

controlled airspace by projecting the following flight
information.

a. Aircraft Identification
b. Current position
c. Route of Flight

d. Heading

e. Velocity
f. Altitude

g. Weather Conditions
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3. The NAS shall project flight paths for all aircraft in

controlled airspace or expected to enter controlled
airspace, for not less than 20 minutes in advance.

4. Actual flight position on each aircraft shall be

periodically updated by the NAS at least every once per
scan of the surveillance sensor.

5. Actual flight information shall be acquired by the NAS

for each aircraft in controlled airspace or inbound

towards this airspace within a locally adaptable time or

distance parameter from the NAS boundary.

B. The NAS shall acquire flight plan information for each

aircraft in controlled airspace or about to enter controlled
airspace including planned changes such as route, altitude,
and speed.

1. The NAS shall acquire validated flight plans and

amendments from NAS facilities including Flight Service
Stations, Air Route Traffic Control Centers, Air Traffic
Control Towers, Military Base Operations, and users.

2. The NAS shall acquire flight plan information on all IFR
aircraft under NAS control in controlled airspace or
within a locally adaptable time or distance parameter

from the NAS boundary.

3. Flight plan information shall be updated by the NAS
whenever any flight plan change occurs, with separation
assurance processing accomplished no more than 3 seconds

after validated entry of an amendment.

4. The NAS shall provide for flight plan based trajectories
that are not constrained by physical ATC facility

* boundaries.

5. The NAS shall provide for flight-plan-based trajectories
for all valid flight plans and for all portions of the

flight plan.

* 6. The NAS shall support the specialist in constructing a
detailed four dimensional trajectory corresponding to
the entire flight pl;,n, as originally filed or amended.

0
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7. The NAS shall provide aid to the specialist in

generating revisions to flight plan based trajectories.
These shall include aids to retrieve and revise
previously requested flight plan based trajectories, and
to provide direct routings to a specified navigation
point.

8. The NAS shall provide aids in replanning flight plan
based trajectories, based on types of resolution
maneuvers (e.g., altitude change, speed change). The
NAS shall, when requested by the specialist, create
alternate trial plans and invoke the evaluation
capability for trial plans.

9. The NAS shall provide a capability to identify a trial
plan (trial flight plan based trajectory) for use in
evaluation for suitability of implementation.

I

10. The NAS shall provide a capability to automatically
evaluate trial plans for potential violations of
separation standards.

C. The NAS shall correlate actual flight information to flight
£ plan information for each aircraft in controlled airspace.

I. The NAS shall project flight paths for each aircraft in
controlled airspace by associating the following flight
plan information with actual flight information:

* a. Aircraft identification
b. Route of flight
c. Destination
d. Estimated Time of Arrivals
e. Velocity
f. Altitude
g. Weather conditions

2. The NAS shall provide for correlation of three
dimensional trajectories for all portions of each
aircraft's flight plan.

3. The NAS shall provide aids to the specialist by
automatic adjustment of the flight plan based trajectory
when the track position along the flight path exceeds
preset coiformance bounds from the projected nominal
posi t ion.
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4. The NAS shall provide aids to the specialist to

determine the heading to realign a deviating aircraft
with it's authorized flight plan route.

5. The NAS shall provide reminders to the specialist for

each designated maneuver point in the flight plan based

trajectory.

6. The NAS shall alert the specialist when tracked aircraft
position is outside preset conformance bounds from the

authorized position.

D. The NAS must provide accurate weather information such as
real-time winds'and temperatures aloft to support flight

path prediction.

1. Forecast weather shall be provided for trajectory

* development within 30 seconds of the weather product's
delivery to the NAS.

2. The NAS shall provide both current and forecast weather

information in a compatible form to the systems

performing the projection function through a direct data
communication connection.

3. The NAS shall display graphic weather data to the

specialists with at least 6 levels of precipitation
intensity. These levels shall be independently

selectable by the controller.

E. The NAS shall provide for the detection of any aircraft
throughout an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ),

Distant Early Warning Zone (DEWIZ), and conterminous U.S.

airspace.

F. The NAS shall acquire and display surveillance information
with accuracies sufficient to allow the achievement of

separation of aircraft using parallel runways, or using

closely spaced parallel routes.

1. The NAS shall detect and display surveillance
information with sufficient accuracy to support aircraft

conducting approaches to parallel runways under the
following conditions:

a. When runways are at least 2500 feet apart successive

aircraft will be 2 nm apart on adjacent terminal
* approach/landing systems.
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b. When runways are at least 4300 feet apart
simultaneous approaches may be made by aircraft on

adjacent terminal approach landing systems.

G. The NAS shall provide surveillance coverage to the ground at

all qualifying aerodromes and to minimum altitudes
authorized for instrument flights in all other areas.

1. The NAS shall provide surveillance coverage of aircraft
through a means which does not require cooperating

equipment on the aircraft. Such surveillance shall
generally be provided over CONUS from 6,000 feet MSL to
200 FL over nonmountainous terrain; and from 6,000 feet
MSL or MEA, whichever is higher, to 200 FL in
mountainous terrain.

Exceptions to this requirement are permitted in areas
where extraordinary measures would be required to meet

41 the requirements; in these areas coverage shall be
provided based on considerations of the cost of

providing surveillance and of air traffic levels in the
area.

c 2. The NAS should detect any aircraft, through dependent
surveillance means, in NAS airspace from 60,000 feet MSL
to 2000 feet AGL in designated mountainous area, to 1000
feet AGL in en route airspace, to 500 feet MSL in
designated off shore routes and to ground level in
terminal areas.

o 3. The NAS shall process surveillance information received

and make it available for display it within 3 seconds of
receipt.

4. The NAS shall update each aircraft's position at a
minimum of each scan of the surveillance sensor.

H. The NAS shall display aircraft positions and related data
such as aircraft identifications, assigned altitudes,
conformances to assigned altitude, the source and accuracy

of displayed altitude data.

0 1. The NAS shall display the following information to

specialists for each aircraft under control:

a. Aircraft Identification

b. Aircraft Position
c. Actual or Reported Altitude and Assigned Altitude
d. Aircraft Velocity
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e. Aircraft Type
f. Altitude Conformance
g. Handoff Status
h. Track Status
i. Ground Speed
j. Beacon Code
k. Computer Identification Number
1. Conflict Resolution Advisory
m. Heavy Jet Indicator
n. Remarks
o. Beacon Codes 7700, 7600, 7500
p. Conflict Alert
q. Minimum Safe Altitude Warning
r. Conflict Probe Violation
s. Failure Indication of Attempted Data Transmission

2. The specialist shall have the capability to selectively
inhibit display information and/or to reposition display
information.

3. The NAS shall indicate the accuracy of the displayed
altitude readout.

4. The NAS shall indicate to the specialist the source of
the altitude information displayed.

5. The NAS shall display to the specialist flight plan
information for any aircraft under control of the sector
or about to enter any the sector.

6. The NAS shall display to the specialist flight plan
data, sector posting data and sector data relative to
the aircraft under control. This includes, but is not
limited to:

* a. Aircraft Identification
b. Aircraft Type
c. Beacon Code
d. Aircraft Velocity
e. Departure Point
f. Destination

* g. Altitude
h. Route of flights
i. Times relative to the Movement of the Flight
j. Holding Information
k. Approach Information

3
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1. Departure Information

m. Fixes

n. Handoff Indicator
o. Vector Information
p. Scratch Pad
q. Remarks

7. The NAS shall have the capacity to display flight plan
information for a minimum of 50 aircraft per sector
except in oceanic sectors where the capacity shall be a
minimum 100 aircraft.

8. The NAS shall record, and maintain independently, a
history of all data processed or displayed to the

specialists.

9. The NAS displays shall be capable of discriminating
between designated functional categories such as levels
of weather intensity, controller alerts, flight plan
amendments, emergencies, altitude assignments and track
control.

10. The NAS shall display to the specialist critical

information such as:

a. Time

b. Altimeter Setting
c. Range Marks
d. Tabular Lists
e. Duty Runway
f. Beacon Codes being monitored
g. Beacon Codes available

h. Emergency Information

i. Trackball position

11. Any problems identified in a trial plan will be

displayed to the requesting specialist as priority
(action necessary) or advisory (information only) item.

I. The NAS shall display appropriate geographic information
and/or airspace structure information.

i. The NAS shall display current information on the ground,
terrain, obstacles and special use airspace throughout
the NAS coverage area.

a. Ground and terrain information shall include
elevation and landmark information throughout the
NAS airspace.
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b. Obstacle information, updated every 56 days, shall
include all obstacles which constitute a hazard to

aviation or effect a minimum IFR vectoring altitude,
or obstacle position information shall be provided
within .05 degree of the obstacles actual position
on the situation display.

2. The NAS shall provide a flexible (variable scale, sector
integrated) capability for accepting and displaying map
outline data overlaid on surveillance information. This

will allow both airspace structure and geographic

landmark information to be used by the specialist.

a. The NAS shall provide the specialist with the

capability to filter position display data selecting
to present only the information desired.

b. The NAS shall provide the capability to display
outlines of runway taxiway and landing areas.

J. The NAS shall display aircraft positions and related data in
relation to the displayed geographic information and/or

airspace structure information.

i. The NAS shall ensure a positional accuracy in the

display of overlaid geographical and airspace structure
information relative to aircraft position horizontal
information of no more than 1 nm at 100 nm range.

K. The NAS shall generate clearances, deliver clearances,
monitor the adherence of aircraft to their clearances, and
notify the specialist and/or the users whenever an aircraft
deviates from its clearance by a prescribed amount.

1. The NAS shall provide clearances to users which ensure

* appropriate separation for the type of aircraft and
specific route flown.

a. The NAS shall provide for detection of
aircraft-to-aircraft, aircraft-to-airspace and
aircraft-to-ground conflicts and/or violations.

b. The NAS shall provide clearances which are assigned
with cognizance of current preferential route
restrictions, metering and flow restrictions,

weather obstacles, and NAS airspace restrictions.

S-5
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2. Clearances shall be delivered to users within sufficient
time to ensure adequate separation is maintained.

3. The NAS shall be capable of delivering clearances via

voice or data link communications to aircraft within NAS
controlled airspace.

4. The NAS shall alert the specialist when a tracked

aircraft's position is outside preset conformance bounds
from the flight plan position.

5. The NAS shall notify users of non-adherence to an ATC
clearance within 10 seconds of the deviatio:, reaching
the specified tolerance levels.

L. The NAS shall detect actual and potential violations of
separation standards.

6 1. The NAS shall update and project each aircraft's flight

path every scan of the surveillance sensor.

2. The NAS shall compare flight path projections of each

aircraft for at least 20 minutes in advance for
potential conflicts.

3. The NAS shall detect potential en route separation
standards violations within 80 seconds, and shall detect
potential terminal area separation standards violations
within 30 seconds.

o 4. The NAS shall alert the specialist within 3 seconds of

detecting an actual or potential violation of separation
standards.

5. The NAS shall provide symbology that discriminates

between an actual and potential violation alerts.

6. The NAS shall provide for continuous assurance of

detection of aircraft-to-aircraft conflicts (within
parameter time horizon) for current flight-plan-based
trajectories. The NAS shall alert the specialist with
priority (action necessary) or advisory (information
only) messages.

M. The NAS shall detect an actual or potential violation of
separation standards between aircraft in the same sector, in
different sectors, or in airspace controlled by different
facilities. The NAS shall detect potential violations
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sufficiently early as to allow remedial action to be taken.
Detection of an actual or potential violation of separation

standards shall cause the NAS to provide a resolution
advisory and a suitable alarm.

g 1. The NAS shall provide continuous aircraft collision risk
assessment for all tracked aircraft pairs irrespective
of airspace structure boundaries, such as sector
boundaries, terminal airspace boundaries, etc.

N. The NAS shall generate resolution advisories which consider
the type of violation, the performance characteristics of

the aircraft involved, and potential effects on other
aircraft in thesystem. (See Section 3.2.5)

0. The NAS shall effect coordination with all concerned
specialists upon detection of actual or potential violations
of separation standards.

1. The NAS shall notify any involved specialist of a

separation standard violation situation which is

predicted to occur.

P. The NAS shall provide the capability to transfer control
responsibilities for an aircraft from one jurisdiction to
the next.

1. The NAS shall provide the specialist with capabilities
to handoff control of aircraft across sector boundaries

*with no loss of separation services.

2. The NAS shall provide the capability to automatically
alert a receiving specialist that a tracked aircraft is
within the system-adaptive time or distance parameter

and the aircraft's route of flight will enter the
*I receiving specialist's airspace.

3. The acknowledgment by the receiving controller of the
automatic handoff shall transfer track control.

Q. The NAS shall be capable of providing aircraft separation
* services rontinuously.
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3.2.4 Control When Outside of Indepedent Surveillance Coverage

General Requirements

Aircraft operating outside of independent surveillance coverage must

rely heavily on procedural methods to determine and report aircraft
positional data to ATC facilities. Generally, these position
reports are derived from navigational aids or from the aircraft's

internal navigation system. A system is required that will assist
users in accurately determining their position and transmitting this
information, either by voice or data link, to specialists. The NAS
shall receive, process, and display this information and assist
control personnel in providing safe and timely instructions to users
to avoid violation of separation standards.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide accurate navigational aids for use in

determining aircraft position information when the aircraft
is outside independent surveillance coverage.

1. The system shall provide for a network of navigational

aids which ensure coverage of the areas for which the

NAS has responsibility (e.g., oceanic, mountainous).

2. The NAS navigational system shall be capable of

providing coverage above 2000 feet AGL over an area

designated as mountainous area, above 500 feet MSL out
to 300 nm from shore in areas qualified as offshore

areas, and above 1000 feet AGL in other cases up to
60,000 feet AGL.

3. The NAS shall provide positional accuracy adequate to
support route widths of 4 nm on low altitude offshore
routes, 8 nm on domestic routes and 100 nm on oceanic
routes below 44,000 feet and 60 miles above 45,000 feet.

B. The NAS shall, on a real-time basis, receive, process, and

display data derived from an aircraft's internal navigation
systems.

I. The NAS shall be able to accept information on aircraft

operating outside surveillance coverage received from
various sources at various rates (e.g. specialist data

entry equipment, satellites, user supported activities
(i.e. ARINC, AFTN), data links and airborne navigation

equipment)).
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2. The NAS shall be capable of receiving, processing and
displaying flight information about aircraft outside
surveillance coverage which includes:

a. Call Sign
b. Type aircraft
c. Position

d. Speed
e. Clearance limit
f. Estimates of time of arrival at reporting fixes.
g. Altitude

h. Remarks

3. The NAS shall be capable of displaying oceanic areas on
situation displays with a maximum range of 4000 nm.

4. The system shall process position and identification
information received from non-surveillance sources and
display that information within 15 seconds of receipt.
This capability shall be provided in all oceanic areas

served by the NAS, in offshore areas along shorelines
and in remote land areas where surveillance is not
available (i.e. Alaska)C

5. The NAS shall be able to estimate the current position
and store flight plan information on aircraft operating
outside surveillance coverage. The estimated current
position of an aircraft shall be automatically updated
within an adaptable parametric time window of 1 to 10

* minutes.

6. The NAS shall have the capacity to display information
for 100 aircraft per oceanic sector and 50 aircraft per

non oceanic sector for areas outside surveillance
coverage.

0
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3.2.5 Collision Avoidance Requirements

General Requirements

The first priority of air traffic control is to maintain safety in

flight by separating aircraft. The capability is required to
provide assistance in predicting and avoiding imminent collisions or
near-collisions. The NAS shall predict potential collisions in

sufficient time to allow avoidance actions to be taken without

causing further conflict.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall ptoject the flight paths of all aircraft
within or entering controlled airspace and determine

imminent potential collisions between two or more aircraft.

i. The flight path projection shall be based on current

position, course, speed, altitude, vertical velocity and
vertical and horizontal acceleration, including turn

rate.

2. The NAS shall alert the specialist prior to a violation

of separation standards.

a. The warning time (time to go to violation of
separation standards, measured at time of first

alert) shall be at least 30 seconds (99%
probability) in terminal airspace, but outside

immediate aerodrome areas.

b. The warning time for conflicts occuring in en route
airspace, but outside of immediate aerodrome areas,
shall be at least 80 seconds (99% probability).

3. System accuracy shall be such that nuisance alerts (an
alert that would not be declared if the sensor system
provided perfect information and if a perfect tracker
were in place, but which is nevertheless declared using
the data provided) shall be no more than 2% of all

alerts declared.

4. Thu NAS shall generate a conflict alert if the flight

path projections of two or more aircraft indicate that
the aircraft will at any point have less than minimum
separation standards for the operational environment (en

route or terminal airspace, etc).

3
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B. The NAS shall project aircraft positions by look-ahead times
that are sufficient to allow avoidance actions to be taken
without causing further conflicts.

1. The flight path projection shall be of sufficient lead
*time to allow collision prediction, maneuver

determination, rank order alternatives, specialist
analysis, communications with the affected flight(s),

flight crew reaction, and aircraft maneuver.

2. The collision avoidance look ahead function shall
consider the entire flight path for not less than 20
minutes into the future (look ahead time).

3. The flight path projections shall be updated at least

once per scan of the surveillance equipment.

* C. The NAS shall be capable of alerting both the responsible
specialists and users (using any combination of audio and
visual signals) immediately following the prediction of a

potential collision.

i. The NAS shall alert the specialist to an imminent
collision by aural and/or visual signals that are

distinct from any other signals presented to the
specialist.

2. The specialist she l1 be notified of an NAS predicted
imminent collision within one second after the

prediction is made.

3. The NAS notification message to the specialist shall
include, as a minimum, the call sign of each positively
identified aircraft predicted to collide.

* 4. The NAS shall be capable of alerting appropriately
equipped users to the collision danger within 10 seconds

after the prediction is made.

5. The NAS notification message to appropriately equipped
users shall include as a minimum the relative pos.tion

* of the primary threat(s), and the maneuver recommended.

D. The NAS shall be capable of determining aircraft maneuvers
to avoid a predicted potential collision, eliminating those
options which create a new conflict situation.
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1. The NAS shall, upon prediction of a collision, evaluate
possible climb, descent, turn, and speed control
maneuvers by one or all aircraft involved.

2. The collision avoidance function shall consider the
aircrafts' performance capabilities, current maneuver
status (climbing, turning, descending, etc.) and
imminence of collision.

3. The evaluation of aircraft maneuvers shall consider not
only the immediate threat, but the potential for
conflict with other aircraft resulting from the
execution of each maneuver considered.

a. Resolution advisories shall be such that no
conflicts are induced in less than 2 minutes after
execution of the resolution vector.

4. The NAS shall rank order possible maneuver(s) for each
positively identified aircraft involved in the predicted
collision.

E. The NAS shall display the recommended maneuvers to the
£specialists.

i. Recommended avoidance maneuvers shall be displayed to
the specialist within 1.2 seconds (99th percentile)
after the prediction of a collision.

2. The NAS shall display to the specialist at least one set
of recommended maneuvers for each aircraft involved in
the predicted collision.

F. The NAS shall make the collision avoidance capability
available on a continuous basis.
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3.2.6 Weather Avoidance Requirements

General Requirements

Hazardous weather is a significant threat to safety of flight for

all aircraft, particularly in the very critical take-off and landing
phases of flight. Reducing this threat requires that potential
encounters with hazardous weather be predicted sufficiently far in
advance to allow appropriate avoidance actions to be determined and
executed. The prediction of a potential encounter requires
determination of the present and future heading of the aircraft and
the present and future location of the hazardous weather. The
degree of hazard posed by the weather depends upon its intensity,
the characteristics of the aircraft, and the phase of flight
(take-off, en route, landing).

Specific Requirements

A. Surveillance data: requirements A, B, C, D, and J of 3.2.3

also apply to this paragraph. (Section 3.2.3 identifies
surveillance information requirements. This section will
generally not repeat these requirements, but will reference
3.2.3.)

B. Weather Data: requirements A, B, C, D, and F of 3.1.1 also
apply to this paragraph. (Section 3.1.1 identifies weather
information requirements. It specifies the requirements for

weather information acquisition and maintenance, coverage,
accuracy, timeliness and content. This section will

generally not repeat these requirements, but will reference
3.1.1 except where there are unique or additional weather
information requirements not already covered in 3.1.1.)

C. Hazardous weather information shall be provided with

sufficient accuracy and emphasis and in sufficient time to
permit users to avoid the hazard and/or permit specialists
to assist users in avoiding the hazard.

1. The NAS shall alert users and/or specialists to the
presence of hazardous weather whenever any of the
following conditions exist.

a. Severe or extreme turbulence is detected.

t. Light, moderate or severe icing is detected.

3
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c. Thunderstorms of intensity level 3 or higher are
detected.

d. Wind shears exceeding 10 knots per 1,000 ft.
horizontally or 5 knots per 100 ft. vertically are
detected in approach or departure areas of
aerodromes.

e. Microbursts having vertical wind speeds of greater
than 10 knots at altitudes of less than 1,500 ft.
AGL are detected in approach or departure areas of
aerodromes.

f. Sustained surface winds exceeding 30 knots are
detected.

g. Widespread low visibility (ceilings less than 1,000
feet, visibility less than 3 miles, or widespread
mountain obscurement) is detected.

h. Heavy precipitation, lightning or hail is detected.

2. The information provided shall include:

Location and extent of the weather phenomena
Intensity - at least 2 levels

Wind velocity
Rate of precipitation
Direction of movement.

I
3. Minimal levels of accuracy required shall be as in

3.1.1.A.2.

4. The NAS shall be capable of providing hazardous weather
information to users while airborne, for the volume of
airspace extending from the surface to an altitude of
60,000 feet MSL and within 100 nm lateral distance from
the aircraft's current position.

5. The NAS shall be capable of providing hazardous weather
information to specialists for any airspace within 150

nm of the service area of the facility at which the

specialist is on duty within two seconds of a request.

6. The NAS shall be capable of providing to a specialist,

upon request, a summary of hazardous weather information
for any airspace within the continental United States.
The mean response time shall not exceed 2 seconds.
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7. The NAS shall have the capability to provide hazardous
weather information in both graphical and text formats.

The graphics format shall allow representation of at
least three levels of intensity.

8. The NAS shall be capable of providing an aural alert
when there is a significant change in the content of the
hazardous weather message.

9. Hazardous weather information shall be available to
specialists and users within 2 minutes of identification

of the hazardous weather phenomenon, and shall be
current to within 30 minutes thereafter, until the
hazard has dissipated.

10. Terminal area hazardous weather information shall be
available to specialists and users within one minute of
detection, and shall be current to within one minute
thereafter, until the hazard has moved out of the
terminal area or dissipated.

D. The NAS shall be able to detect the level of weather
intensity in order for users to decide if any avoidance

0actions are necessary.

L. Observed weather conditions shall be categorized into
levels of intensity as defined in 3.1.1.A.2.

2. The NAS shall be capable of determining or measuring
weather intensity with sufficient accuracy to assign

the appropriate intensity level, while meeting the

accuracy requirements of 3.1.1.A.2 above.

E. The NAS shall alert appropriate users/specialists when a
potential encounter with hazardous weather has been

* predicted. The alert shall include the location and time
at which the encounter is predicted, identification of the

aircraft involved, and an indication of the level of
weather intensity.

1. The NAS shall have the capability to predict potential
u(ncounters with hazardous weather for an interval of

time at least 30 minutes into the future.

2. the isers/specialiLsts alerted shall include the pilot
of the aircraft receiving separation services for which
a potential encounter is projected and the controller
handling that aircraft.
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3. The location of the predicted encounter given in the

alert shall be accurate to within 1 nm.

4. The time of the predicted encounter given in the alert

shall be accurate to within 3 minutes.

5. The system shall screen each flight plan or amendment

for proposed flight into areas of reported or forecast
hazardous weather and shall alert the user/specialist
to the potentially hazardous conditions.

F. The NAS shall be capable of recommending aircraft actions
to avoid hazardous weather.

I. Recommended actions shall include new routes, changes

in altitude, vectors around weather, and course
deviations.

2. In making recommendations the NAS shall give

consideration to hazardous weather intensity, extent,

and direction of movement, the type of aircraft, the
amount of fuel remaining in the aircraft, alternate

aerodromes and routes available, and air traffic.

3. Recommendations shall be available within I minute of a
request for service.

G. Recommendations shall be made available to the pilot of the

aircraft over voice or data communications equipment.4
1. The users/specialists provided recommended actions

shall include the pilot of the aircraft for which a
potential encounter is projected, and the controller

handling that aircraft.

H. The NAS shall be capable of assisting specialists in

determining the impact of the avoidance actions and

modifying the avoidance actions if required to maintain
safe separation in the affected sectors.

1. The NAS shall be capable of ranking avoidance actions

in order of preference, including alternatives
generated automatically and alternatives generated by a

specialist.
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2. The rank ordering shall consider safety factors
(traffic, terrain, fuel remaining, aircraft
capabilities) and also efficiency (additional fuel
consumed, additional time in flight).

I. The weather avoidance function shall be available on a
continuous basis.

J. The NAS shall be capable of forecasting and detecting the

presence of wind shear (microbursts, gust fronts) within
terminal areas.

I. Detection of wind shear and microbursts shall be in
accordance with 3.1.1.A.2 (o, p, q, r, s).

2. Forecasts of wind shear and microbursts shall be in
accordance with 3.1.1.A.4 (g,h).

K. The NAS shall be capable of continuously displaying surface
wind speed, wind direction, and gust information within
terminal areas.

1. Wind information shall be displayed within the air
traffic control tower.

2. Information displayed shall include wind speed, wind
direction, and variations in surface winds among
selected points on the aerodrome surface. Displayed
information shall be accurate to the tolerances in
3.1.l.A.2.a (wind speed and direction).

3. Information displayed shall be current to within one
minute.

0
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3.2.7 Ground, Obstacle, and Special Use Airspace Avoidance
Requirements

General Requirement

Safe operation requires that aircraft maintain specific distances
from the ground, mountainous terrain, man-made obstacles (such as

buildings, antenna towers, and overhead lines), and special use
airspace. Although avoiding such hazards is ultimately the

responsibility of the user, the NAS is required to provide
assistance in avoiding these hazards.

Specific Requirements

A. Specific requirements A, B, C, and J of 3.2.3 also apply to

this paragraph.

B. The NAS shall develop and maintain accurate, complete, and

current information on the ground, terrain, obstacles, and
special use airspace throughout the area of NAS

responsibility.

I. Ground and terrain information developed and maintained

shall include elevation data accurate to within 50 feet
at each point of a grid of sufficient detail that each
location in the continental U.S. is within 0.5 nm of a
grid point.

2. The location and elevation of all man-made obstacles
whose maximum height above the surrounding terrain

exceeds 200 feet shall be maintained. The location of
the obstacle on the earth's surface shall be determined

and maintained to an accuracy of within one arc second.
This information shall be updated as required to remain

current

3. Infor ation locating the boundaries of all special use
airspace and specifying times when active shall be
maintained. The location information shall be accurate
to within I nm.

C. The NAS shall make available to users/specialists accurate,
complete, and current information on the ground, terrain,
obstacles, and special use airspace.

I. Information shall be provided upon request to users and
specialists at the levels of accuracy, completeness, and
currency specified in (B) above.
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2. The user/specialist shall be able to obtain information
for specific geographic areas or routes of flight.

3. Information shall be available to specialists in a
visual format which includes minimum altitudes to clear

obstructions.

D. The NAS shall predict potential encounters of an aircraft
with the ground, terrain, obstacles, or special use airspace

in sufficient time to avoid the encounter.

i. Potential encounters with ground, terrain, obstacles, or
special use airspace shall be predicted sufficiently far
in advance to meet the warning time requirements of E.1
below.

2. Prediction of potential encounters shall be made from
6 current flight plan based trajectories.

E. The user and specialist shall be alerted to a potential

encounter of an aircraft with the ground, terrain,
obstacles, or special use airspace.

1. The appropriate specialist shall be alerted at least 40
seconds in advance of the predicted time of encounter
for terminal airspace, 75 seconds for en route airspace.

2. The alert shall include both aural and visual alarms,

and identification of the aircraft involved. An
*indication shall be given that the message is either

priority (action necessary) or advisory (information

only).

F. The NAS shall determine aircraft actions to avoid a
predicted potential encounter with the ground, t train,

* obstacles, or special use airspace. The local terrain,
nearby obstacles, weather conditions, and the presence of
other aircraft in the vicinity shall be considered in

determining appropriate actions to avoid an encounter.

G. The NAS shall display a recommended action, or a set of
alternative actions, to the specialist in sufficient time to
avoid the encounter.

1. The recommended actions shall be displayed to the
specialist within 5 seconds following the prediction of
an encounter.
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H. The ground avoidance, terrain avoidance, obstacle avoidance,
and special use airspace avoidance capabilities shall be
available on a continuous basis.
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3.2.8 In-Flight Emergency Assistance Requirements

General Requirement

There are emergency conditions that range from concern about safety
, to imminent threat to life. These impose a requirement to provide a

wide spectrum of assistance to resolve or reduce the criticality of
the situation. The NAS is required to respond to requests for

assistance from in-flight users.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall continuously monitor and respond to emergency

transmissions received via such communication methods as
radio, radar beacon, and data link.

I. The system shall simultaneously monitor commercially

* available, air-ground communications systems utilizing
designated frequencies to detect emergency transmissions
from users.

2. Any FAA facility receiving an emergency transmission

from a user shall be capable of providing assistance to

I the aser within 10 seconds.

3. All received or transmitted emergency -ommunications

shall be recorded.

4. The capability shall be provided to minimize the need to
change channels or frequencies when communicating with a
user that has declared an emergency.

5. The capability shall be provided to notify other FAA
agencies, specialists, and foreign, federal, state, and
local government and private agences of the existence

* of an e:ergency and to tran.qttr essential information to
then within - ri 1 .Le- ot iletrit inat i an that in emergency
situation exists.

6. Fs,.-ntial intormation .h.l in,, t.nt not he limited
t,, tht, type ot emerg-ncy, ,iir .titt i dentit i.'ation, last
S..... z rdrd e t is! kwn w. , .i : . in t i ons it
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B. The NAS shall evaluate alternative courses of action and
provide recommendations to expeditiously resolve the

emergency situation. This shall include, but not be limited

to, conflict-free flight path generation recommendations,
aerodrome recommendations, and other methods of providing

assistance.

1. The system shall provide the specialist with the

following recommendations for resolving an emergency
within 10 seconds of the specialists' request:

a. The names, distances, and times to the nearest
aerodromes.

b. The heading and recommended control instructions for
descent to the aerodrome selected by the user.

c. Identification and location with respect to the

aircraft in distress of other aircraft in conflict
with the recommended emergency flight path.

d. Recommended control instructions for each aircraft
in conflict with the emergency flight path that can

clear the flight path and still avoid other conflict.

e. Additional recommended ways to provide assistance to
the aircraft with an emergency.

2. Recommendations provided by the system shall be based on

the following information provided by the specialist or
retrieved from the system data base:

a. Type of emergency.
b. Aircraft identification.

c. Current position.
d. Current altitude.
e. Current airspeed].

f. Current heading.
g. Fuel remaining.

3. Recommended courses of action shall be provided to the

requesting user within 30 seconds of his/her initial
request for assistance.

C. The NAS shall provide a means for alerting specialists when

an airborne communications failure is determined to have

occurred.
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1. The system shall alert specialists at FAA facilities

within 3 minutes that an air-ground communications
failure has apparently occurred.

D. The NAS shall provide alternative means of communicating
gwith Users who have lost normal communication with

specialists.

1. Alternative forms of communications, such as visual

signals transmitted by specialists, shall be provided in

case air-ground voice and data communications and radar
beacon transponders fail or are unavailable.

E. The NAS shall provide techniques for acquiring essential
information including aircraft identification, last known

position, remaining fuel, etc..

1. The system shall provide specialists with the original

and amended flight plan data and any other essential
information stored in the system within 10 seconds of

their request.

F. The NAS shall determine the location of an aircraft in an

Cemergency situation.

I. The system shall provide specialists at FAA facilities
with the azimuth, range, and altitude of an aircraft
with respect to a known geographic position within 20

seconds of their request.

2. The azimuth shall be precise to within 0.12 degrees, the

altitude to within 200 feet, and the range to within 1
nautical mile.

3. Specialists shall be provided with the capability to
* determine the location of an aircraft to within I mile

of its i ctual location with respect to two separate,
know:n, geographic positions within 2 minutes of their
requt's L.

G. Me NAS shal.l provide the user with distance and magnetic
* it 'ar i~ug in! tation to an aerodrome or navigational aid.

lIe dist'inne and magnetic heading to any aerodrome or
:;,vl . una aid Within tie NAS area of coverage shall
, provid to users within 120 seco :.Is of their request.

S
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2. The distance and heading information provided to users

shall be precise to within 0.5 miles, and 0.12 degrees,
respectively.
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I 3.2.9 Search and Rescue Requirements

General Requirements

Early detection and location of overdue and downed aircraft greatly
enhances the chance of occupant survival. Many agencies have

resources for providing assistance. NAS has the requirement for

detecting, initiating, and assisting in search and rescue activities.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall detect overdue or unreported aircraft.

i. The elapsed time since last position report shall be
compared every 10 minutes with the expected time of
arrival at next reporting position or at destination.

2. Specialists shall be alerted automatically within 2
seconds when the difference between the current time and
the expected time of arrival at the next reporting

position or at the destination exceeds 30 minutes.

3. Overdue or unreported aircraft outside the NAS area of

coverage but within Flight Information Regions that the
NAS has responsibility for, shall also be detected.

B. The NAS shall initiate search and rescue procedures for

overdue or unreported aircraft.

* 1. The system shall be capable of initiating search and

rescue procedures within 10 seconds of a request by a

specialist at an FAA facility.

C. The NAS shall provide assistance in search and rescue

operations (such as position information and communications
capabi Lit ies).

1. Essential informatiom provided to the specialist
concerning the specified aircraft shall include, but not
be liminted to, the following:

• l. Itformation contained on the original and any
amtndments to the filed flight plan.

b. ,ist: recorded or last known position.

C . ILast recorded hoading.
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d. Weather conditions in area of last recorded or last
known position.

e. Weather conditions projected along last reported
heading or along predicted flight path.

2. Essential information available within the system data

base shall be automatically retrieved and provided to
the requesting specialist within 10 minutes of his/her
request.

3. Essential information and other communications shall be
exchanged as needed between specialists and any of the
following, via dedicated or switched data and/or voice
communications channels, or via other commercially
available means.

a. The appropriate Rescue Coordination Center.

b. Any military, federal, state, and local facilities
or agencies in the area.

c. Any neighboring, foreign ATC and/or military
4facilities or agencies.

d. Any pilots airborne in the area.

D. The NAS shall monitor ELT transmissions.

1. The emergency locator transmitter (ELT) frequency shall
be monitored throughout the NAS area of responsibility
for emergency transmissions on a continuous basis.

2. The capability to monitor ELT transmissions shall be
provided at ATC facilities, such as ATCTs, FSSs, and

ARTCCs.

3. The capability shall be provided to receive and process
reports from non-ATC sources (pilots, amateur radio
operators, satellites, etc.) concerning received ELT
transmissions.

4 4. Specialists shall be provided with the geographic

coordinates ot ELT transmission sites within 10 minutes
of detection or ot receiving a report of detection from
a non-ATC source.
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E. The NAS shall provide a list (tailored to the route of
flight and destination aerodrome) of aerodromes, terminal

areas, and ARTCC's to be contacted in the initial inquiry to

locate an overdue aircraft.

i. The NAS shall list all aerodromes, terminal areas, and
N ATC facilities located within a 100 mile wide corridor

along the projected route from the last known or last
reported position within 10 seconds of receiving a
request from a specialist.

F. The NAS shall prepare messages for specialists' review and

transmission to other facilities in attempting to locate the
aircraft.

i. Messages containing the following information, as a
minimum, shall be prepared for transmission to the

facilities selected by the ATC specialist:

a. Type of emergency
b. Aircraft identification
c. Aircraft type and description

d. Aircraft overdue (or unreported).
e. Destination.

C f. Aircraft endurance (from flight plan).
g. Last recorded position.

h. Last recorded heading.
i. Number and identification (if available) of

passengers.
j. Other remarks deemed pertinent by the specialist.

2. Messages shall be provided to the ATC specialist for
review within 10 seconds of receiving the specialist's

request.

- 3. Messages shall be available for transmission to the
* selected addressees within 12 seconds of being approved

ly the specialist, and shall be received by the selected
addressees within 3 minutes.

G. The NAS ;haill provide the capability to exchange information

with all i,-iicies and facilities concerned with search and
6 resctie i, t v i t. ies.

.",, , t si, 'tv he provided for the real-time
trincisl, muH;,nd receipt of information over

0'o)p..r,itiwovl pruvided, commercially available
"0111!I111lcItI ol,1[1 1 systems.
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2. The capability shall be provided to input data received
from other agencies or facilities with minimal manual

processing.
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3.2.10 Special Services for Military Aircraft

General Requirements

The Military Services, because of their mission, require a number of
special services from the NAS. A means is required for assisting
the military services and specialists in making efficient use of the
NAS. The NAS must be able to disseminate required information about
military activities to users.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall receive, process, and store airspace
reservations from military users.

t. The NAS shall receive flight plan reservations from the
military users, who include:

a. Central Altitude Reservation Facility (Military

Liaison)

b. Military scheduling activities

g c. Military base operations

d. Major Air Force, Army, Navy, and Marine Corps

commands requiring airspace reservations

e. Military non-ATC Facilities such as range control
activities, fleet scheduling activities, and air

defense facilities.

2. The NAS shall process Special Use Airspace reservations
received from military users within 60 minutes of
receiving the request.

3. The NAS shall provide the capability to store and

rrtrieve various military air traffic control plans
associated with national emergencies such as the Wartime
Air Traffic Priority List, The Emergency Security

Conitrol of Air Traffic Plan, Tactical Air Movement Plan,
and The Security Control of Air Traffic and Navigation
Aids Plan.

4. The NAS shall be able to store and process a minimum of
2000 low le:vel routes for use by military users.
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B. The NAS shall assist the military mission planner and
specialists by providing for the issuance of alternatives
concerning routes of flight, altitudes, and departure times
to resolve possible airspace conflicts.

1. The NAS shall provide the capability to receive and
process requests from military users for special
movement activities of military aircraft within 24 hours
of the users request.

2. The NAS shall be capable of receiving and responding to
4emergency order of precedence requests (class three or

above) immediately.

C. The NAS shall be able to receive classified and unclassified
route proposals from military scheduling activities
manually, process this information and advise users and
specialists of the most efficient schedule for usage of the
airspace.

i. The NAS shall be capable of receiving, manually
processing, and storing classified route proposals with
security classifications up to including those

(classified as Secret.

2. The NAS shall provide the capability to process route
proposals based on unique military requirements such as
hazardous cargo, presidential flights, special refueling
and other special interest flights.

I
D. The NAS shall provide the communications with military

aircraft using specific routes particularly at the
low-altitude designated entry and exit points.

I. The NAS shall be capable of communicating with all
military aircraft utilizing designated low level
training routes between the entry/exit altitude of the
route and 10,000 feet AGL.

E. The NAS shall disseminate information concerning the status
of Special Use Airspace to users/specialists.

1. The NAS shall disseminate information on flight activity
being conducted in Special Use Airspace which includes:
Restricted Areas, Warning Areas, Military Operating
Areas, Controlled Firing Areas, Parachute Jumping Areas,
and Military Training Routes.
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2. The NAS shall provide information on activities being
conducted within military Special Use Airspace to users
desiring to utilize this airspace within 1 minute of
request.

o3. The NAS shall provide this information to commercially

available devices such as personal computers via
commercial telephone lines.

F. The NAS shall detect violations or possible violations of

separation standards near or in specific Special Use

Airspace.

1. The NAS shall provide the surveillance capability to
monitor and provide separation services to participating
and non-participating aircraft inside of, and within 5
nm of military Special Use Airspace; and within 500 ft
below and 500 ft above such airspace.

G. The NAS shall alert the specialists in sufficient time to
allow them to take corrective actions to preclude violations
of separation standards.

C 1. The NAS shall predict a possible violation and alert
specialists at least 80 seconds before the violation of
separation occurs inside of, within 5 nautical miles,
and within 500 ft below or 500 ft above military Special

Use Airspace.

H. The NAS shall advise the specialists of alternative courses

of action to preclude violation of separation standards.

I. The NAS shall allow specialists to inhibit the separation
assurance functions for those aircraft for which the
military has assumed responsibility for separation.
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3.2.11 Airport Movement Area Control

General Requirements

The NAS has responsibility for the control and separation of
aircraft and vehicles on the movement areas of qualifying aerodromes
in all weather conditions. This shall include separation of
aircraft from obstructions.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide the capability to determine the

identification and location of aircraft and vehicles on

airport movement areas at qualifying aerodromes within

specified weather conditions.

i. The NAS shall provide the capability to detect all

aircraft and vehicles on movement area at qualifying
aerodromes.

2. The NAS shall provide surveillance coverage for all

movement areas (runways, landing areas, taxiways,
instrument landing system critical holding areas, etc.)

4and airport master plan approved additions for
qualifying aerodromes. This requirement may be
satisfied by multiple sensors capable of presenting
information on a common display.

3. The NAS shall provide surface detection equipment

4capable of coverage for 360 degrees of azimuth for

surface ranges from 500 feet to 12,000 feet, and for
elevation angles of -31 degrees to 0 degrees.

4. The NAS shall provide surface detection equipment which
shall be capable of detecting aircraft and vehicles
within the coverage area in conditions of 16 millimeters

of precipitation per hour.

5. The NAS shall detect aircraft and vehicles through a
process which does not require equipment on aircraft or
vehicles.

6. The NAS shall be capable of discriminating between two
aircraft types/classes of vehicles when they are
separated by 40 feet in range or 40 feet in azimuth ;it a
range of 6000 feet. Examples of types/classes are:
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Type/Class Vehicle Length

Small Aircraft (Cessna 150) Up to 50 feet
or Vehicle

Medium Aircraft (B-727, DC-9) 90 - 160 feet
Large Aircraft (B-747, DC-8) 180 + feet

Resolution of two aircraft types/class of vehicles is
also required when separated by 50 feet in any
combination.

7. The NAS shall display target position within 20 feet of
the target's actual position.

8. The NAS shall be capable of discriminating between
aircraft or vehicles of 50 feet or less, 90 - 160 feet,
or [80 + feet in length.

0 9. The NAS shall provide the capability at qualifying

aerodromes, to determine if an aircraft has taxied on to
an active runway during periods of reduced (100 foot)
visibility.

10. The NAS shall provide the capability, at qualifying
aerodromes, to determine if an aircraft is in position

for takeoff on the proper runway, in the case of
parallel runways.

B. The NAS shall provide means to display position data of
aircraft and ground vehicles on the airport movement areas
under all lighting conditions.

I. The NAS shall provide the capability to display

positional data which shall at a minimum include:

a. ILocat ion
b. AircratL/Vehicle call sign
c. Type aircraft/vehicle
d. Destination
, . Remarks

0 2. The NAS shall display positional data on aircraft and
vehiclh,-, with a presentation of sufficient contrast and

brightticss to be seen under all ambient light conditions
,nTd the iLsplay must be free of reflection and glare.

C. The NAS shall display aircraft positions and related data in
relation to appropriate geographic information.
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I. The NAS shall provide the capability of accepting map
outline data (runways, landing areas, taxiways, parking
areas, etc.) that can be overlaid on the position

displays.

2. The NAS shall provide the specialist with the capability

to selectively modify the display to present desired
information.

3. The NAS shall provide the capability of defining and
displaying runway and taxiway outlines within 12 feet of
the actual edge of the runways and taxiways.

D. The NAS shall provide the specialist with an unobstructed
view of the airport movement area.

E. The NAS shall have the capability to provide airport

movement area control on a continuous ba.is at qualifying

airports.

F. The NAS shall provide the capability for specialists to

communicate with aircraft and vehicles on the airport
movement area.

1. Alternative forms of communications such as visual
signals transmitted by specialists shall be provided in
case normal air-ground voice and data communications
fail or are unavailable.
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3.3 Monitoring (VFR)

VFR operations are enhanced by the availability of monitoring
services. The NAS is required to provide monitoring services to
assist the user in avoiding other aircraft and adverse weather.

3.3.1 Flight Following_Requirements

General _Reouirenents

The NAS shall be capable of monitoring flights to assure timely
emergency assistance in the event the need develops.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide a method for users to request and

accept flight following service.

1. The NAS shall be capable of two way communications
with appropriitely equipped aircraft operating in

hazardous or remote areas.

2. The NAS shall be capable of automatic flight following
€ of appropriately equipped users.

3. The NAS shall be capable of automatic flight following
through the use of commercially available equipment
which users may purchase and install on their own

aircraft.
I

4. The NAS shall obtain such information as

identification, position, speed, altitude, and future
routing information on aircraft requesting or

obtaining flight following.

B. The NAS shall provide flight following service when
reques t.d.

1. The NAS shall ensure that flight following service is
avatijable for users operating in hazardous or remote

2. Iight following service shall be available regardless
of we,-ther conditions.

i. Ch, NAS shall be capable of monitoring and updating
t-he progress of aircraft receiving flight following.

0- (
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4. The NAS shall be capable of providing flight following

service regardless of surveillance coverage of the route
being flown.

5. The NAS shall expand the areas receiving flight

gfollowing to include selected low altitude and remote
area environments such as off-shore oil platforms, etc.

C. The NAS shall alert the specialist when a VFR flight being

provided with flight following service is overdue.

i. The NAS shall use any type of visual and/or aural alert

to the specialist.

2. The alert shall repeat itself regularly until manually

deactivated by the specialist.

* 3. A flight making airborne position reports shall be
considered overdue if out of surveillance coverage, and
contact has not been re-established within 15 minutes of
the expected report time, as determined by the

specialist.

C D. The NAS shall provide the specialist with intormation on the
overdue aircraft, such as aircraft identification and type,
and time and location of last position, etc.

I. Initial notification to the specialist shall consist of

at least aircraft identification and type, time and
location of expected position report, and last known
frequency used.

2. The NAS shall be capable ot providing additional
information to the special isL on request, sach as time
and Location of last reported or known position,

4 exptrted futire roUt i , ,t '.
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3.3.2 Traffic Advisory Requirements

General Requirements

The NAS shall be capable of providing traffic advisory services to
*i VFR aircraft.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall be capable of providing traffic advisories to

VFR aircraft.

1. The NAS shall be capable of communicating with

appropriately equipped users on normal communications
channels, plus at least one emergency use channel.

2. The NAS shall be capable of displaying the position of

* appropriately equipped aircraft in terms of relative
position to other aircraft, altitude, relative speed,
and closure rate.

B. The NAS shall be capable of providing safety advisories and

vectoring services to VFR aircraft when time-critical
situations occur involving proximity to the ground, terrain,
obstructions, special use airspace, or other aircraft.

1. The NAS shall maintain current data on the altitude of
terrain and obstructions within the area of NAS

responsibili ty.

2. The NAS shall alert the specialist to a predicted

aircraft impact with terrain or obstructions in

sufficient time to permit specialist analysis,
communication with The flight crew, 'rew reaction, and
aircrew maneuvering prior to the predicted collision.

3. Specialists shall alert appropriately equipped and

participating aircraft to an NAS predicted conflict with
t-he terrain, obstructions, aircraft or special use
airspace within 10 seconds of the NAS prediction.

. Pik NA> ball he capabt_2 of ;electing and displaying to
r,, ,.ial ist a recomnended avoidance vector for an

,lircraft with an NAS predicted contlict. This
r Irt o n Ition ( holid be displayed within I 1.2 W'(

h Ire t ii('-) of the pr.d ic Li on ,I ;i -olt i t t
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C. The NAS shall be capable of providing sequencing and

separation services to VFR aircraft in terminal arrival and

departure phases of flight.

I. The NAS shall be capable of displaying the positions of

VFR aircraft in terminal arrival and departure phases of
flight.

2. The NAS shall be capable of applying both IFR and VFR

separation standards when both types of traffic are
operating within terminal areas.

3. The NAS shall be capable of pointing out other traffic
to pilots when applying VFR separation standards.

D. The NAS shall be capable of providing advisory and vectoring

services to VFR aircraft approaching special use airspace.

1. The NAS shall monitor the airspace around special use

airspace.

2. The NAS shall be capable of automatically notifying the

specialist when an unauthorized aircraft approaches

special use airspace.

3. The NAS shall be capable of selecting and displaying to
the specialist a recommended avoidance vector for an

aircraft predicted to violate special use airspace.

4. The NAS shall maintain current data on the status and

boundaries of special use airspace.

E. The NAS shall obtain identification, position, speed,

altitude, and heading information on aircraft being provided
traffic advisory service.

0
i. Identification, speed, altitude, and heading information

shall be correlated with the specialist's display data

to confirm aircraft identification.

2. All available information on VFR traffic may also be

* used by the specialist when he is pointing out that
aircraft to another flight under his control.

F. The NAS shall be capable of determining when a potential

traffic conflict exists between a VFR aircraft and other

aircraft.
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1. The NAS shall monitor the altitude and track of all
appropriately equipped aircraft for the purpose of
traffic advisories.

2. The NAS shall project the flight paths of all known
traffic to predict potential conflicts.

0
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3.3.3 Weather Advisory Requirements

General Requirements

The NAS has a requirement to inform users of hazardous weather
conditions and to allow users to request and accept in-flight
weather advisories.* The prediction of a potential encounter
requires determination of the present and future heading of the
aircraft and the present and future location of the hazardous
weather. The degree of hazard posed by the weather depends upon its
intensity, the characteristics of the aircraft, and the phase of
flight (take-off, en route, landing).

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall be capable of providing weather advisories to
aircraft in flight.

4 1. The NAS shall be capable of continuous broadcasts of
hazardous weather.

2. The NAS shall provide for direct specialist-to-pilot
communications for exchange of weather information.

3. The NAS shall provide direct user access to weather
advisories on a request/reply basis.

4. Response times for user and specialist access to NAS
weather data is provided in 3.1.I.H.I.&3.

5. Coverage requirements shall be as stated in 3.2.6.C.4.

B. Weather advisory information shall be continuously available
at general aviation aerodromes with instrument approach
procedures and terminal areas.

I

Section 3.1.1 is utilized to identify the weather information

requirements. It includes the requirements for weather information
acquisition and maintenance, coverage, accuracy, timeliness and
content. Section 3.2.6 lists requirements for hazardous weather
avoidance and applies to aircraft receiving separation service.
Section 3.3.3 will generally not repeat these requirements, but will
reference 3.1.1 and 3.2.6 except where there are unique or
additional weather information requirements not already covered in
3.1.1 or 3.2.6.

5
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1. Aerodrome surface observations should be updated once

per minute, and continuously broadcast.

2. The NAS shall be capable of continuously broadcasting

aerodrome and terminal area conditions on communications
media which can be accessed by aircraft in flight and on
the ground.

3. The NAS shall be capable of responding to user and

specialist requests for weather information from either
NAS facilities, such as an AFSS, ACF, or tower, or from

user owned and operated input/output devices, through
common carrier communication networks.

C. Users shall have direct access at all times to current
information on hazardous weather conditions along their

routes of flight.

I. The NAS shall broadcast, on communications media which
can be accessed by appropriately equipped aircraft,

current information on hazardous weather conditions.

2. Hazardous weather broadcasts shall be updated at least

every 30 minutes, and not more than 5 minutes after a
significant change of weather.

3. Dissemination of hazardous weather information shall be

given priority over the dissemination of routine weather

information.

4. The hazardous weather information stated in 3.2.6.C.1

shall be available to pilots in flight.

5. The NAS shall be capable of automatically disseminating

selected weather information directly to appropriately
* equipped aircraft.

D. Weather phenomena which pose a hazard to VFR aircraft shall
be detected, located, and monitored.

1. Weather phenomena that may affect VFR flight operations

* shall be tracked and reported with the same resolution,

accuracy, and dissemination as any other weather
conditions which are considered hazardous to flight.

2. The NAS shall provide advisories on those conditions
listed in 3.2.6.C.l. & 2.
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E. The NAS is required to predict potential encounters with
hazardous weather sufficiently far in advance to allow
appropriate avoidance actions to be determined and executed.

i. The NAS shall be capable of displaying hazardous weather
to the specialist.

2. The prediction time should be sufficient to allow for:
system display, specialist analysis, communication with
aircraft requesting service, flight crew reaction and
aircraft maneuver time.

F. The NAS shall assist the user in determining an appropriate
course of action'in avoiding weather or transferring to
instrument flight.

1. The specialist shall, upon user request, suggest: new
routes, new altitudes, course deviations, or alternate
aerodromes.

2. The NAS shall provide for rapid transition to IFR
operation upon request by an appropriately rated and
equipped user.

G. The NAS shall provide reliable communications links between
users and specialists for the exchange of information
relating to weather avoidance.

1. The NAS shall be capable of accepting and responding to
requests for weather information from airborne aircraft
via voice or data link communications.
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3.4 Navigation

The NAS shall provide a system of navigational aids that will enable
users to safely and efficiently navigate aircraft from take-off to
landing within the area of NAS responsibility under all weather

conditions.

3.4.1 En Route Navigation

General Requirements

The NAS is required to provide en route navigation aids that enable
users to define and use routes of flight and determine aircraft

position.

Specific Requirements

"- A. The NAS shall provide a navigational network to meet user
0 requirements.

i. The NAS shall provide navigational information in such a

manner that a pilot can determine his position by
bearing and range from a predetermined aeronautical fix.

2. The NAS shall provide navigational information in a

manner that a pilot can determine his position relative

to a predetermined flight path.

3. NAS provided NAVAIDS that provide guidance in terms of

rho/theta coordinates shall be referenced in the
following manner: the rho coordinate shall be
referenced to the location of the NAVAID, and the theta
coordinate shall be referenced to magnetic north.

4. The NAS shall provide coverage from 1000 feet AGL (2000

feet in designated mountainous areas) up to and
*including 60,000 feet above MSL, for all NAS designated

controlled airspace.

5. NAS approved enroute navigational aids designated for

use in oceanic areas between the altitudes of FL 275 and
FL 400 for normal density traffic shall support route
widths of less than 60 nm.

6. NAS approved enroute navigational aids designated for
use in domestic areas between the altitudes of 500 feet
and FL 600 for normal and high density traffic shall
support route widths of 8 nm or less.
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7. NAS approved enroute navigational aids designated for

use in remote areas between the altitudes of 500 feet
and FL 600 for normal density traffic shall support
route widths of 20 nm or less.

8. NAS approved enroute navigational aids designated for
limited use applications, such as rotorcraft, between
the altitudes of 500 feet and 5,000 feet for low
density traffic (off-shore) shall support route widths
of 8 nm or less.

9. NAS approved enroute navigational aids designated for
limited use applications, such as rotorcraft, between
the altitudes of 500 feet and 3,000 feet for high

density traffic shall support route widths of 4 nm or
less.

10. The primary en route navigational system should have
sufficient capacity to provide bearing information to

an unlimited number of aircraft, and distance
information to at least 100 aircraft simultaneously.

11. There should be no ambiguity (two or more possible
position fixes, with the same set of measurements,
with no indication of which is the most nearly

correct) within the pr4mary en route structure of the
navigational system.

12. The navigational system must have a capability of

recovering from a temporary loss of signal in such a
manner that the correct current position will be
indicated without the need for complete resetting.

13. The NAS shall support the development and

certification (NAS and ICAO) of modern systems of
aircraft navigation which meet or exceed current

standards, and are not currently part of the NAS
navigational networks.

14. The NAS navigational network, or any component
thereof, shall be capable of shutdown within one
minute to support national defense requirements.

B. The NAS shall provide a navigation network that is

compatible with NAS approved user equipment.

1. The navigational network shall be referenced to NAS
approved radionavigation aids, the magnetic compass,

geographic coordinates, and navigation charts.
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2. The primary system of enroute navigation shall have a

sufficient update rate of position and deviation from
a selected course to allow coupled autopilot operation.

3. The navigational aids provided shall be similar to

that provided to terminal areas, so that much of the

same airborne equipment can be used for en route
navigation as is used for terminal navigation.

4. Navigational aids provided by the NAS shall meet or

exceed applicable ICAO performance standards.

C. The NAS shall be capable of providing certain status and
location information for specific navigational aids such

as geographical reference, identification, operating

status, bearing information, and distance information.

1. The NAS shall provide the capability to automatically
monitor the performance parameters of navigational

aids.

2. The NAS shall provide for identification and diagnosis
of failures of selected navigational equipment from
centralized maintenance facilities.

3. The NAS shall provide for monitoring of signals from

certain supplemental (non-NAS) navigational systems.

4. The NAS shall inform users of the status of

supplemental systems, and provide correction values,
if required, to improve navigational accuracy.

5. The NAS shall discontinue, within 10 seconds, the

operation of NAS provided navigational aids whose
performance is outside of the acceptable parameters.

6. The NAS shall provide the capability for both
automatic and manual switching to redundant equipment
(where redundancy is required).

7. The NAS shall alert users and specialists to a failure
* of NAS monitored navigational aids that may affect

operations within the NAS airspace.

8. The location of each NAS provided rho/theta type
NAVAID shall be provided in geographic coordinates

(lat/long).
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9. Every NAS provided NAVAID shall transmit an
identification code that is unique within that

NAVAID's area of signal coverage. Transmittal of the
identification code shall be discontinued whenever the

operation of the NAVAID has been discontinued or is

being tested.

3
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3.4.2 Terminal Navigation

General Requirements

The NAS shall provide a system that will allow users to navigate to
and from aerodromes. Navigation guidance shall be provided in the
lateral and vertical planes and a means shall be provided to
indicate distance information.

Specific Requirements

A. At specified aerodromes, the NAS shall provide navigational
capabilities that will give users approach, landing, and
departure inforitation such as continuous distance measuring,
vertical guidance (glide slope), and azimuth guidance.

1. The NAS shall provide terminal navigation information in
such a manner that a pilot can determine his position by

* bearing and range from a predetermined aeronautical fix.

2. The NAS shall provide approach information in a manner
that a pilot can determine his position relative to a
predetermined flight path.

3. NAS provided NAVAIDS that provide guidance in terms of
rho/theta coordinates shall be referenced in the
following manner: the rho coordinate shall be
referenced to the location of the NAVAID, and the theta
coordinate shall be referenced to magnetic north.

4. NAS approved terminal navigational aids designated for
use between the altitudes of 500 feet and FL 180 for
high density traffic shall support route widths of 4 nm
or less.

5. NAS approved non-precision approach and landing
* navigational aids designated for use between the

altitudes of 250 feet and 3000 feet above the surface
for normal density traffic shall support route widths of
2 nm or less.

6. NAS approved precision landing systems designated for
Category T approaches shall provide guidance between the
altitudes of 100 to 3000 feet above the surface, and
shall support lateral accuracies of + 9.1 meters at 100
feet above the surface.
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7. NAS approved precision landing systems designated for
Category II approaches shall provide guidance between
the altitudes of 50 to 3000 feet above the surface, and
shall support lateral accuracies of + 4.6 meters at 50

feet above the surface.

8. NAS approved precision landing systems designated for
Category III approaches shall provide guidance between
the surface and 3000 feet above the surface, and shall

support lateral accuracies of + 4.1 meters at the

touchdown point.

9. A single accuracy standard is desirable for al'
precision approaches, regardless of landing ,1,u.

This accuracy standard at the runway thresi A shall be

at least + 20 feet laterally, + 2 feet vertically. and
+100 feet in forward distance.

10. Primary terminal navigation aids and all precision
landing systems shall have a sufficient update rate of

both position and deviation from a selected course to
allow coupled autopilot operation.

ii. Precision landing systems shall have the capacity to
provide course and glide slope information to an

unlimited number of aircraft simultaneously.

12. Precision landing systems shall be capable of providing
distance information to at least 100 aircraft

4simultaneously.

13. Precision landing systems shall have no ambiguity
potential.

14. Precision landing systems shall permit 90 degree
captures of the extended runway centerline.

15. Precision final approach coverage shall be provided in

a sector defined by at least + 40 degrees laterally
from the extenr" 4 runway centerline and from 0.9
degrees to 11 -giees above the horizon, and within 20

nm from the 1L ing area.

16. The NAS shall pt vide for non-precision approaches to
be conducted witn 0.6 nm lateral accuracy, of which the

NAS equipment shall contribute less than 0.05 nm error
at the missed approach point.
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17. The NAS shall provide a means of indicating the missed
approach point for non-precision approaches.

18. The navigational aids provided shall, whenever

possible, be similar to those provided in the enrouteastructure, so that much of the same airborne equipment
can be used for both terminal and enroute navigation.

IQ. The terminal and approach navigation systems must have

a capability of recovering from a temporary loss of
signal in such a manner that the correct current

position will be indicated without the need for
complete resetting.

20. Terminal navigation aids and approach and landing
systems provided by the NAS shall meet or exceed

applicable ICAO performance standards.

B. Navigational capabilities shall be provided to users on a

continuous basis under all weather conditions.

i. The NAS terminal navigation and approach systems shall

function with no degradation of performance in all

weather conditions.

C. The NAS shall provide for monitc-ing of navigational
information for status and operational performance

parameters and shall alert user/specialists if there is a

change in status (such as: changing between functioning as
prescribed and not functioning as prescribed, or changing
between being available for use and not being available for

use).

1. The NAS shall provide the capability to automatically

monitor the performance parameters of navigational aids.

2. The NA. shall provide for identification and diagnosis
of failures of selected NAS navigational equipment from

centralized maintenance facilities.

F he NAS shall provide for monitoring of signals from
* ,certain supplemental (non-NAS) navigational systems.

TDhe NAS ha i inform users of the status of supplemental

svtens, id provide corret ion values, if required, to

improve navigatinnal accuracy.



5. The NAS shall discontinue, within 10 seconds, the

operation of NAS provided navigational aids whose
performance is outside of the acceptable parameters.

6. The NAS shall provide the capability for both automatic

and manual switching to redundant equipment (where
redundancy is required).

7. The NAS shall alert users and specialists to a failure
of NAS monitored navigational aids that may affect
operations within the terminal airspace.

8. The location of each NAS provided rho/theta type NAVAID

shall be provided in geographic coordinates (lat/long).

9. Every NAS provided NAVAID shall transmit an
identification code that is unique within that NAVAID's

area of signal coverage. Transmittal of the
identification code shall be discontinued whenever the
operation of the NAVAID has been discontinued or is

being tested.

3
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3.4.3 Visual Navigation Aids

General Requirements

The number of airports and otner landing areas required to support
the increasing user demand has made location and identification of
the area of intended landing difficult for aircraft not equipped

with electronic landing aids. To aid all users during times of
reduced visibility or darkness, visual aids to navigation
independent of cockpit instrumentation are required. These devices
shall include, but are not limited to lighting, visual descent
guidance devices, aerodrome location aids, and standardized
aerodrome marking aids.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide visual aids that provide for curved,
offset, and straight-in guidance as dictated by individual
aerodrome/terrain characteristics for non-precision and

visual approaches.

1. The NAS shall provide runway approach lighting systems,
at qualifying aerodromes, that start at the landing
threshold, are aligned with the runway centerline, and
extend in the approach direction a minimum of 2400 feet
for precision instrument runways and for a minimum of
1400 feet for non-precision instrument runways.

2. The NAS shall provide additional approach lighting
systems that supplement certain electronic approach aids
by providing for curved, offset, high angle, and

straight-in visual guidance as dictated by individual
aerodrome size, service, and terrain characteristics.

3. The NAS shall provide visual approach lighting systems
which will provide guidance to the user in locating and

aligning his aircraft with the landing surface.

B. The NAS shall provide highly accurate visual aids that
provide the user with information on runway alignment,
height perception, roll guidance, and horizontal references.

I. The NAS shall provide selected aerodromes with approach
slope guidance lighting with an effective visual range
during clear weather of a minimum 3 miles during

daylight hours and 20 miles during night hours.
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2. The NAS shall provide selected aerodromes with approach
slope guidance lighting systems that will, at a minimum,
identify a 3 degree glideslope and incursions outside of

acceptable approach slope tolerances.

3. The NAS shall provide selected aerodromes with runway

end identifier lights to provide rapid and positive

identification of the approach end of a particular
runway. It shall also provide runway edge light
systems, touchdown zone lighting, runway centerline

lighting, runway remaining lighting, and taxiway

turn-off lights.

C. The NAS shall provide visual aids to identify and locate

aerodromes.

1. The NAS shall provide lighting systems to identify the
type of aerodrome (i.e. military, civil, seaplane),
which can be seen for a minimum of 20 nm at night, and 3

nm during daylight hours.

2. The NAS shall provide lighting systems to locate and
discriminate aerodromes from surrounding features (i.e.

city lights, terrain, structures).

D. The NAS shall ensure proper marking of obstructions in the

vicinity of the landing area.

1. To identify obstructions, the NAS shall provide lighting
systems which will be visible from a minimum distance of
20 nm in clear weather during hours of darkness.

2. The NAS shall provide lighting and markings on those

permanent obstructions on the aerodrome surface that
could pose a threat to departing, arriving, or taxiing
aircraft.

3. The NAS shall provide a means of visually

marking/identifying runways, taxiways, landing areas,
runway limiting characteristics and other landing
indicators which may be necessitated by specific site

requi rements.

4. The NAS shall provide selected aerodromes with lighting
systems that provide obstruction clearance within + 10

degrees of the extended runway centerline to a minimum
of 4 nm from the runway threshold.
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E. The NAS shall provide the capability for specialists to

operate the lighting systems for which it has responsibility.

i. The NAS shall provide for the operation of aerodrome
lighting systems from the control tower.

2. The NAS shall provide the capability for various light
intensity settings for approach lighting systems which
are controlled by specialists.

3. At aerodromes without operating control towers, the NAS
shall provide for the operation of aerodrome lighting
systems from a remote, designated ATC facility.

F. The NAS shall provide users with the capability of operating
lighting systems where appropriate.

i. The NAS shall provide the capability, at selected
S aerodromes where lighting is required, for pilots to

remotely control aerodrome lighting systems such as
approach lights, runway and taxiway lights by use of
commercially available, airborne equipment.

3
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3.5 Air Defense and Law Enforcement Surveillance Requirements

The NAS shall provide for the detection of any aircraft throughout
an Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ), Distant Early Warning
Identification Zone (DEWIZ), and all other airspace for which NAS

has responsibility. The NAS is required to ascertain the position,
velocity, and altitude of aircraft in such airspace and to identify
unauthorized intruders.

3.5.1 Aircraft Detection and Identification Requirements

General Requirements

All aircraft entering an" Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) or
the Alaskan Distant Early Warning Identification Zone (DEWIZ) shall

be under surveillance at all times. The NAS shall be required to
provide the current and expected location, altitude, speed, and
heading of each aircraft. National security and law enforcement
interests require a method to determine whether the aircraft is
authorized or unauthorized. This capability must be available at

all times. The NAS must provide a means for communication to
support these requirements.

Specific Requirements

A. All aircraft entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ must be detected at all
altitudes.

1. The NAS shall detect any aircraft entering an ADIZ/
DEWIZ area of surveillance coverage within 12 seconds of

penetration.

2. The NAS shall detect any aircraft entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ

to a maximum altitude of 100,000 feet MSL and to a
maximum surface range of 200 nm, from -5 degrees to +30

degrees relative to an earth tangential plane at the
sensor site.

B. The NAS shall provide the position, velocity, and altitude

of all aircraft.

I. The NAS shall detect the position ot an aircraft
entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ within 0.125 nm and 0.176 degrees
of the aircraft's actual position.

2. The NAS shall detect the velocity of an aircraft
entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ within 20 knots of the aircraft's
actual speed.
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3. The NAS shall independently detect the altitude of an

aircraft entering and ADIZ/DEWIZ within 1500 feet of the
aircraft's actual altitude.

C. The NAS must provide for the identification of aircraft

entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ.

I. The NAS shall correlate the flight plan of known inbound

aircraft with a penetrating target within 8 seconds of

penetration.

2. The NAS shall alert specialists within I second when the

track of an inbound aircraft cannot be associated with a

flight plan.'

D. The aircraft detection and identification capabilities and
the related communications capabilities must be available

* continuously.

E. The NAS shall provide a capability for the exchange of
flight plan data between specialists, military air defense
personnel, and law enforcement officials.

1. The NAS shall provide the capability to exchange data by
voice grade and/or automated equipment with military and

law enforcement authorities (e.g., NORAD, FBI, DEA, INS).

2. The NAS shall be capable of providing flight plan data

that at a minimum will contain:

a. Aircraft Call Sign

b. Type Aircraft
c. Position
d. Altitude
e. Direction of Flight
f. Velocity
g. Remarks

3. The NAS shall assist military specialists in identifying

aircraft entering an ADIZ/DEWIZ.

* 4. The NAS shall assist law enforcement authorities to

identify and follow aircraft of special interest.

5. The NAS shall provide the capability to alert
specialists within one minute of detecting when an
aircraft using the registration number of a reported
stolen aircraft is operating in NAS airspace.
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F. The NAS shall provide communications between specialists and
appropriate military and law enforcement officials.

I. The NAS shall provide for cooperative communications
capability between FAA and military specialists and law
enforcement officials.

2. The NAS shall provide protected communications capability to
alert military and law enforcement officials.

3
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3.6 Communications

The transfer of information between aircraft and the ground (air-
ground), between ground facilities (interfacility ground-ground),

and within NAS facilities (intrafacility ground-ground) is necessary
for safe and efficient operation of the NAS. The information to be
transferred includes surveillance, flight plan, flight movement,

weather, and monitoring and control information. Both voice and
data communications capabilities must be provided. The
communications must be reliable and secure.

3.6.1 Air-Ground

General Requirements

The NAS must be capable of transferring information between aircraft

and NAS ground facilities. This capability is required at all

4 altitudes and locations within the NAS area of responsibility.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide air-ground communications within the

operational jurisdictions of NAS.

i. Air-ground voice and data communications coverage shall
be provided for the en route and terminal airspace of
the conterminous United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and

Puerto Rico.

a. VHF voice channels in the 117.975 to 136.000 MH,
band and UHF voice channels in the 225 to 400 MH,
band shall be provided for air-ground voice

communications coverage. Generally, VHF and UHF
voice channels shall be used by civil and military

users, respectively.

b. Data channels in the frequency band appropriate for
air-ground data communications equipment shall be

provided for data communications coverage for both
civil and military users.

2. The following voice coverage capabilities shall be

provided as a minimum:

a. VHF/UHF voice channels for en route communications
between specialists in ARTCCs and FSSs and users at

altitudes at and above 1000 feet AGL (at and above
2000 feet AGL in designated mountainous areas).
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b. VHF/UHF voice channels for communications from
ground level to a minimum altitude of 3000 feet AGL

for a radial distance of 5 statute miles around

control towers serving users at terminal facilities.

c. VHF voice channels for ground control or clearance
delivery communications between specialists at
terminal facilities and users and vehicles on the

aerodrome surface or controlled movement areas. In
addition, UHF voice channels shall be provided at
terminal facilities serving both civil and military
users for ground control communications.

d. At least 5 discrete UHF voice channels for
single-frequency approach communications from ground
level to a minimum altitude of 3000 feet AGL for a
radial distance of 5 statute miles around control
towers serving military single-piloted, jet users.

e. Receipt and transmission of emergency voice
communications via VHF and flight service facilities

while maintaining voice communications via normal
assigned VHF and/or UHF channels.

f. VHF/UHF channels for communication of pre-recorded
and/or computer-generated voice messages for
repetitive and non-repetitive broadcast at all en
route, terminal, and flight service facilities.

g. VHF/UHF voice channels at selected FSSs for en route
flight advisory service (EFAS) communications
between specialists and users.

3. The following data coverage capabilities shall be
provided as a minimum:

a. Repetitive and non-repetitive data message
broadcasts between en route, terminal, and FSS
specialists and users.

b. Data communications to ground level at qualifying

terminal facilities (those meeting Air Traffic
Service criteria for air-ground data communications).

c. Data communications at all other locations at and
above 6000 feet MSL, or at and above minimum en
route altitude, whichever is higher, up of 100,000

feet MSL.
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d. Data communications at qualifying terminal
facilities for ground control or clearance delivery
exchange between specialists and users on the
aerodrome surface or controlled movement areas.

4. Voice and data communications shall have the following
response capabilities:

a. The one-way voice communications connection between
the specialist and the user shall be completed
within I second of the keying of the specialist's

microphone.

b. Data messages shall be delivered and displayed (CRT
or hard copy) to users or to specialists within 8

seconds of being released for transmission by the
specialist or user with a probability of 0.99.

5. The quality of voice and data communications provided

between specialists at en route, terminal, and flight

service facilities and users shall be as follows:

a. Voice comunications shall be clearly intelligible
when using a normal conversational tone and normal
volume.

b. No more than 1 in 107 data messages shall be

delivered to the wrong user or to the wrong ATC

facility.

c. A single data message delivered to a user or to an
ATC facility shall contain no more than I in 107

undetected bit errors.

6. Data communications between specialists and users shall
provide the following capabilities as a minimum:

a. Discrete addressing for transmitting certain data
messages to specific users and ATC facilities within
communications range.

* b. Broadcast communications for transmitting data
messages to all suitably equipped users.

C. Single key acknowledgment of message receipt and

coit en t.

* d. Retention and display of sender/addressee

ident if i cat -on.
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e. Automated message preparation.

f. Automated detection of message preparation errors.

7. The system shall provide the capability to automatically
determine when radio frequency changes tor users shall
occur when changing sectors; automatically select the
appropriate frequency to be assigned to the user after

changing sectors; automatically notify affected

specialists and users of the completed frequency change.

8. The system shall provide the capability to indefinitely
sustain the transmission of short data messages (48
information bits each) at a rate of 45 messages per
minute to each user, and long data messages (1000

information bits each) at a rate of 1 message per 30

seconds to each user.

9. Data messages shall be deliverable to specifically
identified users with a probability of 0.95 when 32
users are contained in a 10 nm by 10 nm area, and with a
probability of 0.99 when 497 users are contained in a 50

n by 50 nm area.

10. The system shall provide a modular expansion capability

for en route, terminal, and FSS voice and data (where
required) communications. Voice equipment shall be
capable of operating with 25 kHz channel separation.

11. Where air-ground voice and data communications

capabilities are not available down to ground level at
an aerodrome, the system shall permit the user to enter
the IFR system via a telephone clearance.

B. The NAS shail provide protection against interference from
undesired signals on the same or adjacent frequencies.

1. All VHF/UHF voice chann2ls used in the NAS shall have a
center frequency spacing of 25 kHz.

2. The system shall reject by 80 dB all signals at
f re q'm:ncies greater thn or Luoa to + it)i kt? t rom the
t iled c.nter frequency of the retcever. The. 8(1 .1B

re i:t ion cri t,-ria is with respcrt to i s i gil ,I it a
t reqaency within 4 1() CH z , t the i-,- , r ,, iU, r

freqiUency to whi(ch the ninimum re,,'er output rspols

is 10 dB (S+N)/N.
I
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3. The system shall reject, by more than 60 dB, all signals
at or beyond + 25 kHz from the receiver center

frequency. The bandwidth of the intermediate frequency

amplifier for 25 kHz center frequency spacing shall

conform to the followin6 profile:

attenuation bandwidth

6 dB + 9 kHz min
20 dB + 14 kHz max

40 dB + 15 kHz max

60 dB + 16 kHz max

80 dB + 20 kHz max

4. Air-ground data communications systems shall be

capable of detecting desired data signals in the
presence of interfering signals whose levels are at

4 least 6 dB below the level of the desired data signal.

C. The NAS shall be able to receive, store, retain, and

readily retrieve all NAS air-ground communications.

I. All air-ground voice and data communications

transmitted or received by FAA facilities shall be

recorded.

2. Voice and data recordings shall be retained in
"on-line" storage for not less than 24 hours, and in
"off-line" storage for not less than 15 days.

3. Individual voice recordings shall be retrievable from
"on-line" storage within 10 minutes, and from
"off-line" storage within 30 minutes of a request by
authorized FAA personnel.

4 4. Individual data messages shall be retrievable from
"on-line" storage within 2 minutes, and from
"off-line" storage within 30 minutes of a request by

authorized NAS personnel.

D. The NAS shall provide the capability to monitor any

operating position without introducing any change in
transmission or reception characteristics.

1. Each NAS control facility shall provide supervisory

positions and designated specialist positions with the
capability to selectively monitor all voice and data

communications and all video displays at all other
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operating positions within the faciLity on an

individual basis.

E. The NAS shall prov 4e dir-ground communications on a

continuous basis.

F. "he NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure

communication capabilities to support changes in operating

position responsibilities.

1. The selective reassignment or reconfiguration of voice

4and data communications channels to different

specialist positions within the same ATC facility
shall occur within 10 seconds of a reconfiguration

command from the supervisory position.

2. Preset reconfiguration modes shall be achieved within

10 seconds of a supervisory reconfiguration command
for individual positions and within 5 minutes for an
entire facility.

3. Specialists in one ATC facility shall be able to
assume control of the air-ground voice and data

communications capabilities associated with designated

sectors and/or sector regions within 5 minutes of a
reconfiguration command from the supervisory position.

4. The reassignment or reconfiguration of communications

capabilities shall not result in the degradation of

aair-ground voice or data communications.
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3.6.2 Ground-Ground Interfacility

General Requirements

The NAS must be capable of transferring information between the
various NAS facilities, and between NAS fpcilities and communication
systems outside the NAS, both governmental and non-governmental.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide a communications capability between

selected operating, supervisory, maintenance, and

administrative positions at separate NAS facilities.

1. The NAS shall provide single-key voice access between

individual specialists in one facility and designated
specialists in another facility. Single-key access
means that a specialist can activate voice access to a

designated specialist in another facility with a
single action of a single physical device.

a. Each specialist in an air route traffic control
center (ARTCC), an air traffic control tower

42j (ATCT), or a flight service station (FSS), shall

be able to have single-key voice access to a
total of 20 specialists in other air traffic

control facilities.

b. The probability that single-key access calls are
6not connected due to saturation of equipment

shall not exceed I in 10,000 calls.

c. For calls that are connected, the access
connection shall be established within I second
of key activation with a probability of 0.95.

All calls shall be connected within 2 seconds.

d. Tle NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ARTCC to establish 60 simultaneous single-key
voice access channels with other ARTCCs. A
>ingle ARTCC shall be able to establish
• -wtgle-key voice access channels with up to 6
other ARTCCs, and shall be able to establish a
m.aximiun of 20 simultaneous single-key voice
.',ss 'h:1nels with a single ARTCC.
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e. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ARTCC to establish 2 simultaneous single-key

voice access channels with each of 10 air traffic
control towers and to establish I simultaneous
single-key voice access channel with each of 30

other air traffic control towers.

f. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ARTCC to establish 2 simultaneous single-key
voice access channels with each of 6 FSSs.

g. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
FSS to establish 2 simultaneous single-key voice

access channels with a single ARTCC.

ho The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
FSS to establish 1 single-key voice access

channel with each of 7 air traffic control towers.

i. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ATCT to establish 2 simultaneous single-key voice

access channels with a single ARTCC.

j. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ATCT to establish 1 single-key voice access

channel with each of 3 other air traffic control
towers or military radar approach control

facilities.

k. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ATCT to establish 1 single-key voice access
channel with I FSS.

1. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ARTCC to establish a single-key voice access
channel with the FAA national command center.

m. The NAS shall provide the capability for a single
ARTCC to establish a single-key voice access
channel with the Air Traffic Control Command
Center (ATCCC).

2. The NAS shall provide the capability to establish
additional single-key voice access channels in the

event of catastrophic failure of a single ARTCC. Such

additional channels shall be operative within 48 hours

of a catastrophic failure.
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a. An ARTCC shall be able to establish new
single-key voice access channels with 2 new
ARTCCs. The total capability shall remain within
the limits described in paragraph l.d above.

b. An ARTCC shall be able to establish new
single-key voice access channels with 10 new
ATCT. The total capability shall remain within
the limits described in paragraph I.e alove.

c. The ARTCC shall be able to establish new
single-key voice access channels with I new
flight service facility. The total capability
shall remain within the limits described in
paragraph l.f above.

d. A FSS shall be able to establish new single-key
4 voice access channels with a new ARTCC. The

total capability shall remain within the limits
described in paragraph l.g above.

e. An ATCT shall be able to establish new single-key
voice access channels with a new ARTCC. The

g total capability shall remain within the limits
described in paragraph l.i above.

3. Each specialist in an ARTCC, an ATCT, a FSS, the FAA
national command center, or the Air Traffic Control
Command Center (ATCCC) shall have multi-digit voice

* calling access to selected other positions in the
NAS. Multi-digit voice access calling means that a
specialist can establish voicP access to a designated
position with multiple actions on I or more physical
devices. Each specialist shall have multi-digit voice
access calling to at least 49 other positions outside
lis own facility.

a. This access shall be achieved by dialing no more
than 4 digits.

b. The probability that any multi-digit access call
is not connected due to saturation of equipment
shall not exceed I in 1000 calls.

,-. For multi-digit access calls that are connected,
the connection shall be established within one
second of all digits having been dialed with a

4 probability of 0.95. All multi-digit access
calls shall be connected within 2 seconds.
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4. Supervisory personnel at an ARTCC, an ATCT, a FSS, the
ATCCC, the FAA national command center, or a
maintenance facility shall have multi-digit voice
calling access to any other position in the NAS.

a. The probability that any multi-digit access call

U. is not connected due to saturation of equipment
shall not exceed I in 1000 calls.

b. For multi-digit access calls that are connected,
the connection shall be established within 1

second of all digits having been dialed with a
probability of 0.95. All multi-digit access
calls shall be connected within 2 seconds.

5. The NAS shall provide the capability for authorized
personnel in any FAA manned facility to establish
voice communications with personnel in any other FAA
manned facility through interface with commercial

communications networks.

a. The probability that any call is not connected
due to saturation of equipment shall not exceed I
in 200 calls.

b. For calls that are connected, the connection
shall be established within 5 seconds after all
dialing is completed.

6. The NAS shall provide for voice communications between
any unmanned FAA facility when personnel are on site
and a maintenance facility, an ARTCC, an ATCT, or a
FSS.

a. The probability that any call is not completed
due to saturation of equipment shall not exceed 1
in 200 calls.

b. For calls that are completed, the connection

shall be established within 5 seconds of call
initiation.

4 7. The NAS shall provide the capability for FAA

facilities to conduct emergency voice communications
via means other than ground telephonic communications.
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a. The capability shall exist for personnel at any
one of the following facilities to conduct voice
communications with personnel at any other of
these facilities via means other than ground
telephonic communications: an ARTCC, an ATCT, a
FSS, a maintenance facility, a FAA regional
office, the ATCCG, and the FAA national command
center.

b. Any one of these facilities need establish voice
communication with only I other facility at a
time.

c. It shall be possible to establish voice
communications within 2 minutes of initiating an
attempt.

d. It shall be possible to establish secure voice
communications between any of the facilities
listed in 7.a. above.

8. A single ARTCC shall be capable of establishing 30
simultaneous multi-digit voice access channels to
other facilities. These should be able to be
established as follows:

a. two channels to each of 4 adjacent ARTCCs.
b. one channel to each of 2 other ARTCCs.
c. one channel to each of 10 ATCTs.
d. two channels to each of 2 FSSs.
e. two channels to a single maintenance facility.
f. four channels to various other facilities.

9. A single ATCT shall be capable of establishing 5
simultaneous multi-digit voice access channels to
other facilities. These should be able to be

E established as follows:

a. one channel to an ARTCC.
b. one channel to a FSS.
c. one channel to another ATCT.
d. one channel to a maintenance facility.
e. one channel to an unspecified other facility.

10. A single flight service facility shali be capable of
establishing 15 simultaneous multi-digit voice access
channels to other facilities. These should be able to
be established as follows:
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a. two channels to an ARTCC.
b. one channel to each of 7 ATCTs.
c. one channel to each of 2 other FSSs.
d. one channel to a maintenance facility.
e. three channels to various other facilities.

| 11. A single maintenance facility shall be capable of

establishing 10 simultaneous multi-digit voice access

channels to other facilities. These should be able to

be established as follows:

a. two channels to each of 2 ARTCCs.
b. one channel to a FSS.

c. one channel to each of 2 ATCTs.
d. one channel to another maintenance facility.
e. two channels to various other facilities.

12, The ATCCC shall be capable of establishing 10

simultaneous multi-digit voice access channels to other

facilities. These should be able to be established as

follows:

a. One channel to each of 5 ARTCCs.
b. One channel to each of 4 ATCTs.

c. One channel to various other facilities.

13. Each ARTCC shall be able to support single-key and

multi-digit interfacility voice access communications
for up to 430 positions. This includes positions for

specialist and supervisory personnel involved in direct
control of air traffic as well as other management or

coordination positions such as weather service,
military operations, traffic management, maintenance,
or facility managers positions.

14. Each ATCT shall be able to support single-key and
multi-digit interfacility voice access communications
for a minimum of 12 specialist and supervisory control
positions.

15. Each FSS shall be able to support single-key and

multi-digit interfacility voice access communications
for a minimum of 60 specialist and supervisory
positions.

16. The ATCCC shall be able to support multi-digit
interfacility voice access communications for a minimum
of 10 specialist and supervisory positions.
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17. All interfacility voice channels shall provide for

clear intelligibility of phrases spoken with a normal
conversational tone and loudness.

18. The NAS shall provide the capability for a specialist

at any ATC facility to force an urgent single-key or

*multi-digit interfacility voice access call through to
the receiver.

* 19. The voice communications capability for a specialist or
supervisory position shall be able to queue up to 3
incoming interfacility voice calls in addition to the

call in progress. These can be any combination of

intrafacility or interfacility calls.

20. The NAS shall provide the capability for supervisory

personnel to monitor the single-key and multi-digit
interfacility communications of all specialists.

21. A single position in an ATC facility (ARTCC, ATCT, FSS)

shall have the capability to create a conference call
with up to 10 other positions using any combination of

single-key or multi-digit voice access channels. These
may be any combination of intrafacility or

interfacility calls.

a. It shall be possible to conduct at least three
conference calls simultaneously in a single ATC

facility with the maximum number of simultaneous
conference calls being determined by the number of

positions in the facility and the number of

conferees per conference call.

22. The NAS shall provide the capability for a specialist

at any air traffic control facility to forward any
interfacility voice access call to any other position

* within that same facility.

23. The NAS shall provide the capability for a specialist

at any air traffic control facility to place any
interfacility voice access call received on hold

(except for urgent calls being forced through the
* system).

24. The NAS shall provide the capability for a specialist

at any air traffic control facility to transfer any
interfacility voice access call received (except for
urgent calls being forced through the system) to any

* other position within that same facility.
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25. The NAS shall provide for data communications between
NAS facilities, and between designated NAS and DOD
facilities.

a. A data communications capability shall be provided
between ARTCCs and FSSs that are within 100 nm of
military operations areas (MOAs) or that are within
100 nm of SAC instrument routes.

b. A data communications capability shall be provided
between ARTCCs and designated SAC centralized
scheduling units.

c. A data communications capability shall be provided
between ARTCCs and air defense facilities for
exchange of aircraft movement information service
(AMIS) messages.

d. A data communications capability shall be provided
between air defense control facilities (ADCFs) and
ATC facilities for immediate notification of lost
radar/radio contact with air defense interceptor
aircraft.

e. A data communications capability shall be provided
for the exchange of remote maintenance monitoring
system information between the facility equipment
being monitored, the maintenance work centers, the
maintenance monitor console at the-en route
maintenance processor subsystem location, and the
maintenance control center at the sector
maintenance processor subsystem location.

f. A data communications capability shall be provided
that has sufficient capacity to support
communications requirements, such as ATC
information transfer, weather data transfer,
control instruction transfer, flight data transfer,
emergency assistance data transfer, etc.

g. Data delivery time requirements shall be as
required to support the exchange of data between
various high speed and low speed devices and to
meet the information availability response times of
various specialists, i.e., controllers, weather
specialists, maintenance specialists, etc.

h. Connectivity for data communications between NAS
facilities and between NAS and DOD facilities shall
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be as required to support the response time

requirements for the various types, volumes, and
transmission times of data message traffic.

i. The interfacility data communications capability

shall have sufficient error protection to ensure
*that an undetected bit error shall not be

introduced into a data item that can affect the

safety of flight with frequency greater than 1 bit

error in l07 transmitted data bits.

26. Data communications shall be provided in such a way
that, in the event of catastrophic failure of a single

ARTCC, the following data communications capabilities
can be established within 48 hours of the catastrophic

failure.

a. An ARTCC adjacent to the failed facility shall be

* able to establish data communications with two
remote ARTCCs and conduct data communications as if
they were adjacent facilities.

b. An ARTCC adjacent to the failed facility shall be

able to establish data communications with up to 60
surveillance facilities which normally serve the
failed facility and conduct data communications as

if those surveillance facilities were its own.

c. An ARTCC adjacent to the failed facility shall be

able to establish data communications with up to 25
ATCTs normally associated with the failed
facility. Data communications shall be able to be

carried out as if these ATCTs were normally
associated with the ARTCC adjacent to the failed
facility.

d. An ARTCC adjacent to the failed facility shall be
able to establish data communications with two FSSs
normally associated with the failed facility. Data
communications shall be able to be carried out as
if these FSSs were normally associated with the
ARTCC adjacent to the failed facility.

27. The NAS voice and data communications shall be provided

in a modular fashion so that future increases in
capacity can be accommodated in a cost-effective way.

B. The NAS shall provide a communications capability between
* selected operating, supervisory, maintenance, and
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administrative positions at FAA facilities arid other
public/private communications facilities.

1. The NAS shall provide voice and data communications

between the FAA national command center and FAA regional

centers, law enforcement agencies, ARTCCs, FAA

Headquarters, Department of Transportation (DOT),

Department of Defense (DOD) activities, the ATCCC, and

the National Aviation Weather Processing Facility

(NAWPF).

a. Single-key voice access calling shall be provided

between the FAA national command center and FAA

regional centers, ARTCCs, FAA Headquarters, DOT,

specific DOD activities, the ATCCC, and the NAWPF

such that 957. of the individual calls attempted

shall be connected within I second of call

initiation. All calls shall be connected within 2

seconds.

b. Multi-digit access calling shall be provided between

the FAA national command center and federal, state,

and local law enforcement agencies through an

interface to the direct distance dialing (DDD)

networks. Multi-digit access calling shall also be

provided between the FAA national command center and

each of the elements listed in B.l.a. above that

have single-hey access calling capabilities. All

multi-digit access calls attempted through the

interface to the DDD network shall be connected

within 5 seconds of call initiation. Individual

multi-digit access calls attempted between the

elements listed in B.l.a. through the NAS

communications system shall be connected within 1

second with a probability of 0.95, while all such

calls shall be connected within 2 seconds of call

initiation.

c. Direct data communications channels shall be

provided between the FAA national command center and

the regional centers, ARTCCs, FAA Headquarters, DOT,

DOD activities, the ATCCC, and the NAWPF.

d. The system shall provide the capability for the

receipt, recording, storage, and retrieval of

communications trarlsmitted to or received from NAS
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facilities and from agencies connected to

communications systems external to the NAS, such as
AUTOVON, FTS, AUTODIN, DDD, etc.

e. The system shall provide interactive terminals for
the display of information received from NAS

facilities and other agencies in communications with

the communications control center.

2. The NAS shall provide the capability for personnel in

selected operating, supervisory, maintenance, and
administrative positions at NAS facilities to be able to
access external public or private telephone networks
from their positions.

a. An ARTCC shall have the capability to establish 30
simultaneous voice channels for access to external

public or private telephone networks.

b. An ATCT shall have the capability to establish 10
simultaneous voice channels for access to external

* public or private telephone networks.

c. A FSS facility shall have the capability to
establish 15 simultaneous voice channels for access

to external public or private telephone networks.
These channels shall support functions other than

pilot briefings. Requirements for pilot briefings
are listed elsewhere in this document.

d. The ATCCC shall have the capability to establish 5
simultaneoub voice channels for access to external
public or private telephone networks.

3. The NAS shall provide the capability for personnel in

selected operating, supervisory, maintenance, and
administrative positions at each ATC facility, at the
ATCCC, and at the FAA national command center, to access
the DOD automatic voice network (AUTOVON) and any future

* replacement of that network.

4. The NAS shall provide the capability for personnel in

selected operating and supervisory positions at each ATC
facility, the FAA national command center, and the ATCCC

to exchange flight plan data, aircraft movement
* information, and related messages with military

facilities (such as air
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defense control facilities and military base operations
centers), airline dispatch offices, and foreign national
ATC and military facilities. This capability shall be

provided through data communications interface to

public, private, and government owned data communications
networks, such as AUTODIN.

5. The NAS shall provide the capability for users to

access designated ATC facilities through commercial
voice communications networks for the purpose of

filing flight plans and ammendments, requesting and
receiving terminal and area specific weather reports,

and other related purposes.

a. The probability that any call is not connected
due to saturation of equipment shall not exceed 1
in 200 calls.

b. For calls that are connected, the connection
shall be established within 5 seconds after all

dialing is completed.

6. The NAS shall provide an automatic and/or manual
a dial-up capability for users through commercial

telephone lines to provide data communications for the

purpose of filing flight plans and ammendments,
requesting and receiving terminal and area specific
weather data, and other related purposes.

a. The probability that any call is not connected
due to equipment saturation shall not exceed I in
200 calls.

b. For calls that are connected, the connection
shall be established within 5 seconds after all

* dialing is completed.

7. The NAS shall provide an automatic dial-up capability
over commercial telephone lines as a back-up to the
data communications channels carrying remote
maintenance monitoring system data between selected

* ATC and maintenance facilities.

8 The quality of voice or data service provided by the
NAS interfacility communications network shall not be

diminished by accessing public or private networks.
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9. The capability shall be provided to allow supervisors
to selectively assign or restrict individual position
access to public or private telephone networks.

C. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure
interfacility ground-ground communication capabilities to
support changes in operating position responsibilities.

1. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure the
distribution of interfacility voice communications
within a single ARTCC to accommodate daily combining
and decombining of sectors.

a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. Reconfiguration shall be able to change from one
set of single-key and multi-digit connectivities
at a single position to another completely
different set.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so
that the loss of an interfacility communications
capability at a single position shall not exceed
10 seconds.

d. It shall be possible to reconfigure from one to
10 positions simultaneously and to complete this
reconfiguration within 10 seconds.

e. Any position not involved in the reconfiguration
shall not experience any loss of interfacility
communications capability.

f. This reconfiguration shall involve only
redirection within the air traffic control
facility. It shall not involve changes of the
interfacility communications between facilities.

2. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure the
distribution of interfacility voice communications
within an ARTCC to permit that facility to provide
service in airspace normally served by a failed
ARTCC. This requirement does not mean that the
connectivities between facilities must be changed; it
means only that the distribution of interfacility
voice communications within the facility must be
changed.
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a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. It shall be possible to predefine and store up to
10 backup configurations. Each of these may
define changes to the connectivity of any number
of positions within the air traffic control
facility.

c. It shall be possible to activate any one of these
10 backup configurations with a single action
from a designated supervisor's position

d. The backup configuration shall be usable within
one minute of activation.

e. Any position not involved in the reconfiguration
shall not experience any loss of interfacility
communications capability.

3. The NAS shall provide the capability to reconfigure
the distribution of interfacility voice communications
within a single ATCT to accommodate daily changes in
position responsibilities.

a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. A supervisor shall be able to reconfigure all
positions within the air traffic control tower
with a single action.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so
that the loss of interfacility communications
capability shall not exceed 10 seconds.

d. This re;:onfiguration shall involve only
redirection of voice channels within the air
traffic control tower. It shall not involve
changes of the configuration between facilities.

4. The NAS shall provide the capability to reconfigure
the distribution of interfacility voice communications
within a single FSS to accommodate daily changes in
position responsibilities.
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a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in

progress and shall not result in the loss of any

call in a queue.

b. A supervisor shall be able to reconfigure all

positions within the flight service facility with

a single action.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so
that the loss of interfacility communications

capability shall not exceed 10 seconds.

d. This reconfiguration shall involve only
redirection of voice channels within the flight

service facility. It shall not involve changes

of the configuration between facilities.

5. The NAS shall provide the capability for the automatic

and/or supervisory control of the reconfiguration of

data communications capabilities at specialist

positions in an ARTCC or an ATCT.

a. Data communications reconfiguration shall not

Cinterrupt the transmission of a data message to

another facility.

b. Data communications reconfiguration for the

purpose of facility back-up shall be accomplished

by supervisory command only.

c. Data communications reconfiguration shall be
accomplished within 10 seconds at a single

position, and within 5 minutes for the entire

facility.

4 d. This reconfiguration shall involve only the

reallocation of data communications channels and
hardware within the facility. It shall not

involve changes in the physical data
communications configuration that shall exist

between facilities.

4 6. The system shall provide the following capabilities
with respect to monitoring and controlling the

interfacility voice and data communications:

a. Transmisiion routing and multiplexing control.
b. Voice and data switch routing control.
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c. Communication system status monitoring.
d. Voice and data communication traffic monitoring.
e. Transmission system testing.
f. Communication utilization control.

D. The NAS shall be able to receive, store, retain, and
readily retrieve all NAS interfacility ground-ground
communications.

i. All interfacility voice and data communications

entering or leaving each specialist's position at an
ARTCC, an ATCT, or a FSS, the FAA national command
center, or the ATCCC shall be recorded.

2. Voice and data recordings shall be retained in
"on-line" storage for not less than 24 hours, and in
"off-line" storage for not less than 15 days.

* 3. Individual voice recordings shall be retrievable from
"on-line" storage within 10 minutes, and from
"off-line" storage within 30 minutes of a request by
an authorized FAA supervisor.

4. Individual data messages shall be retrievable from
"on-line" storage within 2 minutes, and from
"off-line" storage within 30 minutes of a request by
an authorized FAA supervisor.

5. A coded time source shall be provided-and recorded at
each facility listed in D.I. above and shall be

* interfaced with voice and data communications
recordings to provide time-related data.

E. The NAS shall provide interfacility ground-ground
communications on a continuous basis.

* F. Communications between remote terminals and computer
processors containing classified information shall be
secured.

I. The capability shall be provided to encrypt/decrypt
classified information at cl3ssification levels up to

* SECRET for data transmission between selected NAS

facilities, and between selected NAS facilities and
military facilities.
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a. Each ARTCC shall be able to transmit or receive

encrypted classified data communications from

another ARTCC, from the FAA national command

center, from the ATCCC, or military facilities.

b. The FAA national command center shall be able to
transmit or receive encrypted classified data

communications from each ARTCC, the FAA national

command center, and military facilities.

c. The ATCCC shall be able to transmit or receive
encrypted classified data communications from

each ARTCC, the FAA national command center, and
military facilities.

2. Equipment for encryption of data communications or

storage of classified information shall not be
interfaced to computer equipment performing any air

* traffic control function or to any other computer

equipment in any FAA facility.

3. Physical security facilities shall be provided for the
protection of classified material for classification

levels up to and including SECRET.

G. Access to critical operational data bases from remote

terminals or public networks shall be controlled to
maintain data integrity.

1. Provisions shall be made to limit the access of
non-FAA users to only those data bases for which they

have authorization.

2. Control of computer equipment and access to computer

operational programs for computers storing data

critical to the safety of flight shall only be
*O possible from work stations located within the

building housing the computer equipment. This applies
to the following facilities:

a. Air route traffic control centers.
b. Air traffic control towers.

* c. Flight service station facilities.
d. The ATCCC.
e. The FAA national command center.
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3. The NAS shall provide protection against physical
access by unauthorized personnel to computers storing
data critical to the safety of flight.
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3.6.3 Ground-Ground Intrafacility

General Requirements

The NAS must be capable of transferring information within the
various NAS facilities.U
Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide a means for communication between

selected operating, supervisory, maintenance, and
administrative positions within a NAS facility.

1. The NAS shall provide single-key voice access between
specified positions within a single facility.
Single-key access means that a specialist can
establish voice access to another designated position
within the same facility with a single action of a

single physical device.

a. Each position in an air route traffic control
center (ARTCC) shall be able to have single-key
voice access to a total of 20 other positions in
that facility.

b. Each position in an air traffic control tower
(ATCT) shall be able to have single-key voice
access to a total of 5 other positions in that
facility.

c. Each position in a flight service station (FSS)
shall be able to have single-key voice access to
a total of 5 other positions in that facility.

d. Each position in the ATCCC shall be able to have
single-key voice access to a total of 5 other
positions in the facility.

e. Each position in the FAA national command center
shall be able to have single-key voice access to
a total of 5 other positions within the command
center.

f. For any of the capabilities in a. through e.
above, connection shall be established within 0.5
seconds of key activation with probability 0.95.

2. The NAS shall provide multi-digit voice calling access
between positions within the same facility.
Multi-digit voice calling access means that a
specialist can establish voice access to another
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designated position within the facility with multiple
actions on one or more physical devices.

a. Each specialist in an ARTCC shall have multi-digit
voice calling access to at least 49 other positions
within his own facility.

b. SupervisoLy personnel at an ARTCC shall have
multi-digit calling access to any other position
within his facility.

c. Each specialist and supervisor in an ATCT shall have
multi-digit voice calling access to all other

positions within his facility.

d. Each specialist and supervisor in a FSS shall have
multi-digit voice calling to all other positions
within his facility.

e. Each specialist and supervisor in the ATCCC shall
have multi-digit voice calling access to all other
positions within their facility.

f. Each specialist and supervisor in the FAA national

command center shall have multi-digit voice calling
to all other positions within the command center.

g. For any of the capabilities listed in a. through f.
above, connection shall be established within 0.5
seconds of entering th4 multi-digit access number

sequence with a probability of 0.95.

3. Specialists and supervisors in a FSS shall be able to
receive at their positions incoming commercial telephone

calls for the purpose of providing non-routine flight
services to users by voice.

4. Each ARTCC shall be able to support single-key and
multi-digit intrafacility voice access communications

for 430 positions. This includes positions for
specialist and supervisory personnel involved in direct
control of air traffic as well as other management or
coordination positions such as weather service, military

operations, traffic management, maintenance, or facility
rna.iagers positions.
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5. Each ATCT shall be able to support single-key and
multi-digit interfacility voice access communications
for a minimum of 12 specialist and supervisory control
positions.

6. Each FSS shall be able to support single-key and
multi-digit intrafacility voice access communications
for a minimum of 60 specialist and supervisory positions.

7. The ATCCC shall be able to support multi-digit
intrafacility voice access communications for a minimum
of 10 specialist and supervisory positions.

8. All intrafacility voice channels shall provide for clear
intelligibility of phrases spoken with a normal
conversational tone and loudness.

9. The NAS shall provide the capability for a specialist to
force an urgent single-key or multi-digit intrafacility
voice call through to the receiv,-.

10. The voice communications capability for a specialist or
supervisory position shall provide the ability to queue
up to 3 incoming voice calls in addition to the call in
progress. These can be any combination of intrafacility
or interfacility calls.

ii. The NAS shall provide the capability for supervisory
personnel to monitor the single-key and multi-digit
intrafacility communications of all specialists.

12. Each position in an ATC facility shall have the
capability to create a conference call with up to 10
other positions using any combination of single-key or
multi-digit voice channels. These may be any
combination of interfacility or intrafacility calls.

I
a. It shall be possible to conduct at least three

conferences simultaneously in a single ATC facility
with the maximum number of simultaneous conferences
being determined by the number of positions in the
facility and the number of conferees per conference.

13. The NAS shall provide an intrafacility data
communications capability at each ARTCC to provide
connectivity between terminals, displays and computer
equipment at various locations within the facility.

3
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a. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to specialists aircraft
position and identification information, flight plan
information, pictorial hazardous weather
information, textual weather observation and

forecast information, equipment status information,
Notice to Airmen information, aerodrome status
information and aircraft data communications.

b. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall permit the specialist to interact with ATC
computer equipment for such functions as modifying
flight plans, initiating or terminating a track,
assigning beacon codes, or controlling the content
and characteristics of his displays.

c. The NAS shall provide the capability for supervisory

4 personnel to monitor the data flow to or from any
specialist's position from a separate position.
This shall include the capability to duplicate the
specialist's situation display and to view any data
inputs created by a specialist or to view any
messages displayed to the specialist. This
monitoring capability shall not interfere with the
operation of the specialist's position.

d. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to maintenance personnel and to
the system manager information on the status of all
equipment within the ARTCC. It shall also permit
them to control or interact with the various systems
within the ARTCC.

e. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to aviation meteorologists in

the ARTCC pictorial hazardous weather information,
textual weather observations and forecasts from both
regional and national sources, and various other
weather products. It shall also permit them to
interact with weather processing equipment and to
modify weather data bases.

f. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to traffic flow management
specialists in the ARTCC data on aerodrome
conditions, planned number of departures, arrivals
and overflights and flow management directives. It
shall also permit them to interact with flow
management processing equipment to enter flow
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management information and to control the content

and characteristics of their displays.

g. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall permit computer-to-computer data
communications within an ARTCC as necessary to meet
various other requirements stated elsewhere in this
document.

14. The NAS shall provide an intrafacility data

communications capability at each FSS to provide4 connectivity between terminals, displays and computer
equipment at various locations within the facility.

a. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall make available to individual specialists
flight plan information, pictorial hazardous weather

4 information, textual weather observation and
forecast information, equipment status information,
Notice to Airmen information and aerodrome status

information.

b. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall permit the specialist to interact with flight
service processing equipment for such functions as

entering, closing, or modifying flight plans,
entering Notice to Airmen information, or
controlling the content and characteristics of
displays.

c. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to maintenance personnel
information on the status of all equipment within
the FSS.

* d. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall permit computer-to-computer data
communications within each FSS as necessary to meet
various other requirements stated elsewhere in this

document.

1 3. The NAS shall provide an intrafacility data
communications capability at each ATCT to provide
connectivity between terminals, displays and computer
equipment at various locations within the facility.

a. The intrafacility data communications capability
• shall make available to individual specialists

aircraft position and identification information,
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flight plan information, pictorial hazardous weather
information, textual weather observation and

forecast information, position information about
aircraft and vehicles on the aerodrome surface, wind
shear information, and equipment status information.

b. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall permit the specialists to interact with

computer equipment for such functions as inputting
or modifying flight plans, creating Notices to
Airmen, controlling aerodrome equipment, or

controlling the content and characteristics of their
displays.

c. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to maintenance personnel
information on the status of all equipment within

the ATCT and on the aerodrome surface or in its
vicinity.

d. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall permit computer-to-computer data
communications within each ATCT as necessary to meet
various other requirements stated elsewhere in this

document.

16. The NAS shall provide an intrafacility data

communications capability at the ATCCC to provide
connectivity between terminals, displays and computer
equipment at various locations within the facility.

a. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to individual specialists

aerodrome and airspace capacity and demand
information, pictorial hazardous information,
textual weather observation and forecast information

and equipment status information.

b. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall permit the specialists to interact with
traffic management processing equipment for such

functions as inputting traffic flow management
directives or limitations, or for controlling the

content and characteristics of their displays.

c. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall make available to maintenance personnel
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information on the status of all equipment within
the ATCCC.

d. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall permit computer-to-computer data
communications within the ATCCC as necessary to meet
various other requirements stated elsewhere in this

document.

17. The NAS shall provide an intrafacility data

communications capability at the FAA national command
center to provide connectivity between terminals,
displays and computer equipment at various locations
within the facility.

a. The intrafacility data communications capability
.hall make available to the FAA national command
center personnel national facility status
information, traffic flow information, position and

id,-mtification information on selected aircraft,
pictorial hazardous weather information, and textual
weather observation and forecast information.

b. The :ntrafacility data communications capability
;1 I. pormit national command center personnel to

iiC:nract with computer equipment for such functions

as creating and transmitting orders or instructions
to various air traffic control facilities or
controlling the content and characteristics of their

*displays.

c. The intrafacility data communications capability
shall make available to maintenance personnel
information on the status of all equipment within
the national command center.

d. The intrafacility data communications capability

shall permit computer-to-computer data
communications within the national command center as
necessary to meet various other requirements stated

elsewhere in this document.

18. The intrafacility data communications capability within

an ARTCC, a FSS, an ATCT, the ATCCC, and the FAA
national command center shall have availabilities as
necessary to support the requirements of the operating,
supervisory, maintenance, and administrative positions

referenced in this document.
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19. The intrafacility data communications capability within
an ARTCC, a FSS, an ATCT, the ATCCC, and the FAA
national command center shall have capacities as
required to support the peak busy hour exchange of data
between the positions referenced in this document.

20. The capability shall be provided to allow supervisors to
selectively assign or restrict access to any or all of
the special communications features at an individual
specialist's position. The special communications
features include access to commercial telephone service
from the position, access to AUTOVON, monitoring
capability, or the capability to have multi-digit voice
access to any position in the facility.

21. The intrafacility voice and data communications system
shall be capable of modular expansion to meet future
communication needs, including increased traffic loads,
increased number of operating positions, and new
connectivity requirements.

B. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure
communication capabilities to support changes in operating
responsibilities.

I. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure the
distribution of intrafacility voice communications
within an ARTCC to accommodate daily combining and
decombining of sectors.

a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. Reconfiguration shall be able to change from one set
of single-key and multi-digit connectivities at a

4single position to another completely different set.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so
that thc loss of an intrafacility communications
capability at a single position shall not exceed 10
seconds.

d. It shall be possible to reconfigure from one to 10
positions simultaneoiisly and to complete this
reconfiguration within 10 seconds.
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e. Any position not involved in the reconfiguration
shall not experience any loss of intrafacility

communications capability.

2. The NAS shall have the capability to reconfigure the

distribution of intrafacility voice communications to

permit an ARTCC to provide service in airspace normally
served by a failed ARTCC.

a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call ini
progress and shall not result in the loss ot any

4call in a queue.

b. It shall be possible to predefine and store up to 10
backup configurations. Each of these may define
changes to the connectivity of any number of
positions within the ARTCC.

c. It shall be possible to activate any one of these 10

backup configurations with a single action from a
designated supervisor's position.

d. The backup configuration shall be usable within one

minute of activation.

e. Any position not involved in the reconfiguration
shall not experience any loss of intrafacility
communications capability.

3. NAS shall provide the capability to reconfigure
intrafacility voice communications within an ATCT to
accommodate daily changes in position responsibilities.

a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. A supervisor shall be able to reconfigure all
positions within the ATCT with a single action.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so

that the loss of intrafacility communications
ccpabilily shall not exceed 10 seconds.

4'. 'rle NAS shall provide the capabiiity to reconfigure
intratacility voice communications within a FSS to

(:vommodate daily changes in position responsibilities.

4
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a. Reconfiguration shall not interrupt a call in
progress and shall not result in the loss of any
call in a queue.

b. A supervisor shall be able to reconfigure all
positions within the flight service facility with a

3 single action.

c. Reconfiguration shall be accomplished rapidly so
that the loss of intrafacility communications
capability shall not exceed 10 seconds.

5. The NAS shall provide the capability for the automatic
and/or supervisory control of the reconfiguration of
intrafacility data communications capabilities at
specialists positions within an ARTCC or an ATCT.

a. The reconfiguration of data communications shall not
interrupt the transmission of data messages to
another position within the facility.

b. The reconfiguration of data communications for the
purpose of re-sectorization, i.e., combining or
de-combining adjacent sectors, shall be accomplished
by supervisory command only.

c. The reconfiguration of data communications shall be
accomplished within 10 seconds at a single position,
and within 5 minutes for the entire-facility.

d. This reconfiguration shall involve only the
reallocation of data communications channels and
hardw;ire within the facility. It shall not involve
the physical data communicaticns configuration that
shall exist between facilities.

*C. The NAS shall he able to receive, store, retain, and readily
retrieve iil NAS intrafacility ground-ground communications.

I. ALl ikLrafacility voice communications entering or
leaving each specialist's position at an ARTCC, an ATCT,
a FSS, the ATCCC, and the FAA national command center

* shall be recorded.

lntrL , iliLy data messages entering or leaving each
specs ;iit's position at each of the facilities listed
in C(.I. above shall be recorded. The data recorded
shall ensure that all information displayed at the
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specialist' position au IU 01' [! .eu O~"trl~s

initiated by the specialist can bereconstru~cted.

3. Voice arnd data recordings snalL utc r-_i mel in "on-line"
storage for riot less than 24 hours, aid in "ofif-line"

*storage for niot less thzin L) dav,-s

4. Ind ividua I voice rerxi rd i og s sl,,t Y b , t r icb (2, 1 u rum
'o n- Iie'" s to ra ge w ithI i 1 IC' ; .c -oc i- ad trot.. '"off-line"'
storage within 30 minujtes ;i _jeus yanatoie

FAA supervisor.

C ~~~5. Individual data ines -a6es : b rL"viIcfrom
'on- line'' storage w r hii: 2 tiuts,_,noA from ''oft I-inc'
storage within 30 minutes of a rcque~t by ir authorized
FAA sup, rvisor.

D. The NAS shall provide intrafacility ,rrotd-grouud
communications cn a cont Inuous basis.

liit ro[acli tv ground- grnund ;.:omi niIcat otii Con toIn In g

cia: ii el if ormaLi on shall be secured.

1. _bcci ecuirity foiiisshall be PrrovI''-d for the
prutection o)f cliassified material for class if icit.'on
levels tip to and i! digSF.CR!T.

2 . Voice communication rof clc:1,sifed inlnrmaticn :aIbe
by 1fi> c-to face contact. 1lntraLaciLitv voi-ce

)tiuOLdt onsshall niot be used for : [assit ied
iiit(-rrna t itofl.

~.The re shall1 be nIo CM1 tomute-t - 0mc F ci it ra fac i L itv
data 7ow-nunica tions for cl-,f;d~ Formation.

F'. Access to cri tical operAtional late b-ise: sial be
contrl ledto rainva in datai it.eitt'

[.'hle Nk'S shall provde: 'e1- ur a isur
a-uthor i;tt Lon and I imit' iic'5 t computer
operational prngran's f-,r mpiesstoring d ara critical

0 to safety of flight.

2. The NAS s;hatl provide ftt-Lion 1 aoi iysic cs
bhy unautIhorized FAA or ron - bA p!- souc (! to otapttet s
storing data critical to ~~evofl tVh;



3.7 Maintenance Support Requirements

Responsive operational service to the users of the National Airspace
System requires that FAA personnel and equipment be provided at
appropriate locations to meet the current and expected demand. The
requirement varies from providing assistance in determining optimum
designs and locations of air traffic control facilities to ensuring

that the support capabilities provide for continued reliable

operation of the system. This requirement is an all-inclusive
support requirement as it includes not only location of sites but
the necessary testing, training, maintenance, and monitoring to
ensure absolute system availability.

3.7.1 Maintenance and Monitoring Requirements

General Requirement

Safe operation of the National Airspace System (NAS) depends on the
high availability and reliable performance of equipment and
software. Ensuring this high level of availability requires timely
maintenance and monitoring. Preventive and corrective maintenance
are required to minimize equipment outages and repair faulty items
of equipment when detected. Monitoring the performance and status
of NAS equipment and software and notification of operations and

4maintenance personnel when problems arise are essential to ensuring
safe and reliable operation. Considerations of efficiency and cost
effectiver:ess require that monitoring and control capabilities be
automati: :ind remote for selected items, with data and failure
indications transmitted to centralized repair facilities for action

by appropriate maintenance persounel. Equipment critical to safety
4requires continuous real-time monitoring with periodic airborne

flight inspection capabilities for systems involving ground-to-air
and air-to-ground communications. An integrated logistics suppor,
system is required for maintenance management.

Svecific Requirements

A. The NAS shall provide the capability to monitor and display
system and equipment status and performance and to control
appropriate parameters when preventive or corrective
maintenance is required. An immediate alarm shall be made
to appropriate maintenance and operations personnel when

4 failure of equipment or systems critical to safety is

peniding or has occurred.

I. Ihe (apabiliLy shall be provided at selected sites to
monitor equipment status and performance, and to control

appropriate parameters from remote centralized or
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portable workstations u> uig s'msu s aad built-in

circuits.

a. The moni:oving system shall nave the capability to
collect data on equipment nainte!nance relevant to
status and performance.

b. onitoring devices, both built-in and exterual,
shall not degrade the performance and user
availability of the equiipment being monitored.

c. Equipment, software, and the systems used to control

and monitor such equiement and software, shall
provide positive evideuce of their proper

functioning.

d. The monitor-inir syst.: sha]I O; 3/e tht, cc p.:titity to
interpret sensor information indicating degraded

performance or expected equipment failure.

e. Remote control capabilities shall be provided for
selected equipments, allowing adjustment of
equipment to keep parameters being monitored within

specified ranges, switch-over to back-up equipment
in the event of equipuenL failure or por~s nane
degradation, and certification of equipment
performance.

2. The NAS shall provide ccnt -incus monitorina of

operational status and significant performnance

parameters of surveillance, navigation, approach and
landing aids, and otier equipment and systems critical
to safety.

a. The characterist tlc of- .e -hoe] sig;ra I from a
navaid fhai1 pr,, .d, n.;t::s tar the users to monitor
the oper,! :onai qtatiro, of [I. ,- V l

b. Th,.. monito I. ; shall provide rot, i.:ation of

any IutIT3tiLC sit crt c - fr c r. npmen t arid systems
that are required for system safety.

3. Trhe appropri:t.e op(..recitiis ,trOd Pa(1terralfer personnel

shall be autoati-.l!l al ert-d whenever an equipment
parameter being mni tored or cotroll,-d remotely is
outside ci . pre-spe:itied range or exhibits a trend
which will result in para neter moasurements outside the
pre-specified range.
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a. Mr-itoring systems shall alarm when the monitored
equipment performance levels deteriorate below
acceptable limits.

b. An alarm status shall automatically be routed to
appropriate control points in the NAS for timely

.notification of failures to NAS users, specialists,
and maintenance personnel.

c. An alarm status shall be retained and indicated at
control points until operational status is restored.

B. The NAS shall have the capability to perform flight
inspections which verify the operation and performance of
equipment and systems critical to safety including
electronic and visual navigation aids, approach and landing
guidance, surveillance, and communications for each initial
commissioning, at periodic intervals and after certain

*1 maintenance actions.

i. Flight inspections shall be conducted to determine that
all navigation, approach and landing aids meet the
performance criteria necessary to support their
operational requirements.

2. Flight inspections shall be conducted to determine that
air traffic control surveillance systems have the
coverage and accuracy characteristics necessary to
support their operational requirements.

* 3. Flight inspections of communication facilities shall be
conducted on all ground-to-air frequencies to determine
that the communications are clear and readable
throughout specified service volumes.

4. Flight inspections of lighting systems that support
* approach and landing operations shall be conducted to

determine that intensity, color, and alignment meets
operational requirements.

C. The NAS shall provide facilities, equipment and systems
necessary to perform preventive and corrective maintenance

* activities including adjustment, diagnosis, replacement,
repair, reconditioning, and re-certification at scheduled
intervals and in response to the monitoring system or
general user and FAA technical surveillance.
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1.Equipment parameters re levanit to ioar uteiiance shiall be
monitored and analyzed to deter .inck prevcentive
maintenance intervals tier all NUNS equipment.

a. The capability shall be provided, eithier locally or

remotely, to adjust equipment for desired

performance and to ver'ify the correct adjustments.

b. Preventive maintenance tools s-o be provided for NAS
compufter systems shall incIlde ano-fine diagrnostic
aids wihmlilvlremote access to allow
operational. software. and associated data bases to be
exercised through all functionail paths for isolation
of system probtlerts.

C. The capability shall be provided for the

re-certifisation of equipment. followig maintenance
act-ions to) verify Laec suitabiLity of the equipment
for operational. use.

d. Access to the remote monitoring eq 'uipmen-t shall be

lim -ited to the minimumi number of personnel required
to assure safe7 and reliable-. operation.

2. Test circitry and( aiatysis capabilities shall be
provided to allow diagnosis ct the, caus e of sin equipment
system failure ansi isolation of the fault to one or more
modules, boards, u: components at ain on-site,
centralize-d or- de pot r-pii facility.

*a. The capability :-hal 1be provided for on-site repair

of items whose characteristics (e.g. size, weight.
or configuration) make re-mo.val and transportation to
a centralized ojr depoot repair lacil1ity difficult.

L b. Central repair [mciliites Thiai I e provided with

capiab iIi tijes to prr 0 rue: s on selIected modules,
I cm rds , ii.r d cos

c . Calpab ilities For 4 -igens 15.omt, tinted problems

-' -

and repair of complex modules -iid equipment shall be
provided at the FAA depot repair facility.

I
o

3. Physical access shall he provided tor maintenance
personnel, test equipmenpaaet 11id I iceiocot equipment,

modules, and components at all NA facilieties.

a. Common workstation interfaccs shall he provided for
maintenance aid centralized monitoring facilities.
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b. Communication links shall be provided between
maintenance personnel at NAS sites are central
repair facilities to support multi-level diagnosis

and repair of equipment.

D. The NAS shall provide integrated logistics support and
information management systems for maintenance activities to
ensure the availability of test equipment and repair parts
to maintenance personnel, provide a National data base of
problems and their solutions, and to preserve maintenance

and failure records for trending and analysis.

1. All test equipment and repair parts required for repair
of repairable modules, boards, and components shall be
provided to appropriate maintenance personnel.

a. Spare parts shall be provided for on-site, central,
and depot maintenance involving replacement of

* modules, boards, or components; preventive
maintenance; and repair of equipment when necessary.

b. Computer system hardware shall be provided so that
failed modules or components may be replaced or
repaired without interruption of critical system

functions.

2. The capability shall be provided to collect, record,
process, summarize, and report information concerning

equipment performance and related preventive maintenance
arid repair activities.

a. Equipment problems or failures and maintenance
actions taken shall h(! recorded and available for
retrieval by maintenance personnel.

b. The capability shall bc provided for processing,
, recording, and correlating parameter measurements,

inc-luding analysis of trends and forecasts of time

to failure.

c. Equipment status, performance and maintenance
activity information shall be stored in a nationwide

* distributed data base, with files that are national
in scope residing at a central site. The data base
shall be available to authorized maintenance,
administrative, ongineering, and operations

personnel.
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3.7.2 Training Support Requirements

General RequiremenLs

Facilities, equipment, and materiais to support an cxtensive

training program are required to effect the implementation of the
maintenance philosophy embodied in the NAS, to facilitate he
transition to NAS equipment and computer software, and to provide

for the progressive improvement and -onsistent maintenance of the

knowledge and skill levels of all NAS personrel.

Specific Requ remnents

A. The NAS sialL support a t:-aining program, ino'uding
facilities, equipment, and materials which oreuares
techn: :Ians for imptpen-enlation of the NAS Kaintenaict-

P;1iosup'iy as discus,,.od .n detail i Paragraph 3.7.1. The
NiAS shall support the Lraining of:

I
1. The technical work force to accomplish their primary

mission of the monitocing, identification and diagnosis
of failuires, and control of equipment. at remote sites.

Technicians to accomplish highly specialized maintenance
tasks at consolidated Airway Facilities -ites"

a. Predevelopmental and Developmental Techn'cians shall
be capable of replacing lowest- replaceable units
(LRU's) at remote siL[es tAnder the supetvision of a

Journeyman Techvni.c i sui.

b. Developmental Tehoicians shall be capable of
repairing and aligning LRUs at Sector repair shops,
assisted by PredevEJopmcntal -echnicia:is ino
supervised by Journeyman Techniciajs.

C. .Journeyman echn ;c i3ns shall be ot repo ing
and aligning cumpli,': .,o.ials and eylt oAfe:,t at a

Depot, assisted by P,'.-,veiopme,'a. i,,
Developmental Technioian3.

d. Journeyman Technicians shall be capable of
Scertifying the operation ar.d calibration of systems
from a centralized co.n tro! faf-iiity, and at a yemote
site.

e. Journeyman Technicians and engineers: at -Legional and

FAA Headquarters shall be capable of providing
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technical assistance to field units for the resolution

of difficult maintenance problems.

3. Airway Facilities personnel to utilize an automated
maintenance management system.

B. The NAS shall support a training program, including

facilities, equipment, methods and materials which prepares
specialists and technicians for the transition to NAS
equipment, computer software, and procedures.

1. Selected specialists and technicians shall be capable of

contributing to the planning, conduct, and evaluation of
Developmental and Operational Testing of NAS equipment
and computer software.

2. Technicians shall be capable of executing the extensive

installation program associated with the phase-in of NAS

equipment.

3. Specialists and technicians at field sites shall be
instructed on the operating and maintenance requirements

of NAS equipment and computer software prior to

installation of the item at the site.

C. The NAS shall support a training program, including
facilities, equipment, methods, and materials, which results
in the continuous and progressive improvement and
maintenance in the skill level of specialists and
technicians.

1. The NAS shall provide the training:

a. Necessary to satisfy all levels up to specialist
full performance level requirements.

b. Necessary to satisfy all levels up to technician
maintenance certification requirements.

c. identified by the agency as necessary for each
position for the achievement of required efficiency.

d. Identified by the agency as necessary for each
position for the achievement of optimum efficiency.

e. Required for the individual to improve his/her
performance.
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f.Needed by the inldivi:dual to prepare him/her for
specific potential fnure responsibilities.

2. The NAS shall provide a disttihuted training system with
instructional programs allocated among a centralized FAA
training facility, local training [.cilities (ACFs,

U AESs, RSSs), and external facilities.

a. The cc: tralized training facility shall provide
Resident Training on the basic skills and the
operation and maintenance of new systems,
subsystems, equipnefnt, and computer ott.ware.

b. The centralized training facility shalt develop
Directed Study Courses to provide training on
operations and rnaintef!anTC of newv ;;ysteins, refresher
training on existing systcms, and prerequisite
cniurses for Resident Training. These courses shall

* be presented by a variety of methods. such as OJT,
classroom instruction, correspondence, 'Computer
Based Instruction (CBI), and System Embedded
Training (SET). Directed Study shall be conducted
at local training facilities.

£c. The centralized traiing facil.'.ty .shall provide
local traiing ti:'c ilities with self-study, ICBI, and
SET courses on the operations and maintenance
subjiects which first-line supervisors may uise for
Promotional. and remedial training.

d. The local training facility shall provide classroom,
CBI and SET instructionn on new procedures,
regulations, and equipment. The local training
facility shall provide CBI. SEFT, andI audio visual
equipment and materials for rei~reshi- operations and
niairteriance tr~ijning , and of(4 iuitL-ractive

*dev'ices tor ret reshter and remt-diil training ,f
spec ia' :sts andl-, Lchnic iaiis.

e . Tm i. ring facr it tes xtcrnal i o the FAiA ;tiallI be
used for the providing of unique training for smallI
nuambers of FAA employees, for training FAA employees

* at cost fewer Lhan in-house training, and for
training of cotract ma iritenance personnel
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3.7.3 Testing Support Requirements

General Requirement

A vigorous program of factory, laboratory, and site testing of new

and modified equipment and computer software is required to verify
contractual compliance, verify functional and operational

performance, to validate the integration of an item into the NAS,
and to ensure the item can and will be used and maintained by
operational personnel. The NAS must supply personnel, procedures,
training, facilities, equipment, materials, and computer software to

support test and evaluation programs.

Specific Requirements

A. The NAS shall support Developmental Testing (DT), conducted

at the developer's/manufacturer's factory to verify
contractual compliance, verify functional and operational
performance, and to validate factory integration of the item.

1. Equipment end items and components shall be subjected to
repetitive testing by the contractor to develop
statistics that demonstrate to the government the
compliance of the test item with the reliability,

maintainability, human engineering, environmental, EMI,
safety, quality assurance, functional design, and
physical characteristics requirements of the contract.
The NAS shall provide operational personnel to

participate in test design reviews and walk-throughs, to
observe tests, review test data, and to evaluate test
results. The NAS shall provide special support

equipment where required.

a. Where specified in the items' contract, the FAA
Technical Center (FAATC) shall supply vibration and

temperature test facilities, anechoic chambers, site
4 equipment, test sets, data, and other test support

items required for the conduct of compliance testing.

b. FAATC engineers, specialists, and technicians shall
participate in all factory compliance testing
planning, observe all testing, participate in
testing where required, review test data, and

evaluate test results to ensure contractual
compliance.
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c. Field specialists and te,:hnicins shall be utilized

r during DT of equipment to pr'ovide cperational inputs
during test design reviews for nan-machine
interLace, human engineering and maintrL-,Hbiiity
demonstrations, and other functional and operational
acceptance tests.

d. Field specialists and technictin; , be utilized
during DT of computer software toi tYQY J

operational inputs during test t'92 r Ve0.,'d

walk-., roughs for demonstration; amd o.t.her
acceptance tests.

2. At end items and components shai I be sub iec ed to
integvation testing at the develncer's/mattcturr's
factory to demonstrate f unctional in L":;rn-+:ion of
hardwa-e components, sof tware e leiets, hardware and
softwore, rid the end ilets: with other eq:Jpvnent.

a. t b opre secified in the item's contract, the FAATC
i supply site equipment, test set,,

drivers, scf-narios, smuiatois, dato C+Ot'rLi-on

equipnv'nt ,ind software, and ,,th-er iaa1s Sno-t it ems
re2('I.cc'i ft, the tConoii( ct 0 t Ii,: .'.Ctk,' t. or:

b. ',AT('i egi.,es, so)eealsts, .!tO( s 5 aSll
participate r- the a , piarnn'' tf nct, cntegraic.,
testing, part icipatc '. ci: -L.<.v'- te: .
test data, and evaluatt t,> - , tL_; ";. r''tt

integration of the item anti c-, oom',oc;u,./eh. n:S.

c. Field specialists and technicia, s shall!, he uti.'lized
during integration testing of h;+,ware and computer
software to provide operational nmoor; to. testing
plannitg, conduct of the te.ITI'; ;.* ... t L " of
the results of the fcsthug,

B. The NAS shall supportk in tegration teating cUnducted ii) a
laboratory environment at FIAATC to d-etermin. the degree of

operationial intrgration of the item wiLi the NfS,

1. AI contractor hardware and soft warc sitall be subjected
to OT&P by FAAT(: ,ngineers, epic at a La ,-
technicians, to test the integration of til item

intcrnis. lly nod e'-:ternally under re.a isticallv a inn ate''
operational :1,':tIonS, and to identify pote.:ntial
't. . ... ar .s.i. FAATC , . ovide
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a. A Testbed consisting of all NAS equipment, including

re mote monitoring and control equipment, which can
be configured to provide the physical and functional
interfaces found at any NAS operational site.

b. Simulatars, target and message generators, and
.external interfaces necessary to exercise the item.

c. Instrumented aircraft to test the item in the system

'"un.v known conditions.

d. I'at recorders and data reduction equipment and

piograms necessary for evaluation of the performance
of Lost items.

e. Test equipment and spare parts for maintenance of

items under test.

0 f. Labora-ccy facilities to conduct environmental and

EMI tests.

g. Engineers, specialists, and technicians necessary to

plan testing, operate and maintain the item under

known conditions, atnd to evaluate test results.

"'. 2. All equipment and computer software developed in-house,

or modifications to equipment or computer software shall

h e subjected to testing by FAATC engineers, specialists,

and technicians to ensure compliance with design

specifications, verify functional and operational
performance, and to validate the integration of the

item. FAATC shall supply support items listed in

paragraph 3.7.3.B.1 above for support of this testing.

C. All new or modified equipment ot computer software shall be

subjected to Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) at the

_* FAATC Tescbed. During this testing, conducted in a

simulated operating environment, Specialists shall evaluate

operational procedures established for the item, and the

effectiveness of the item. Specialist training and manning
requirements shall also be evaluated. Technicians shall

evaluate the suitability of maintenance procedures,

* documentation, test equipment, tools, parts, and maintenance

training for each new or modified item (luring this phase of

testing. FAATC 'ioIL provide the support items listed in

paragraph 3.7.3..L above during this testing.
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P.The NAS shi i~ s!ipt / idi.LFtAfC o radit l-A

equipment or computer sottwace at nperatioial sites to
verify ite m local itgro will! :iao- site and the NAS, and
to verify it ' ajiIt for tsu Ui ifl opt CA l (iS L

envi ronlv'n i1hii testing shall bz! ncut' in parallel

with normv1 oi -Los naio~l1o'rrc basis. During
*this phIase o ttig:

1.The co:ltrac Lot shall Provi de -i[cILtinas, pre \riiS ly
standaro ,zed by FAATC. The FAATC shall prov(de planning
and asr istance to s' U> per, c nlfl, teqst fqimn
tools ij-'i jup to the n 11 iT'>] laTzivn and

E ~rr~t ilsMaterials.

2.FAATC shal pi1rrr' 1v 'Ap i ut'tc c daIta
ruecre Ita 'editc i )j

T 
met c software for

the ai SA r 'tcr a test
i temm. Fr ' rAl( sii ii so pricvicA

*inst runci.,t., t ir r f t 'or t't * FT. oJn"t cr1 this testing.

3. S ite tii ~ 1. l-in and s ite
!Cchn ic ;,iis V (, -i I t i vci - c orrecti ve

rice2(l~lt T,1 d I ~ )fhtst'' ase.

Si [K.i I' i't T i[t~. t

,l OE> ir h i tem,
'A ., Mi-s sh R' "-w will be

F 
1
T1 r:~T, hi 'ittir FT'T With the

it' t I F~L T < vo I-shillI be

- orK toldi ready

I' 1"1w r C" -di pe ra t t

.- tWT !'A11 )RD.

I > [,I uv fi t iiiiqutc iii-. il It t;or tootis and
ill Titi : jt 'mt cipil pnht:nt C F IIi otil y for

1ilIt ii F a; i Ii r rafL; and
*ito i r cott r ug, l'FVFOl inu1 v'iriV 5 - ifllicllt and
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3.7.4 Facilities Requirements

General Requirement

The effective and efficient operation of the NAS is directly related
to the adequacy of the facilities provided for FAA personnel,

* - equipment, and furnishings employed in the system. These facilities
must be designed and located so as to optimize system efficiency and
effectiveness, provide suitable working conditions for NAS
personnel, and provide appropriate operating conditions for NAS
equipment.

I Specific Requirements

A. Individual NAS facilities shall be located so as to maximize
total system efficiency and effectiveness.

1. En route and approach control facilities shall be
* consolidated into area control facilities wherever

possible.

2. En route, approach control, flight service,
telecommunications and maintenance facilities shall be
reduced in quantity by consolidating existing sites.

3. Maintenance sites shall be located to:

a. Support maximum system availability by providing
efficient restoration service. and

* b. Provide economical preventive maintenance service.

4. Centralized repair facilities (i.e., Depot, Sector,
Site) shall be established and located to facilitate the
service and return of repairable items to sites in
minimum time and at the lowest possible cost.
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5. Unmanned site:; shall e located to a.chieve maximum
effectiv3ness of insLalled equtpment.

B. Manned facilities -haLl be designed Lo pc-vide a s afe,
secure, and adequate work environment for assigned personnel
and installed equipment.

1. Access to manned NAS tacilities shall be control'ed at
all times to prevent intc.rruptio;i of service.,
distraction of specialists, and theft of government

property.

2. Ma.ed sa cilties shall- comply -itih all OSHA, FAA, and
Ino, ~ . fety and sanitary regi la ci c:s

3 . Be niable and adquate LI ,,/,ent Ia i 1g/air
ondttiLnning (HVAC) systems sliix. v-,Jd at NAS
faciiLies to provide an optimized operating environment

* mor equipet and personnel.

Ambient noise shall ha. ,optrolled inside manned NAS
-A: i um t; n c spe atists

5.Manned N ,a\ ill s shall b- rs tructed to applicablea agency and local ,,.l,dards to orates perOnne and
equipment from the adversE lie the-- condicions and
natural disasters whic'h may bt, expected to occur at a

1. Manned faristies .srai L.h- ptovided with a, electrical
power system which ensures maximum .,.vai labil ity of
services.

7. The maximum ;amount of vjr'ous types of equipment shall
be inStalcdled at each sir -,, cofnristeit with coverage and

EMC consi d -',ict.

' rn.:manes d NS -',!it.en sW; b,. P (e- .t o, ovde a safe,
secure, -nd a.o 'ate a p', ra ,g e,-,v I,: for instailed
cc,:i pr:,-t..

1. Acc ess to unmniined f.i ii ties sIal I I . remotely
o nx, 1 _o1( e,' . ' m i, t c . r . theft. -. (I damage to

T I, le t :o:. .v I V
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4 2. Unmanned NAS facilities shall be constructed to
applicable agency and local standards to protect the
installed equipment from the adverse weather conditions
and natural disasters which may be expected to occur at

a site.

3. Unmanned NAS facilities shall be provided with an

electrical power system and systems for remote

monitoring and control which ensure maximum availability
of services.

4. The maximum amount of various types of equipment shall

4 be installed at each site, consistent with coverage and
EMC considerations.
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*7. 5 Freqcuency in(, So,-t rum1I LL 1ioi

Genera]. Recauice-ment

_ei£eroirnmun catii -;-,s tems wh i '- LV yrv~v_ L L iik. ,S 0 01

tit d.oc S* 1 o rS qjs, h ensur-, -hat adequate rad io
:tv:T lK :rd tiL ti,,Ai -vst~ ms' ,;i11 c -(A_-Ise nor

itw on ti .ufoccto*r t rcnmLp authori,,--: users.
Ks L:ti 111li relwnt for -cqit-icv a3id ~artunal location

o>1i 11~~'i e i D cog rafl-i

%.V A S t l !i.-r iL '1. I c, t s t' 'r( t hat
t .,!~' ac ;j Lt-Uii le tr~ ; 1r~ f-.tt fr ne w

(- Ha ndurtedt hy Lh- I-AA are compatible, with
rt r r- 7L 1 -nd proecCLed ..se by omv*moal anci international
aviatiton interests.

r equk enl i :1 :t~o iiDr o , - o I o r i i t r .anism t L. ig ri d
t,0 ' r q -ie n t ,t :i s r- :n a 1 ) c 0 h ' eo , in a t ed t o

I: s i-,r, >e ct r na g ie t i ric)nImpajt i 1 fry wit,'-, r2 s-ng FAAa ;st ems present or u a-icej fo"r thait s itti

2. Cs'rduac F iI gn o msi; w i A i.- rquired
e 'V~l 

1
_- t roJTY'20 ?j c- rico ~pj' ii I t V o 'r,') I~ frs w~ i

o~iP~0 ' xisio ~iralor ini-ern'1 t; ,;Iat systLems.

0.. .~eN A ;hillI prov ide f reque;icy anid speostrum mu 'gomen
asssta: Cto 11 new anldc-s inn r'nrams to vilsirre that

[I At inna l an: ;-ntCrnat ioi stndrdsar r111)]i-ut with and
LaI 11o 1SW ter:;0 U i omen1 tLe '. t odiicti, that. would

.'~t'iC iLL xis 'igsystemis.

Slid K~jV ~ .- vstem

de ~rsassi ta.q-- vit P pr opcs or appropria te
frf-tteocv 1) isfor -'ew or ex; s tin', FAA systems.

A. Aa ,rgii nass is trrnc for tht, a'i or - t on of I requtiency
2, NAS :vzotenis -1 n1o~ 'e:tdF-kikency

0
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3.8 System Effectiveness

NAS equipment, systems, installations, and facilities whose
functioning is required by the services described in this document
must be designed to ensure that they perform these intended
functions under any foreseeable operating conditions. The NAS shall
meet the user/specialist-related measures of effectiveness described
in the following sections. Compliance with these requirements shall
be proven by analysis and where necessary, by appropriate simulation
or test.

3.8.1 Operational Readiness

General Requirement

NAS equipment, systems, installations and facilities shall be kept
in an operable and committable state according to their criticality
to safe operation and control of aircraft.

Specific Requirements

A. NAS services to the user/specialist shall be categorized
according to the severity of impact of loss of that service
on safe separation and control of aircraft. These
categories are:

1. Critical. Functions or services which if lost, would
prevent the NAS from exercising safe separation and
control over aircraft.

2. Essential. Functions or services which if lost, would
reduce the capability of the NAS to exercise safe
separation and control over aircraft.

3. Routine. Functions or services which if lost, would not
ijgnificantly degrade the capability of the NAS to

*exercise safe separation and control over aircraft.

NAS services as required by this document are categorized in Table
3.8.

B. The availability of a function or service to the
user/specialist, expressed as one (I) minus the ratio of the
total time the service is not provided to the
user/specialist to the maximum available operating time,
shall be as follows:

1. Critical Services - .99999
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2. Essential Services - .999

3. Routine Services -- .99

2. No single failure of equipment, svst~nl, inst-allation or

facility shall cause los, of s.rvice to the user/specialist.

D. V single loss of service event shall exceed the duration

shown below.

I. Critical Services - 6 seconds

E2. ssent*al Services - 10 minutes

3. Routine Services - 1.68 hours

e freqiencv of ocr'urance of ,.oy loss of s-rvi-,e event

saIall not exceed 1 per week.
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES_

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.1.1 -Weather Information (Strategic)
A. X
B. x
C. x
D. X
E. x
F. X
G. X
H. X
I. x

3.1.2- Aeronautical Information (Strategic)
A. X
B. X
C. x
D.
E. X

4F. X

3.1.3 -Flow Control & Delay dioy

A. X
B._____ _______Avio 1 ____

C.
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( TABLF 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)

-10%ON K T ICAI
___ u * ESSENTIAL RQUITINE

3.1.4- Fl1Ijjht Plan Sub-mission & Evaluation

A. x
B. I x

C x
D.

*E. x
F. X
G. X
ii. X

I. x

3.".1 Flow Control
I x

B. X
C. x

O) x
E. X
F. x

4 3.2.2 -- A roach & DF-pzrture Se uenc-

B. X

D. x
E. X

4F. X
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.2.3 - Aircraft Separation

A. X
B. X
C. X
D. X
E. X
F. X
G. X
H. X
I. x
J. x
K. X
L. X
M. X
N. X
0. x
P. X
Q. X

3.2.4 -Control Outside Independent Surveillance
A. x
B. X

3.2.5 - Collision Avoidance
A. X
B. X
C. X
D. X
E. X
F. X
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)

CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.2.6 - Weather Avoidanctt
A. [ X
B.
K. X

D. X
E. X
F. x
G. X
H. X
I. x
J. x
K. X

3.2.7 - Ground, Obstacle, and Special Use

Airspace Avoidance Reouirements

A.x
B. X
C. X
D. X
E. X

F. X
G. X

4 H. X

3.2.8 - In-Flight Emergency Assistance

A. x I
B. X

D. X
w. x

F. X
G. x
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL 3 ROUTINE
3.2.9 - Search & Rescue

A. X
B. X
C. x
D. X
E. X
F. X
G. x

3.2.10 - Special Services for Military Aircraft
A. X
B. X
C. x
D. X
E. X
F. X
G. X
H. X

3.2.11 - Airport Movement Area Control
A. X
B. X
C. X
D. X
E. X
F. X

I
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Coritintted)

SECTION' CRTCASSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.3.1 Fl ht4yi Following
A. 1X
B. x
Ci. x
D. jX

3.3.2 -Traffic Advisory
A. TIx
B. X
C.

ID. x

3.3.3 -Weather Advisory

A. I x
B. xx

A. X
B. X

* C.
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES_
(Continued)

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.4.2 -Terminal Navigation
A. X
B. X
C. x

3.4.3 -Visual Navigation
A. X
B. X
C. X
D. x

O E.
F. X

3.5.1 -Aircraft Detection & Identification
A. X

*B. x
C. X
D. x
E. X
F. X

3.6.1 -Air-Ground Communications
A. X
B. X
C. x
D. X

*E. X
F. X
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TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES
(Continued)

I

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROUTINE

3.6 .2- Ground-round Interfac, ity (onml

U, x

C. x
D. ' :

E. x

x

3.. -~;olind-G rou-n -d Intraf a,'; : ty Com
A. _

B.
C. X
B. x
E. XE'. X

3.7.1 -Maintenance & Mo onitorin
A. >

1 B-. x

C. X

3.7 . - - 'ra in in v Sup ,rn

1 iX

' - I X

I



TABLE 3-8

NAS SERVICE FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES_
(Concluded)

U.

SECTION CRITICAL ESSENTIAL ROU TINE

l

3.7.3 esting Support
A. X
B. X
C. X
D. X

* E. X

3.7.4 - Facilities

A. X
B. x
C. X

3.7.5 - Frequency & Spectrum Engineering
A. X
B. X
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APPENDIX B

GLOSSARY

ACF SUPPORT METEOROLOGIST - Meteorologist stationed at each ACF with
equipment organized for the purpose of detecting, displaying, and

3disseminating weather information in a timely manner.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES - Advisory information provided by ATC which
includes but is not limited to the following:

1. Traftic advisories.
2. Vectors

3. Altitude deviation information of 300 feet or more from an
assigned altitude.

4. Advisories that traffic is no longer a factor.
5. Weather and chaff information.
6. Weather assistance.

* 7. Bird activity information.
8. Holding pattern surveillance.

Additional services are provided to the extent possible contingent

only upon the controller's capability to fit them into the equipment
performance of higher priority duties on the basis of limitations,

1volume of traffic, frequency congestion and controller workload.
The controller has complete discretion for determining if he is able
to provide or continue to provide a service in a particular case.

ADVANCED AUTOMATION FUNCTIONS - The ACCC shall receive from other
ACCCs Trial Plans, Trajectory update information and messages

0 containing inTuts to and/or outputs from advanced automation
functions such as Flight Plan Conflict Probe. The messages shall
include flight plan conflict and airspace conflict alerts and
displays.

ADVISORY - Advice and information provided to assist pilots in the
* safe conduct of flight and aircraft movement (See Advisory Service).

AREA CONTROl. FACILITY (ACF) - A restructured ARTCC which will
perform both tunctions of an ARTCC and of a TRACON.

AERODROME - A defined area on land or water (including any
* buildings, installations, and equipment) intended to be used either

wholly or in part for the arrival, departure, and wovt-ment of
aircraft (Aerodromes may include airports, heliports, and other

landiag areas).

AERODROME LIGHTING - Various lighting aids that may be installed on
0 an aerodrome.
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AIR ROUTE TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER/ARICC -A fac'liLv established to
provide air traffic control service to aircraft v iicipally during
the en route phase of flight. When equipment capabilities and

controller workload permit, certain advisory/assistance services may
be provided to VER aircraft.

AIR TRAFFIC - Aircraft operating in the air or on an airport,
surface, excluisive of loading ram-ips and parking areats.

AIR TRAFFIC CLEARAINCE/ATC CLEARAINCE - An zitthoriza-ion bL-y air
traffic control, for the purpose of preventing collision between

known aircraft, for an aircraft to proceed under spec-ified traffic4 conditions.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL/ATC A service by appropriate aothoritw to
promote the sate, orderly, and e xpeditiouIs flow of a!ir traffir.

AIR TRAFF IC CONTROL FAC r Li Y -.A fa(e 11 r y:bat prroide; mAi
Tratfic Control Service.

I

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL COTMANDOL CNTER/AiCCC - An Air traftic service
facility consisting ot four operational units.

1i. Central Flow Control seice tion/CFCa - Rs pots ibIc for
coordination and approwigt of all majo inceilti s flow

C cmtrol restrictions on a s,,sttm bas is n rd to obtain
nrwrximum utilization o Lhe i a ceisor

2. iatalAlt tideHol rv tr, Fonccion/CAtu - RtsLuonsive for
coord iraIt ins , planning ind aipprov irig, speciai co

cc romeo s undo r t iA t rude 1kt est r va t. in oi (Al± n .p cc~ t
S ir t ReResponsibl approving

AFR fl ights operting d gh civ ortf airorts
s a ein F. ofuled' a, rmps an ar a Wasrigtos

ko4. airct foraairmma tt - A to under I p i edaf ie
rAA to anat tInc AP' s ys tsn wnt'. zrurtions of
the systes, d ll, t -n e di flos or air- tlrefitea.

A TRWAY - OA ( ii .At, U poWt tt' i OH is ii t h( forM
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ALTITUDE -The height of a level, poi.nt, or object measured in feet
above ground level (AOL) or from mean sea level (MSL).

1. MSL Altitude - Altitude expressed in feet measured from mean
sea level.

2. AGL Altitude - Altitude expressed in feet measured above
ground level.

3. Indicated Altitude - The altitlude as shown by an altimeter.
On a pressure or barometric altimeter it is altitude as
shown uncorrected for instrument error and uncompensated for
variation from standard atmospheric conditions.

ALTITUDE READOUT/AUTOMATIC ALTITUDE RFPORT - An aircraft's altitude,
transm'itted via the Mode C transponder feature, that is visually
diisplayed in 100--foot increments.

ALTITUDE PESERVATION/ALTRV - Airspace utilization under prescribed
conditions normally employed for the mass movement of aircraft or

other special user requirements which cannot otherwise be
accomplished. ALTRVs are approved by the appropriate FAA facility.

AREA CONTROL1 FACILITY (ACF) - A restructured ARTCC which will
perform bu,,'i functions of an ARrc and of a TRACON.

AREA NAVIG-Ar-ION/RNAV - A method of navigation that permits aircraft
operation.; on any (Iesired coursre withini the coverage of
staLion-refutenced navigation signals or within the limits of
self-contained system capability.

1. Area Navigation Low Route - An area navigation route within
the airspace extending upwa'-d fromt 1,200 feet above the
surface of the earth to, bUL not. including, 18,000 feet MSL.

2. Area Navigation High Route - An area navigation route within
L ~the airspace extending upward from arid including 18,000 feet

4 MSL to flight level 450.

3. Random Area Navigation Routes/Random RNAV Routes - Direct
routes, based on area navigation capability, between
waypoints defined in terms of latitude/longitude

4 coordinates, degree/distance fixes, or offset from published
or established routes/airways at a specified distance and
direct ion.

I
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4. RNAV Waypoint/W/P - A predetermined geographical position
used for route or instrument approach definition or progress

reporting purposes that is defined relative to a VORTAC
station position or in terms of latitude/longitude
coordinates.

ATC INSTRUCTIONS - Directives issued by air traffic control for the

purpose of requiring a pilot to take specific actions.

ATCCC SPECIALIST - Traffic management specialists resident at the
air traffic control command center (ATCCC) who coordinates with
local traffic management specialists at ARTCC's and manages flow
control operations. See ATCCC description.

AUTOMATED FLIGHT SERVICE STATION (AFSS) - A station that will
provide interactive alphanumeric and graphic workstations for the
flight service specialists.

* OAUTOMATIC ALTITUDE REPORTING - That function of a transponder which
responds to interrogations by transmitting the aircraft's altitude
in 100-foot increments.

AUTOMATIC TERMINAL INFORMATION SERVICE/ATIS - The continuous
broadcast of recorded noncontrol information in selected terminal
areas. Its purpose is to improve controller effectiveness and to
relieve frequency congestion by automating the repetitive
transmission of essential but routine information. It normally
includes weather and important airport/terminal area information of
interest to users.

AVAILABILITY - Probability that a system, subsystem, or equipment
will be operable.

BEARING - The horizontal direction to or from any point, usually
measured clockwise from true north, magnetic north, or some other
reference point, through 360 degrees.

BROADCAST - Transmission of information for which an acknowledgement
is not expected.

CALL SIGN - The unique identification of an aircraft or air traffic
facility. For aircraft it is the identification as filed in the

* flight plan and for a facility it is the facility name followed by
it's type or function (ie, Washington Center, Boston Departure).

CEILING - The heights above the earth's surface of the lowest layer
of clouds or obscuring phenomena that is reported as "broken,"
f"overcast," or "obscuration," and not classified as "thin" or

* "partial."
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CENTER WEATHER ADVISORY/CWA - An unscheduled weather advisory issued
by Center Weather Service Unit meteorologists for ATC use to alert
pilots of existing or anticipated adverse weather conditions within
the next 2 hours. A CWA may modity or redefine a SIGMET.

CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE/CAT - Turbulence encountered in air where no
clouds are present. This term is commonly applied to high-level
turbulence associated with wind shear. CAT is often encountered in
the vicinity of the jet stream.

CODES/TRANSPONDER CODES - The number assigned to a particular
multiple pulse reply signal transmitted by a transponder.

CONFLICT - The recognition of the predicated loss of separation
minima.

CONFLICT ALERT A function cf :ertain air traffic control automated

systems design to alert specialists to existing or pending
* situations recognized by the program parameters that require his

immediate attention/action.

CONTER%1NoUS U.S. - The forty-eight adjoining states and the

District -if Columbia.

£Q 0NTROLED AIRSPACE - Airspace designated as a continental control
Ara -a. rrl area, transition area, or positive control area within
.hi'h some or all aircraft may be subject to air traffic control.

*)NTRCLLER - See SD..ci<iSt

CONVECTIVE SIGMET/WSF!CONVECTIVE SIGNIFICANT METEOROLOGICAL
'.C 'PRMATION - A weather advisory concerning convective weather
'.4n;ticant to tie safety of all aircraft. Convective SIGMETs are

:ssueL' for tornadoes, Lines of thunderstorms, embedded thunderstorm
of any intensity evcl, areas ct thuriderstctrns greater than or equal
to VI? I,'*vei 4 WiLh ifl ,rca 'overage rm 4/i) (9%) or more, and hail

* ),,4 inh rr _

(0()R!,N -AL - T'. >nSet,+, ion of lines cf reference, osually
e:" ~' qe, in dei'; es/riA:,tsisecon1 . ,t ia+ .Lide. Ind longitude, used
t.3 d.'.., , poSiL ,n or lucation.

* C :RDN TI.JN FIX - iht. ti-< in rel i- ti;,i to whi,-h facilities w ll
h,.ou tf, traius er ,oLto .) .t . ircratL, t , r'aLe flight
prayrtess datoi. F,,r t mrr: :,al far-iiit is, it moy .i ,., serve as a

,.-ra.r e for irr iving a.rcraft.
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COURSE

1. The intended direction of flight in the horizontal plan
measured in degrees from north.

2. The ILS localizer signal pattern usually specified as front

course or back course.

DEVIATIONS

1. A departure from a current clearance, such as an off course
maneuver to avoid weather or turbulence.

2. Where specifically authorized in the FAR's and requested by
the pilot, ATC may permit pilots to deviate from certain
regulations.

DIRECTED STUDY - Those courses mandated for all Specialists or

Technicians by agency, regional, or local authorities because of
changes in equipment, procedures, or regulations.

DIRECTION FINDER/DF - A radio receiver equipped with t directional

sensing antenna used to take bearings on a radio transmitter.
Specialized radio direction finders are used in aircraft as air
navigation aids. Others are ground based primarily to obtain a

"fix" on a pilot requesting orientation assistance or to locate

downed aircraft. A location "fix" is established by the
intersection of two or more bearing lines plotted on a t'ivigatiunal
chart using either two separately located Direction Finders to
obtain a fix on an aircraft or by a pilot plotting the bearing
indications of his DF on two separately located ground based
transmitters both of which can be identified on hi, chart.

DISCRETE FREQUENCY -- A separate radio frequency for use in direct
pilot-controller communications in air traffic conitrol which reduces
frequency congestion by controlling the number of aircraft operating
on a particular frequency at one tiwe. Discrete fre!quencies are
normally designated for each control sector en route/terminal ATC

facilities.

DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT/DME - Equipment (airborne and ground)

used to measure, in nautical miles, the slant range distance of an
aircraft from the DME navigational aid.

DISTANT EARLY WARNING IDENTIFICAIION ZONE - (DEWIZ) - An ADIZ over

the coastal waters of the State of Alaska.

EMERGENCY - A safety condition of being threatened by serious and/or

imminent danger which requires immediate or timely assistance.
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EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER/ELT - A radio tran.3mitter attached to
the aircraft structure which operates from its own power source on
121.5 MHz and 243.0 MHz. It aids in locating downed aircraft by
radiating a downward sweeping audio tone, 2-4 times per second. It
is designed to function without human action after an accident.

EN ROUTE - One of three phases of flight services (terminal, en
route, oceanic). En route service is provided outside of terminal
airspace and is exclusive of oceanic control.

EN ROUTE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SERVICES - Air traffic control service
provided aircraft on IFR flight plans, generally by ARTCCs, when
these aircraft are operating between departure and destination
terminal areas. When equipment capabilities and controller workload
permit, certain advisory/assistance services may be provided to VFR
aircraft.

EN ROUTE FLICHT ADVISORY SERVICE/FLIGHT WATCH - A service
specifically designed to provide, upon pilot request, timely weather
information pertinent to his type of flight, intended route of
flight and altitude.

EN ROUTE MINIMUM SAFE ALTITUDE WARNING/E-MSAW - A function of the
NAS Stage A en route computer that aids the controller by alerting
bim when a tracked aircraft is below or predicted by the computer to
go below a predetermined minimum IFR altitude.

FAILURE - The event, or inoperable state, in which any item or part
of an item does not, or would not, perform as previously specified.

FAR - Federal Air Regulation

FLIGHT FOLLOWING - The monitoring of the progress of a flight whose
navigation is being provided by the pilot. The system will
correlate the aircraft position with the proposed flight plan.
Flight Following may be accomplished either through procedural
methods or surveillance assisted.

FLIGHT PATH - A line, course, or track along which an aircraft is
flying or intended to be flown.

FLIGHT PLAN - Specified information relating to the intended flight
of an aircraft that is filed orally or in writing with an ATC
facility.

FLIGHT INFORMATION REGION/FIR - An air-space of defined dimensions
within which Flight Information Service and Alerting Service are
provided.
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1. Flight Information Service - t service provided for the
purpose of giving advice and information useful for the safe
and efficient conduct of flights.

2. Alerting Service - A servic2e provided to notify appropriate
organizations regarding aircraft in need of search and
rescue aid, and assist such organizations as required.

FLIGHT SERVICE STATIONiFSS - Air traffic facilities which provide
pilot briefing, en route communications and VFR search and rescue
services, assist lost aircraft and aircraft in emergency situations,
relay ATC clearances, originate Notices to Airmen, broadcast
aviation weather and NAS infornmation, receive and process IFR flight
plans, and monitor NAVAiDS. In addition, at selected locations FSSs
provide Enroute Flight Advisory Service (Flight Watch), take weather
observations, issue airport advisories, and advise Customs and
Immigration of transborder flights.

FLOW CONTROL - Measures designed to adjust the flow of traffic into
a given airspace, along a given route, or bound for a given airport
so as to ensure the most effective utilization of the airspace.

GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE (GOES) - A visible
and infrare d earth sensing satellite. There exists two satellites
in geostationary orbits, one covering the eastern U.S. and the other
covering the western U.S.

HANDOFF - An action taken to transfer the control of ar aircraft
from one ontroller to another if rhe aircraft will enter the
receiving controller's airspace and radio communications with the
aircraft will be transferred.

HAZARDOUS WEATHER - Weather conditions which have the potential to
significantly increasu the likelih:ud of aviation accidents.
Hazardous weather conditions include moderate to severe icing,
moderate to severe turbulnce, moderate to severe precipitation,
wind shear, thunderstorms, :ustaiceA nigh winds near the surface or
widespread afeas of low visib: ity.

HELIPORT - An :trea of land, %ater, ui st.ructure used or intended to
be used for the landing and takeoff ot helicopters and includes its
buildings and facilities, it any.

IDENT FEATURE - The speial f.tu~u in tht. Air Traffic Control Radar

Beacon System (ATCRBS) equipment. It is used to immediately
distinguish one displayed beacon target from other beacon targets.

IFR AIRCRAFT/IFR FLIGHT - An aircraft conducting flight in
accordance with instrument flight rules.
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IFR CONDITIONS - Weather conditions below the minimum for flight
under visual flight rules.

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES/IFR - Rules governing the procedures for
conducting instrument flight. Also a term used by pilots and
controllers to indicate type of flight plan.

INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM/ILS - A precision instrument approach
Ssystem which normally consists of the following electronic
*' components and visual aids.

I. Localizer

2. Glide Slope
3. Outer Marker

4. Middle Marker
5. Approach Light

INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS/IMC - Meteorologicgl conditions
0 expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and ceiling

less than the minima specified for visual meteorological conditions.

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION/ICAO - A specialized
agency of the United Nations whose objective is to develop the
principles and techniques of international air navigation and to
foster planning and development of international civil air transport.

* INTERROGATOR -- The ground-based surveillance beacon

transmitter-receiver, which normally scans in synchronism with a
primary radar, transmitting discrete radio signals which
repetitiously request all transponders, on the mode being used, to)] reply. The replies received are mixed with the primary returns and
displayed on the same plan position indicator. Also applied to the
airborne element of the TACAN/DME system.

KNOWN TRAFFIC - With respect to ATC clearances, means aircraft whose
altitude, position and intentions are known to ATC.

0
LANDING AREA - That part of the movement area intended for the
landing and takeoff of aircraft.

LIGHT GUN - A handheld directional light signaling device which
emits a brilliant narrow beam of white, green, or red light as

* selected by the tower controller. The color and type of light
transmitted can be used to approve or disapprove anticipated pilot
actions where radio communications are not available. The light gun
is used for controlling traffic operating in the vicinity of the
airport and on the airport movement area.

40
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LONGITUDINAL SEPARATION The longitudinal spacing of aircraft at
the same altitude by a minimum distance expressed in units of time
or miles.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS/TWO-WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS FAILURE - Loss of
the ability to communicate by radio. Aircraft are sometimes
referred to as NORDO (No Radio).

LOW ALTITUDE AIRWAY STRUCTURE/FEDERAL AIRWAYS -The network of
airways serving aircraft operations up to but not including 18,000
feet MSL.

MANNED FACILITY - A facility which is normally occupied by
Specialists, Technicians, or other FAA personnel for the conduct or
support of NAS operations.

MESOCYCLONE - A vertical column of cyclonically rotating air,
typically 2 to 15 km in diameter, within a severe thunderstorm.

METERING - A method of time-regulating arrival traffic flow into a
terminal area so as not to exceed a predetermined terminal
acceptance rate.

MICROBURST -A downdraft-induced, diverging, horizontal flow near
the surface., whose initial dimensioii is less than 4 kmn, and wniose
diferential. velocity is greater than 10 rn/s.

MILITARY OPERATIONS AREA/MOA - (See Special Use Airspace)

MINITMUM SAFE ALTITUDE/MSA

1. The minimum altitude specified in FAR Part 91 for various
aircraft operations.

2. Altitudes depicted on approach charts which provide at least
1,000 feet of obstacle clearance for emergency use within a

* specified distance from the navigation facility upon which a
procedure is predicated. These altitudes will be identified
as MINIMUM SECTOR ALTITUDES or EMERGENCY SAFE ALTITUDES and
are established as follows:

MINIMUM VECTORING ALTITUDE/MVA - The lowest MSL altitude at which an
IFR aircraft will be vectored, except as otherwise authorized for
departures and missed approaches.

MINIMUMS/MINIMA - Weather condition requirements established for a
particular operation or type of operation.
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MODE - The letter or number assigned to a specific pulse spacing of
radio signals transmitted or received by ground interrogator or
airborne transponder components of the Air Traffic Control Radar
Beacon System (ATCRBS). Mode A (military Mode 3) and Mode C
(altitude reporting) are used in air traffic control.

MONITORING - The flight Following of aircraft, whose primary
navigation is being performed by the pilot, to note deviations from
it's authorized flight path, airway or route.

MOVEMENT AREA - The runways, taxiways, and other areas of an
aerodrome which are utilized for taxing/hover taxiing, air taxiing,
takeoff, and landing of aircraft, exclusive of loading ramps and
parking areas. At those airports/heliports with a tower, specific
approval for entry onto the movement area must be obtained from ATC.

NAS STAGE A - The en route ATC system's radar, computers and
computer programs, controller plan view displays (PVDs/radar

*scopes), input/output devices, and the related communications
equipment which are integrated to form the heart of the automated
!FR air traffic control system. This equipment performs Flight Data
Processing (FDP) and Radar Data Processing (RDP). It interfaces
with automated terminal systems and is used in the control of en
route IFR aircraft.

NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM/NAS - The common network of U.S. airspace;
air navigation facilities, equipment and services, airports or
landing areas; aeronautical charts, information and services; rules,
regulations and procedures, technical information, and manpower and
material. Included are system components shared jointly with the
military.

NATIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE PLAN - An interagency agreement which
provides for the effective utilization of all available facilities
in all types of search and rescue missions.

NAVAID CLASSES - VOR, VORTAC, and TACAN aids are classed according
to their operational use. The three classes of NAVAIDS are:

T - Terminal
L - Low altitude
H - High altitude

NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE - Airspace at and above the minimum flight
altitudes prescribed in the FARs including airspace needed for safe
takeoff and landing.
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NAVIGATIONAL AID/NAVAID Any visual or electronic device airborne
or on the surface which provides point to point guidance information
or position data to aircraft in flight.

NOTICE TO AIRMEN/NOTAM - A notice containing information (not known
sufficiently in advance to publicize by other means) concerning the
establishment, condition, or change in any component (facility,
service, or procedure of, or hazard in the National Airspace System)
the timely knowledge of which is essential to personnel concerned
with flight operations.

NUISANCE ALERT - An unwarrented alert message to a specialist,
warning of a present or predicted unsafe situation.

OBSTACLE - An existing object, object of natural growth, or terrain
at a fixed geographical location, or which may be expected at a
fixed location within a prescribed area, with reference to which
vertical clearance is or must be provided during flight operation.

OBSTRUCTION - An object/obstacle exceeding the obstruction standards
specified by FAR Part 77, Subpart C.

OFF-LINE STORAGE - Storage facilities allowing access to information
(voice and/or data) recorded within the past 15 days.

ON-LINE Sr!KRAGE - Storage facilities allowing immediate access to
informati:n (voice and/or data) recorded within the past 24 hours.

POSITIVE 1 )iNTROL -rhe separation uf all air traffic within
designated airspace, by air traffic control.

POSITIVF CONTROL AREA/PCA - (See Controlled Airspace).

PRECIPITATION - Any or all forms of water particles (rain, fog,
sleet, hail, or snow) that fall trom the atmosphere and reach the
surface.

PRE'I3CTED - That which is expected at some future time, postulated
on analysis of past experience and tests.

PREFERENTIAL ROUTES - Preferential routes IPDRs, PARs, and PDARs)
are adapted in ARTCC computers to accomplish inter/intra-facility
controller coordination and to assure that flight data is posted at

the proper control positions.
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1. Preferential Departure Routu/PDR - A tpe'ific departure
route from an airport or terminal area to an en route point
where there is no further need for flow control. It may be

included in a Standard Instrtunent Departure (SID) or a
Preferred IFR Route.

2. Preferential Arrivai Route/PAR - A specific arrival route
from an appropriate en route point to an airport or terminal

area. It my be included in a Standards Terminal Arrival
(STAR) or a Preferred [FR Route. The abbreviation "PAR" is
used primarily within the ARTCC and should not be confused
with the abbreviation for Precision Approach '

3. Preferentiai Departure and Arrival Route/[ - A route
between two terminals which are within or immed.qtely
adjacent to one ARTCC's area. PDARs are not ioimous with
Preferred iFR Routes but may be listed ;,s such as they do

accomplish essentially the same purpuse. (See Preferred [FR
o Routes, NAS Stage A)

PREFERRED IFR ROUTES - Routes established between busier airports to

increase system e' "ciency and capacity. They norm-ally extend
through one or more ARTCC areas and are designed to achieve balanced
traffic flow: among high density terminals.

PROHIBITED AREA - (See Special Ue Airspace).

PUBLISHED R{T'rE - A rite for which an IFR altitude has been
established and pubiisied.

QUOTA FLOW CONTROL/QFLOW - A flow control procedure by which the
Central Flow Control Function (CFCF) restricts traffic to the ARTC
Center area having an impacted airpurt thereby avoiding sector/area
saturation.

RELIABILITY - The probability that an item can perform its intended
function for a specified interval under stated conditions.

REMOTE COMMUNICATIONS AIR/GROUND FACILITY/RCAG - An unmanned VHF/UHF

transmitter/receiver facility which is used to c-:pand ARTCC air/
ground communications coverage an to facilitate direct contact

between pilots and controllers.I

REMOTE COMMUNICATIONS OUTLET/RCO AND REMOTE TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER/
RTR - An unmanned communications facility remotely controlled by air
traffic personnel. RCO's serve FSS's RTR's serve terminal ATC
facilities. An RCO or RTR may be UHF or VHF and will extend the
communication range of the air traffic facility.

I
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REPORTING POINT - A geographical loc;:,tion in r,-lation to which the
position of an aircraft is reported.

REQUIREMENT - A specified capability which must be provided by the
NAS. Types include operational, functional, general aid specific.

I. Functional Requirement -- Typo (it requirement that describes
what the system must do to satisfy the operational
requirements. A functional requirement must have an action
verb and should have well delinc.od inputs and outputs.

2. General Requirement - Type of requirement that relates the

characteristics of the operational requirements.

3. Operational Requirement -- lype )f requirement that qualifies
and quantifies the services and products which must be
provided to users and pccialists. Operational requirements
S.hould be directly related to the NAS mission.

4 4. Specific Requirement - Type of requirement that describes

how well a tunction or services must be performed and may be
either qualitative or quantitative.

RESCUE COORDINATION CENTER/RCC - A search and rescue (SAR) facility
equipped and manned to coordinate :iz control SAR opr;ratins in an
area des 4:tated by the SAR plan The U.S. Coast Guard and the U.S.
Air Forc.-. have responsibility [or the operation of RCCs.

ROUTE - 9 ,f ired p.ti ot, :onsisting If one or more ,'ourses in a
horizc"It.1 plane, which aircraft traverse over the surface of the
ea-th.

RrINWAY - A defined rectangular area, on a land airport prepared for
the landing and takeoff run of airc raft along its length. Runways
are ,curmuly numbered in relation to thei; magnetic direction
rouaded oif to the nearest iO degrees, e.g., Runway 01, Runway 25.

SAFETY - Freedom trom coaditions theat can cause death, injury,
occupatio:nal illness, or damage to or lot s of P(,ipmer~t or property.

SAFETY ADVISORY - A safety advisory issued by AlC to aircraft under
their control if ATC is aware the aircraft is at an altitude which,

in the controller's judgement, places the aircraft in unsafe
proximity to terrain, obstructions, or other aircraft.

1. Terrain/Obstruction Advisory - A safety advisory issued by
ATC to aircraft under their control if ATC is aware the

aircraft is at an altitude which, in the controller's
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judgment, places the aircraft in unsafe proximity to
terrain/obstructions.

2. Aircraft Conflict Advisory - A safety advisory issued by ATC

to aircraft under their control if ATC is aware of an
aircraft that is not under their control at an altitude
which, in the controller's judgment, places both aircraft in

unsafe proximity to each other.

The issuance of a safety advisory is contingent upon the capability

of the controller to have an awareness of an unsafe condition.

4 SEARCH AND RESCUE/SAR - A service which seeks missing aircraft and
assists those found to be in need of assistance. It is a
cooperative effort using the facilities and services of available
Federal, state ind local agencies.

SEPARATION - In air traffic control, the spacing of aircraft to
achieve their safe and orderly movement in flight and while landing
and taking off.

SEPARATION MINIMA - The minimum longitudinal, lateral, or vertical
distances by which aircraft are spaced through the application of
air traffic control procedures.

SEVERE WEATHER AVOIDANCE PLAN/SWAP - An approved plan to minimize
the affect of severe weather on traffic flows in impacted terminal

and/or ARTCC areas. SWAP is normally implemented to provide the
least disruption to the ATC system when flight through portions of
airspace is difficult or impossible due to secere weather.

SIGMET/WS/SIGNIFICANT METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION - A weather
advisory issued concerning weather significant to the safety of all
aircraft. SIGMET advisories cover severe and extreme turbulence,
severe icing, and widespread dust !r sand storms that reduce
visibility to less than 3 miles.

SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE - Airspace of defined dimensions identified by
an area on the surface of the earth wherein activities must be
confined because of their nature and/or wherein limitations may be
imposed upon aircraft operations that are not a part of those

activities.

TYPE OF SPECIAL USE AIRSPACE:

I. Alert Area - Airspace which may contain a high volume of
pilot training activities or an unusual type of serial
activity, neither of which is hazardous to aircraft. Alert

* Areas are depicted on aeronautical charts for the
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information of non- participating pilj.;:. All activities
within an Alert Area are conuucted in accordance with
Federal Aviation Regulations and pilots transiting the area
are equally responsible for collision avoidance.

2. Controlled Firing Area - Airspace wherein activities are
conducted under conditions so controlled as to eliminate
hazards to nonparticipating aircraft and to ensure the
safety of persons and property or the ground.

3. Military Operations Area (NOA) - An MOA is an airspace
assignment of defined vertical and lateral dimensions
established outside positive control areas to separate/
segregate certain military activities from IFR traffic and
to identify for VFR traffic where these activities are
conducted.

4. Prohibited Area - Designated airspace within which the
flight of aircraft is prohibited.

5. Restricted Area - Aerospace designated under FAR Part 73,
within which the flight of aircraft, while not wholly
prohibited is subject to restriction. Most restricted areas
are designated joint use, and IFR/VFR operations in the area

5 may be authorized by the controlling ATC facility when it is
not being utilized by the using agency. Restricted areas
are depicted on en route charts. Where joint use is
authorized, the name of the ATC controlling facility is also
shown.

6. Warning Area - Airspace which may contain .azards to
nonparticipating aircraft in international airspace.

SPECIALIST - A person authorized to provide air traffic control

:- service. The individual that interacts directly with the subsystems

that comprise the NAS (e.g. Air Traffic Controller, Flight Service
Station Specialist, Traffic Management Specialist, Air Traffic
Supervisor, Weather Specialists).

SPEED ADJUSTMENT - An ATC procedur-,r used to request ilots to adjust
aircraft speed to specific value for the purpose of providing
desired spacing. Pilots are expected to maintain a speed of plus or

*I minus 10 knots or 0.02 mach number of the specified speed.

SURVEILLANCE - A system which detects and reports the Location of
aircraft and/or objects. For air traffic control purposes
surveillance systems are electronic in nature and exclude visual
surveillance methods. Surveillance are differentiated as

* independent or dependent systems.
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1. Independent Surveillance - A system which requires no
airborne compatible equipment.

2. Dependent Surveillance - A system which requires airborne
compatible equipment (e.g. ATCRBS, Mode S).

TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION/TACAN - An ultra-high frequency electronic
rho-theta air navigation aid which provides suitably equipped
aircraft a continuous indication of bearing and distance to the
TACAN station.

TARGET SYMBOL - A computer-generated indication shown on a display
resulting from a primary return or a radar beacon reply.

TERMINAL AREA - A general term used to describe airspace in which
approach control service or airport traffic control service is
provided.

* TERMINAL AREA FACILITY - A facility providing air traffic control
service for arriving and departing IFR, VFR, Special CFR, Special
IFR aircraft and, on occasion, en route aircraft.

TOWER/AIRPORT TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER - Terminal facility that uses
air/ground radio communications, visual signaling, and other devices
to provide ATC services to aircraft operating in the vicinity of an
airport or on the movement area. Authorizes aircraft to land or
takeoff at the airport controlled by the tower or to transit the
airport traffic area regardless of flight plan or weather conditions
(IFR or VFR). A tower may also provide approach control services.

tRACK - The actual flight path of an aircraft over the surface of
the earth.

TRAFFIC

I. A term used by a specialists to transfer radar
* identification of an aircraft to another controller for the

purpose of coordinating separation action. Traffic is
normally used (a) in response to a handoff or point out, (b)
in anticipation of a handoff or point out, or (c) in
conjunction with a request for control of an aircraft.

* 2. A term used by ATC to refer to one or more aircraft.

TRAFFIC ADVISORIES - Advisories issued to alert pilots to other
known or observed air traffic which may be in such proximity to the
position or intended route of flight of their aircraft to warrant
attention. Such advisories may be based on:
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1. Visual observation.

2. Observation of radar identified and nnidentfied aircraft

targets on an ATC radar display, or

3. Verbal reports from pilots or other facilities.

The word "traffic" followed Ly additional information, if known, is

used to provide such advisory; e.g., "Traffic, 2 o'clock, one zero

miles, southbound, eight thousand."

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COORDINATOR - A tratfic management specialist
resident at the ARTCC traffic management unit (TMU) provides
oordination between the oational iev,- i central flow coitrol

function of the ATCCC and local ARTCC controllers.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT UNIT (T'1) - A ncn-cuntrol, coordinatio position

at ARTCCs connected to the central tlow control function at the

ATCCC and responsible for dissemination of flow control information

at the local level.

TRAJECTORY - An ordered union of all converted fixes and route

segments for a Flight Plan or Trial Plan.

TRANSFER -'7 CONTROL - That action whereby the responsibility for the

separation of an aircraft is transferred from one controller to

an-, ther.

TRANSFERRi:,C CONTROLLER/FCILTTY - A controller/tacility
transferring control ot an aircraft to another ccntrollerfacility.

TRIAL PLAN - A modified form of ir active flight plan that is

proposed as a possible replacement for that active flight plan. A

Trial Plan shall be processed by rotue processing aid advanced

automation functions before entry as ,n active flight plan or

amendment.

UNCONTROLLED AIRSPACE - Uncontrollcd airspace is that portion of the

airspace that has not been designated as :ontinental cootrol area,

control area, control zoTe, termi:ial contro! area, or transition
area and within which A'C has neither the auLthority more the
responsibility for exercising control over iir traffic.

UNICOM - A -ion-government conmr i icati fL t i ity which may provide
airport information at certain airports.
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UNMANNED FACILITY A facility which is normally not occupied by
personnel for the conduct or support of NAS operations. Such
facilities normally contain equipment which is operated, controlled,
and monitored from a manned facility.

UNPUBLISHED ROUTE - A route for which no minimum altitude is
published or charted for pilot use. It may include a direct route
between NAVAIDS, a radial, a vector, or a final approach course
beyond the segments of an instrument approach procedure.

USER - The external individual or group that receive services from
the NAS (e.g. Pilot, Air Carrier, General Aviation, Military, Law
Enforcement Agencies).

VECTOR - A heading issued to an aircraft to provide navigational
guidance.

VERTICAL SEPARATION - Separation established by assignment of

4 different altitude or flight levels.

VFR AIRCRAFT/VFR FLIGHT - An aircraft conducting flight in
accordance with visual flight rules.

VFR CONDITIONS - Weather conditions equal to or better than the

minimum for flight under visual flight rules.

VISIBILITY - The ability, as determined by atmospheric conditions
and expressed in units of distance, to see and identify prominent
unlighted objects by day and prominent lighted objects by night.
Visibility is reported as statute miles. hundreds of feet, or meters.

VISUAL FLIGHT RULES/VFR - Rules that govern the procedures for
conducting flight under visual condition. The term "VFR" is also
used in the United States to indicate weather conditions that are
equal to or greater than minimun VFR requirements. In addition, it
is used by pilots and controllers to indicate type of flight plan.

I
VISUAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS/VMC - Meteorological conditions
expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and ceiling
equal to or better than specified minima.

VISUAL SEPARATION - A means employed by ATC to separate aircraft in
4 terminal areas. There are two ways to effect this separation:

i. The tower specialists sees the aircraft involved and issues

instructions, as necessary, to ensure that the aircraft
avoid each other.
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2. A pilot sees the other aircraft involved and upon
instructions from the specialists provides his own
separation by maneuvering his aircraft as necessary to avoid
it. This may involve following another aircraft or keeping
it in sight until it is no longer a factor.

VORTAC/VHF OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGE/TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION - A
navigation air providing VOR azimuth, TACAN azimuth, and TACAN

. distance measuring equipment (DME) at one site.

WEATHER ADVISORY/WS/WST/WA/CWA - In aviation forecast practice, an
expression of hazardous weather conditions not predicted in the area
forecast, as they effect the operation of air traffic and as
prepared by the NWS.

WIND SHEAR - A chang2 in wind speed and/or wind direction in a short
distance resulting in a tearing or shearing effect. It can exist in
a horizontal or vertical direction and occasionally in both.
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